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Kickoff Set
For 2 p.m.
At Stadium

for the
By CHARLOTTE MOULTON quakes, trigger tidal waves or completed preparations
of
last
the
pooring
by
blast
WASHINGTON (UP!)—Seven release radiation that would
5,600 tons of gravel and sand
U.S. Supreme Coiirt justices harm marine and wildlife.
seal the shaft.
49,taight
scheduled an llth hour decision The justices called for oral'that was used to
4.4 friff4, of season since serteret‘t--3
1
.Prbe Ci-lbkeArr;b/
rests
warhead
4.
.
:ri?e_x,
tInive sity to Tennessee Tech, Morehead,
State
Murray
aOether to allerh. `,"^shi:Apigets at 9:30 a1m.
timiVitc
chamber,
Homecoming celebration this and UT-Martin. They've won two
Atomic Energy Commission to today —seven and a half hours in an on erground
are and will be triggered from an
officials
AEC
weekend will be the Murray State and tied one for a record of 3-3-1.
conduct the largest American before
bunker 25 miles
Thoroughbred -Austin Peay Their 2-2-1 record is the fourth
underground nuclear test in scheduled to push a red button underground
Governor football game at best in the OVC.
history at barren Amchitka and explode a Spartan warhead away.
at AEC spokesmen said a 15underground
6,000 feet
Cutchin Stadium this afternoon. The Racers came out of the last
Island in the Aleutians.
Kickoff time for the football week's game in good physical
The court agreed Friday Amchitka, which is 1,200 miles minute countdown was necessagame with the Governors is 2 condition and will be near top
night to. hear the case of eight southwest of the Alaskan coast. ry for the firing, but that the
p.m. Austin Peay has a 1-6 won- strength for Austin Peay.
conservation groups which con- President Nixon decided to test could be halted at any time
loss record for the season but The Racers rank fifth in the
tend the five-megaton blast proceed with the 5 pm. EST up to the actual moment of
Murray State Coach Bill OVC in total offense with a 124,2
might set off major earth- test "for overriding reasons of firing.
alloea)( ountry
SHACKLEFORD HONORED J H stiaekleiord, for 15 years treasurer of the (
is careful not to un- average but fourth in defense
national security." The explo- The bomb has a "life
Furgerson
dinner given him
sion, four times larger than any expectancy" of only two to Club, right, is congratulated b tr I outs C . Ryan following an appreciation
with 231 4. Murray is seventh In
derrate the Governors.
and
tee
15th
shrlter house will be constructed at the club's
underground test the United three weeks. If the test were Thursday night by members of th. I
"They're extremely tough on defense with an average of 316.8.
States has conducted before, postponed indefinitely, the war- will be named in his honor.
The Racers' Rick Fisher leads
defense, and they're playing
will test the safegyard Antibal- head could be destroyed with
better offense each week," Coach the league in rushing with 789
conventional explosives which
listic Missile System (ABM).
Furgerson said of Austin Peay. yards and freshman punter Doug
"Except for Western, no one Baker is first in punting with a
Court officials said each side would not set off a nuclear
would have one-half hOtir to blast.
has beaten them decisively," 39.6 yard average. George
present its arguments. 11* Only about 200 pet-sons were
Furgerson continued, "and Greenfield is fifth in the league
conservation groups took the scheduled to remain on the
they've been in practically every rushing with 322 yards and Sterol
issue to the Supreme Court island during the test. They
game they've played until late in
center
An alcohol re-education
(Continued on Page Eight)
after losing lower court battles. Include AEC Chairman James
in the contest."
J. H. Shackleford, a Murray dinner, live at 1313 Olive Blvd. has been established
a
had
have
Thanksgiving is less than three They will be represented by R. Schlesinger, who brought his accountant, was honored with a They have one son, J. H.
The Governors
cooperation with County Judge
weeks off.
attorney David L. Sive of New wife, Rachel, and two of their surprise appreication dinner by Shacklefore, Jr., who lives in Robert 0. Miller and City Judge hard-luck season and haven't
York, Erwin N. Griswold, the children along to demonstrate members of the Calloway Fanwood, N. J.
The Com- won since blasting Troy State 34-0
Donald Overbey.
Fellow says the United Nations is U.S. solicitor general, will his conviction that the exper- Country Club Thursday night in In responding to a tribute to his
munity Mental Health Center of in their opener. However,
a forum where all the nations of represent the AEC.
recognition of his 15 years as long service to the club by Circuit Western Kentucky will run the Eastern Kentucky beat them only
(Continued on Page Eight
The Almo Parent-Teacher
the world may be heard. "Now", The unusual Saturday session
Judge James Lassiter, who center, which will meet weekly 14-9, UT-Martin 17-3, and Middle
treasurer of the club.
will hold its regular
Association
1960,
in
he says, -if we can only convince was the first scheduled since
president
19-7.
as
Tennessee
for four weeks.
Attending the affair, promoted served
November 8,
Monday,
on
meeting
that
Taiwan".
told the group
the court decided the Pentagon
"Persons convicted of driving "I'm just afraid they're about at two p.m. in the school
as a dinner to honor the club's Shackleford
be
to
means
no
against
by
was
explode
affair
Papers case early last summer.
to
the
ready
be
will
offenses involving alcohol
past presidents, were 130
The Alaskan atomic test will At Amchitka Friday, workers
taken as an indication of his required to attend if Judge Miller somebody," Furgerson said and cafeteria.
members and their wives.
Charlie Lassiter, director of
Austin
treasurer.
take place 6,000 feet below the
as
On Homecoming Sunday the
so directs," a spokesman said. Furgerson knows about
In addition to being presented retirement
the Callpway
determined, he suid, to
earth's surface.
Murray Christian Church, 1506 imb nn engrumed. plague tor
the Peay explosions. Last year, The Pupil Personnel for
members of
Waft
Chestnut Street, will be having a/ office ,Dy Edgar Red) Howe, see that the mortgage on the alcoholism services division of Goys laced the Racers 45-7; in County Board
dinner president of the club in 1966, acreage used for the back nine be the Murray Mental Health Center 1968, 56-35; and in 1967, 37-20. be the guest speaker.
It seems as though we have fired
fellowship
church
Mrs. M. D. McGinnis,
off enough of these things to learn
following the morning worship Shackleford also will be honored retired on scheduled, if not will teach the course of study. Murray won its only game in the
president, urges all parents and
"as long as I can
and
earlier,
just about anything we might "Problems
by
series
the
of
years
seven
a
last
of
to
construction
attempt
Higher service.
an
ia
in
the
through
"This program
interested persons to attend.
keep my back pocket buttoned, I deal with the problem of driving 53-41 in 1969.
want to know. If the thing does Education" will be the subject of Bible School will start at 9:00 shelter house at the 15th tee.
The PTA sponsored the Fall
cause an earthquake or tidal the program to be presented at a.m,for all ages, and the worship The structure, to be con- sin confident this land can be while intoxicated offenses and The Racers have made an
Festival at the school on October
as a year and a
wave, our prestige will sink even the meeting of the Sigma service will start at 10:45.
their
in
turn-around
amazing
adspokesman
the
structed from funds contributed paid for as much
accidents,"
30 with the highlight being the
be by club members, will be known half ahead of schedule.
lower than it is now.
Department of the Murray The college choir will
ded. "It was developed by the
"you
crowning of the King and Queen.
on,
went
he
that,"
en"After
song
special
a
presenting
as "Shack's Shack,- and will fill
Woman's Club to be held MonTraffic Safety Institute of
The seventh grade candidates
your fun. You can spend
Coach: What's his name?
day, Noyember 8, at 7:30 p.m. at titled; "Let the Whole World an existing need on the club's can have
Eastern State University, Richwere the winners who were
Manger: Szaczhwerskinoplinitiz. the club house.
Know." Bro. H. J. Bryan and back nine, opened in 1969 on the money for whatever you mond, Kentucky, and has been
Wanda Watkins, daughter of Mr.
comes
mortagage
the
but
want,
serbe
will
Henshaw
K.
J.
Coach: Good. Put him on the
Bro.
additional acreage purchased in
Dr. Kenneth Harrell of the
tested there with good results."
and Mrs. Joe Watkins, and Mike
first string. I'll get even with history department of Murray ving the communion service.
1967 during the administration of first.
Classes will meet during
Wells,son of Mr. and Mrs. James
'"These past presidents are all
those sports writers.
State University will be the guest Bro. Dean Ross will be preaching Dr. Louis Ryan.
A special program of religious
November on Tuesday nights at
every
enjoyed
I
and
Wells.
men
fine
Stand
to
Place
"A
subject:
the
on
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
speaker, according to the
the Mayfield Electric and Water music will be presented at 8:15
one of
The president expressed
One thing we'll all agree on, the scheduled program.
in a Modern World."
Shackleford is a partner in the minute of work with every
Thursday, November 1
Building, West Broadway, and
on
p.m.
her appreciation to each one
but I can assure you that
them,
leaves are less trouble stuck on
worship
the
morning
After
Shackleford.
of
firm
month
Mesdames
the
be
accounting
during
will
Church
Hostesses
then in Murray
in the First Presbyterian
who helped in any way with the
to the trees than they are lying on Wells Purdom, Jr., Louis service a carry-in noon meal will Goode and Thurman, and has
of December at the Calloway 16th & Main streets. The public is
(Continued on Page Eight
festival.
the ground
wish
tostay
who
all
for
lived in Murray for 35 years.
Kerlick, Allen McCoy, Hunt be held
County Public Health Building, cortUllY tnvit
He and Mrs. Shackleford, who
-Thursday 'Beginning
evening
the
Smock, Don Overbey, and Bethel and fellowship together,
Olive Street, on
It actually frosted this week.
Ross said
was present for the Thursday
Richardson.
program will be the brief Bach
nights.
Cantata no. 56, "I Will The CrossSitting there at Trenholm's
Staff Gladly Carry."This is a solo
ll
MSU Basketba
Thursday at noon eating our
cantata for bass voice and string
homemade chili and we looked
Eli Alexander, principal of
orchestra, which concludes with
out the window along Chestnut
Murray High School, will be the
bass
The
choir.
the
for
Chorale
a
Two traffic collisions were
Street at all the business houses,
guest speaker at the dinner
soloist will be Larrie Clark.
investigated by the Murray
flashing signs, etc. We mused
Rev. Fred Morton of the United
of the meeting of the Theta Department
production
major
The
Police Department on Friday.
that it seemed only yesterday
Campus Ministry, Murray State evening will be Bach's Cantata of the Murray Woman's Club to
No injuries were listed on the University, will speak at the 8:45
that the only thing north of
no. 19, "There Arose Such A be held Monday, November 8, at
reports filed by the officers.
Chestnut was Ellis Popcorn
and 10:50 a.m. services on Fight," a cantata written for the 6:30 p.m at the club house.
Cars involved in the collision Sunday, November 7, at the First Feast of St. Michael.
Company. There was a dirt road
This "Education Trends" will be the
rest
at 10:05 a.m. were a 1970 Old- United Methodist Church.
coaching record stands at 256 Coach Luther said, with the
By M.C. Garrott
along side of this firm which led
full theme of Alexander's talk, aca
employs
Cantata
Festival
evenly
of the teams rather
wins and 159 losses.
smobile station wagon driven by
to the city land fill site. Now
string orchestra with two oboes, cording to Mrs. A. L. Hough.
"The
be
will
subject
over
matched.
His
hangs
Erwin
mark
question
210
big
A
of
Phyllis Jean Dunlap
Chestnut Street on the north side
Lost from last year's team will
horn, three trumpets, and program chairman.
"Only Eastern seems to have a
Murray State University's
and a 1969 Dodge Church Of What's Happening english
Husbands of the members will
is literally lined with several ,
be the defensive play of Ron clear cut shot at the cham- Street, Murray,
tympani.
speaking
is
for another "'inning
Clayton Pritchard Now". Rev. Morton
different businesses. Plus, of prospects
Johnson, the shooting accuracy pionship with four starter four door by
The soloists will be: Soparano be special guests. The meat,
church
the
of
absence
the
the
in
Pritchard
1971-72,
in
season
M.
Adell
basketball
by
driven
and
beverages, and bread will be
course, the entirely new Central
of Jimmy Young, the heroics of
minister, Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Elizabeth Newnam, Tenor.
returning," he said. "The rest
Rotary Club was told
of Murray Route One.
Members are to bring
and Gary
furnished.
Bass:
Shopping Center and the area Murray
Blondet
and
Hector
Stevens,
Richard
Ocsince
wild
ill
been
has
open,
the race will be a wide
by Cal Luther, the
The accident occurred on the Jr., who
either
salad, or
vegetable,
Severson, a reserve guard.
occupied by Tom's Pizza and Thursday
Clark.
Larrie
expected
is
scramble for second place."
university's Grey coach and
Parking lot, but no other tober 23. Dr. Dodson
other businesses.
is no admission fee and dessert.
from last year's In commenting on the Racer', Central
There
Sunplayers
on
Three
pulpit
the
in
back
be
to
to
Damage
athletic director.
details were listed.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Castle
freshman team are 1971-72 schedule, Coach Luther
everyone is encouraged to be
(Continued on Page Eight)
Wringing a red and white undefeated
the Oldsmobile was on the left day, November 14.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Mrs.
Parker,
roles in
p.m.
Thursday,
815
major
at
play
present
Outreach
to
expected
World
The School of
predicted that the hometown fans rear door and quarter panel, and
striped "crying towel" and doing
gaps, said Luther, will see some excellent basket,
six November 11 in the First Cliff Campbell, and Mrs. William
these
at
church
plugging
the
at
held
be
will
grill,
of
flow
bumper,
a
force
to
the
on
his best
to the Dodge
Pinkston.
Presbyterian ('hurt •
starting his 14th year ball in the early season.
p.m. sunda%
pessimistic tears down his cheeks who will be
and hood.
helm
basketball
Murray
the
games
at
Arkansas Tech won 20
to convince the Rotarians of his
The other collision occurred at
season opens here and lost 5 last year and has four 2:35 p.m. between a vehicle
sincerity, Luther said "things when the
Tech.
December 1 with Arkansas
letterman returning. Cheyne driven by Charles Richard Lucas
Mostly cloudy with scattered could get bad" in the wake of last
Marcelous Starks, a 6-8 State, whom the Racers play here of Owensboro, and a 1950 Ford
season.
19-5
year's
showers beginning in the morsophomore from Chicago, is on December 4, had a 26-3 record pickup owned by Five Points
Decreasing cloudiness Few of them believed him,
ning.
expected to replace Johnson at last year and will have one of the Welding, Coldwater Road s
tonight and fair Sunday. Colder however. They know him too
center, and 5-9 Steve Barrett, a tallest teams to play at Murray Murray, and driven by Raymond
well.
west Saturday and over the state
sophomore from Otwell, Ind., is all season.
the
of
time
this
,
Gilbert Bandarra of Murray
Traditionally
Calloway County will receive $1:u.000 for public service job funding under the Emergency
Saturday night and Sunday.
expected to replace Young at "It will be a tough schedule all Route One.
Employment Act according to an announcement made by Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
Highs Saturday in the mid 50s to year the Murray coach appears
Youn'g guard post since Steve the way through," the coach
Police said Lucas was going
Friday afternoon.
mid 60s, low Saturday night before the civic club and inTod,
a Ohio, has injured a sighed, wiping his eyes with the east on Chestnut Street and had
Bowers,
dark
rather
a
paints
variably
Also scheduled to receive funds are Fulton County,$60,006, Carlisle County,$35,300, and
mostly in the 30s, highs Sunday in
picture of the team's prospects knee and will be out for several red and white striped towel, but stopped for a vehicle to turn left.
(:ounty, $48,400. Previously the First District had four counties approved for the followini•
the 40s to low 50s.
weeks.
there wasn't a sympathi. Bandarra failed to see Lucas
for the coming season.
amounts: Graves,$120,000; Lyon $37,700; Caldwell, $64,000; and McLean 148,000.
Extended Outlook
stopped in time to avoid hitting
Then he preoceeds to lead the Rounding out the starting five, Rotarian in the house
The funds were allocated to the last four counties on September 21 and Stubblefield indicate:
Thoroughbreds to an Ohio Valley the coach figures, will be Ron They'd heard it before--many the vehicle in the rear, according
that he had protested to the labor department for a reassessment of the unemployment in the
extended Conference championship or Williams, Bill Mancini and Les times—and Luther and his to the police report.,
Kentucky
The
First District. Stubblefield argued that counties other than those funded in the first allocation
weather outlook Monday through another winning season. This Taylor from last year's team. players always had come
merited employment assistance.
Fair through year is expected to be no ex- Taylor, he said, could well through.
Wednesday:
The grants under the program are administered by the conty and the state government
BRIDGE
OAKS
develop into one of the finest The Malty coach was inWednesday. Cold Monday and ception.
previously designated by the manpower administration program agents.
agencies
Country
Oaks
the
of
ladies
The
warmer Tuesday and Wed- In his 13 seasons as the Murray players 'a Murray history, and troduced by Nat Ryan Hughes. Club will have their regular day
When the grants were first announced, several Calloway Countians protested the fact that
nesday. Highs in the upper 30s coach, Luther has had 12 straight Will Liner, the Racer's 7-0 the program chairman for the of bridge on Wednesday,
Graves County received a grant of $120,000 and Calloway was excluded. Stubblefield talked
and 40s Monday, rising into the winning seasons, captured three reserve center, is vastly im- day. Guests included: Bob Guise, November 10.
with public officials in Calloway County as well as the other counties in the First District that
Members are
upper 40s and 50s Tuesday and OVC championships and won one proved over his sophomore year. Ann Arbor, Mich.; Jack °ulster!. asked to make reservations by
were excluded, and told the labor department that he felt a reevaluation would prove that
His The Eastern Kentucky Colonels Riverside, Calif., and Ed Shin- Tuesday by calling the bridge
into the 50s and 60s Wednesday. conference tournament
additional counties in the district would "merit federal funds for the severe unemployment
Dsws in the 2114 and Mks Monday Racer teams have won 208 games are expected to be the strongest ners, of the Vanderbilt Chemical hostess, Marie Weaver, phone
experienced in the past three months."
and Tuesday and into the Ve and while losing 17i, and hie lifetime team in the OVC this season, Company in Mw-fay.
753-8591.
low 4eis by Wednesday morning.
^..,44r•

Shackleford Is Honored Alcohol Center
By Country Club Members is Established

Charlie Lassiter
Almo PTA Speaker
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Dr. Harrell Will
Be Sigma Speaker

Concert Will
Be On Thursday

4

Collisions
Are Investigated
raftic

Luther Brings Out Crying
Towel Before Rotary Club

By City Police

Eli Alexander Is
Speaker For Thetas

Rev. Fred Morton
Is Church Speaker

The Weather

Calloway Gets $110,000 Grant
Under Emergency Employment Act
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Ten Years Ago Today
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Deaths reported are Mrs Iva Fryar of Murra), age 83, on
November S. Mrs Hugh Thompson of Murray Route Three, age
85. on November 5. Mr IS Harris of Southside. Tenn .and Felix
Winters of Arkansas (Its. Kansas
Smith Broadbent, Jr. president of the Kentucky Chamber of
Cemmerce, will be principal speaker at the annual dinner
meeting of the Mw-ray Chamber of Commerce on November 16
The Murray High'Tigers beat Grove High of Paris, Term .46 to 6
while Murray State lost to Middlee Tennessee TS to 18 in football
games.
Officers of the Kirksey Adult Farmer Class are Billy Tidwell,
James Brandor and Baron Palmer, W.H Brooks is the in-

for Today
Bible Thought
_—
These are the Mogi the ye shall d.: Speak ye every man the
snot to bas sieebbor. execute the judgmest of truth and peace ia
year gates.-7A'rhartah 1:11
God's "Good Neighbor Policy",for all times and all peoples
•
argely urdried°

Marines Honor Student At Unsatisfied
MSU As Outstanding Cadet Customers
Get Refunds

Ted Hamilton, 22, a senior at
Murray State University from
Daytona Beach, Fla., has been
awarded the Marine Corps'
Commandant's
in
Trophy
recognition of his selection as the
most outstanding cadet among
600 attending the 10-week platoon
leaders' training camp at
Quantico, Va., last summer.
a
Hamplton,
physical
education major at Murray State,
was presented with the trophy by
Maj. Gen. Fred E. Haynes, Jr.,
commanding general of the zre
Marine Division Camp LeJeune,
N.C., at a luncheon today at
Murray State.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman A. Hamilton, 944 South
Peninsula, Daytona Beach,
Hamilton will be commissioned
second lieutenant in the Marines
following his graduation from
Murray State in December.
He plans to enter the Marine
flight training program at
Pensacola, Fla., in January,
after which he will go on active
duty with the Marines for 34.2

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
or Public Voice items which, in our Odin'On, are not for the best in
forest of our readers
National Representatives Wallace Witmer Co., 1509 Madison Ave ,
Memphis, Tn , Time & Lite Bldg , New York, N.Y.; Stephenson aloe.,
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray: 5.35 per week. St 52 per
month, $18.20 per year By mail in Calloway and adloming counties,
17 50 per year other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 115 00
per year, more than 150 miles from Murray. S111.00 per year Alt mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered 0a.ly at the Post Offices Murray. Kentucky. for transmission
as Second C.ass Matter

The cost of living is high these days, and one
important item in our living costs is the automobile:
Not only in the operation of one or more of these
vehicles per family, but in the cost of insurance
premiums which most of us pay to protect ourselves
and the other fellow against claims that may result
from accidents which could occur.
There's a lot of talk going on about "no-fault"
insurance and when an insurance industry
representative says that it would mean a 25 per cent
saving for the average..Ins..*—Ixtiffe policyholder;
lot of us begin to perk up our ears and begin to want
to know a little more about this "no fault" business.
William L. Martin, of Atlanta, Southeastern
regional manager of the American Insurance
Association, says no-fault will save policyholders 25
per cent, and that it should replace the present
damage suit-liability system. Martin was the
speaker during the 78th annual convention of In
surors of Tennessee.
Under the no-fault plan, every automobile owner
would be required to purchase insurance which
would compensate the driver and his passengers
for their damages and injuries without regard to
who caused the accident. The total no-fault concept
would mean that no longer would there be the _right
for any party to sue for damages, except.in extraordinary cases.
In his talk to the Insurors, Martin described the
present liability system as one which "grinds and
shimmies and sometimes doesn't perform," and
said it should be changed for one which would
assure benefits to all persons injured in automobile
accidents: pay hospital and medical expenses
without limit as long as needed; cover other
economic loss such as wages; and which would
exempt policy holders from suit except where the
fault system was retained, and even there would
pay the family benefits without regard to fault.
he insurance expert questioned the fairness oL
Present fault system. where cases are taken into
court. Martin said 55 per cent of all persons who are
seriously injured are denied recovery. And even the
successful claimant, in total disability cases, after
paying the costs of litigation, recovers an average
of $12,556, whereas the economic loss in such cases
averages $78,000, Martin said.
The present law provides that in an autombile
accident if the driver of a car injures another person
and the driver is proven in a court of law to have
been negligent, then he must pay damages. In most
cases, the driver is insured and so is the other
person and it becomes a battle between insurance
companies.- Statistics show that the fault system
under which we operate results in long delays before
-trails are held, and has also resulted in inadequate
judgments in cases and excessive judgments in
others. In some automobile liability cases the fees
paid to attorneys involved are on a "contingent"
t)asis. That is, they receive a certain percentage of
the judgment their client gets from the insurance
company.
Senator Howard Baker. speaking to the same
meeting in Gatlinburg. says he has serious reservations to a Complete no-fault insurance system,
which he said "may infringe on the constitutional
rights of citizens." Senator Baker suggested a
modified version of no-fault.
The Tennessee Bar Association has gone on record
as opposing the no-fault system. which would indeed
be a revolutionary change from the system we have
always known.
But we live in changing times, and if there is a way
to change our method of settling automobile damage
claims in a manner that would be fairer and less
costly to the general public, then that method should
be explored and minutely examined.
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Mrs Hanulton is the former
Teddi Jo Ferguson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ferguson,
1831 Mohawk Drive, Owensboro. NEW YORK (UPI)—Edward
A senior majoring in speech and Goodstone of New York got an
English, she currently is doing estimate of $350 to $500 for
practice teaching at Henry moving his household effects,
County High School at Paris, but when the bill came it said
Tenn.
$695.
Hamilton is the first Murray The Goodstones also found
student to win the coveted their convertible sofa and two
traveling trophy, which will television receivers damaged.
remain at the university They took the matter up with
throughout the academic year. James P. Harley, impartial
Previous winners are: Lewis chairman of the Moving
and
Hoyt, University of Southern Storage Industry of New York
California, 1966; Wayne Rollings, for the past three years. Harley
University of Georgia, 1967; ordered a refund of $245. The
Dennis Gladwell, University of mover paid promptly.
Utah, 1968; Henry Parry
A Mrs. Palmrose was supCalifornia State College at Long posed to move on May 24, then
Beach, 1969, and James Moore, the moving company, one of the
Harvard University, in 1970
largest in the trade, said it

couldn't get to her job until
Three other Murray students July 9 With her lease expiring
are enrolled in the Marines' June 30, Mrs. Palmrose was
platoon leaders course, which is hopping
mad. She
called
the corps' campus officer Harley The big moving compatraining program. They are
ny soon discovered it could get
Roger Wiedman, a member of Km, mEaltnro4.0.4, packed
de Murray Sane rootball ream.
•
A graduate of Sea Breeze High and son of Mr and Mrs J F. itfkiVecrEY Siine NI after all.
School in Daytona Beach, Wiedrnan, Route 4, Metropolis, Judy Lutz got a $144 refund
Hamilton attended Daytona Ill A senior, Wiedeman is on her overcharge complaint to
Harley Bertha Turpin got $75.
Beach Junior College for one majoring in history
But no complaint is too small
year before transferring to
Tol Cherry., a sophomore and for Harley to adjust. P. Rosen
Murray State in 1968 He is a son of Mr and Mrs. Robert Earl
member of the university's pistol Cherry, 420 North Stewart, got $25. In this case, the mover
team and the Sigma Chi Geneseo, ill., and a member o had quoted a price of $28 an
hour and charged $35.
kfraternity.
national Although the 300 moving
university's
the
championship rifle team last companies that operate in the
year. and
New York market created their
Joesph A Geary a sopho
impartial claims settlement
LEDGER •TURR8 FILE
majoring in history, son of Mr. office in 1956, it still is the
only
and Mrs Thomas Geary of Rou one of its kind in the country,
Deaths reported are W.S. &Ili Colson, age 76, J.G. (Jim) 3, Central City
Harley said. Efforts are being
Glasgow, age 73, R. Bruce Holland, age 69, Mrs. Mose Clayton,
Wiedernan and (berry
By Anthony Harrigan
age 76, C.C. Duke. age 88, Thompson Glenn Rogers, age 73, Mrs. among the university an made to set up similar plans in
St Louis, Cincinnati, las
En< u rrye YK t PIEStortirT
Bertice Lasater. age 62, Charlie Newport, age 54, and Arthur Coy military officials atiendint Angeles and several other big
Ford,
age
38.
Southern States Industrial Council
presentation ceremonies.
cities.
R.R. Meloan, president of the Calloway Publishing Company,
Over the years the existence
publisher of the Ledger & Times, has announced the sale of his
of the impartial claims office
OPTIONS IN 1972
majority interest in the business to W.P Williams of Paris, Tenn.
has reduced claims remarkaWilliam J. Swarm, Thomas Martin, and Dorris L. Clark, all of
bly. Out of 45,000 moving jobs
NEW YORK, N.Y.—Conservatives who played a major role
Calloway County, have been assigned to the lath Infantry
in the New York metropolitan
in helping Richard Nixon win election in 1968 are dismayed by the
Training Regiment at Camp Roberts, California.
area in 1970, Harley received
course of the Nixon administration but uncertain as to what to do
Births reported include a girl, Betty Florence, to Mr. and Mrs.
only 168 complaints. Harley
in 1972.
Dan Hart on November 2, and a son, Cecil B., Jr., to Mr. and Mrs.
also handles complaints against
The editorialists, commentators and publicists of the conCecil Farris on November 1.
firms that are not members of
servative movement applaud Mr. Nixon's Supreme Court
Ten pounds of sugar in cloth bag is advertised at 59 cents in the
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—"Guest his association
and frequently
nominees. But they oppose almost every other administration
ad for Swarm's Grocery this week.
star" generally is a euphemis- finds them willing to accept his
action. They regard Mr. Nixon's China policy as a prelude to
tic term for an actor appearing judgment
disaster in Asia. They believe that the Berlin agreement
of the matter
as a supporting player on a
Consumer Crusader Ralph
negotiated by the Nixon administration undermines our West
television
in
regular
series
Nader recently urged the
German ally and gives the Russians new potver of the beleagured
Hy Carl itiblet Jr.
order ti, pay the rent that Interstate Corltimerce commisThes.. Wee the actrnialatratiorra ramuy Asaistatice Act month.
which would double the welfare populanis if enacted into law
sion to consider imposing a
I realize I am getting to that stage in life known as
A guest star is paid from system modeled on Harley's
They regard the Nixon New Economic Policy as reiection of free
going over the hill when my daughter's eyes glaze $2,500 to $3,500 for a week's office on the interstate moving
enterprise principles. Finally, they fear that the Nixon adbusiness.
ministration. in the SALT talks, will agree to a settlement with the
over with that oh-here-we-go-again look as I opine to work.
Soviet Union that will leave the United State in a condition of
The moving business has
Sometimes, if his name is
her that life is more than a package of goodies. "Of
permanent military inferiority.
sufficiently large, he may earn grown enormously in recent
course,
papa,"
she
agrees
in part, "but in the olden more. Often he is paid less.
years. Its volume doubled in
Given these convictions, many conservative leaders cannot
days when you were young, most of the good things
conscience. They feel that he has
support Mr. Nixon in good
But the practice does serve to the past decade and presently
weren't invented yet." She means stereo hi-fi, keep the actor's name and face is estimated at $3 billion a
adopted liberal positions in an attempt to asaure ha reelection.
They belive that the administration will continue to veer to the
television, filter tips, jackboots and something before the public. And the year. Nearly 20 per cent of the
left.
brand new the telephone company describes as the money holds off the sheriff for people in the country move
each year. The 300 New York
On the other hand,these conservatives are mindful of the havoc
still another week.
single party line.
that radical-liberals such as Edward Kennedy, George
A leading exponent of the movers alone do a business of
"There is nothing new except what is forgotten." guest star syndrome is David $150 million a year.
McGovern, Edward Muskie or John landaus could do to the
—Marie Antoinette's milliner
The division of the moving
country. Thus the conservatives are reluctant to take actions
Gerber, senior vice-president of
hominess is interesting.
which would benefit the radic-libs in a presidentud election year.
20th Century-Fox television.
Two Series Cited
It seems unlikely, therefore, that the leaders of the conAbout 25 per cent is in
The Almanac
The studio's two network transfers of military personnel
servative movement will take any dramatic action in the next few
series, "Nanny and The Profes- and their families. Another 35
months. Instead, they will consider the possibilities available to
By United Press International
sor" and "Cacie's County" are per cent is paid for by
them next spring when the presidential campaign intensifies.
Today is Saturday, Nov. 6,'
larded with featured actors on corporations, and this business
One option available to conservatives is to challenge Mr. Nixon the 310th day of 1971.
in one or more presidential primaries, precisely as Sen. Eugene
is about equally divided beThe moon is between its full WESTMTNSTER, Calif. (UPI) a one-shot basis.
—A mailman reportedly an- This year "Nanny and the tween moving families and
McCarthy. challenged Lyndon Johnson in the 1968 New Hampshire phase and last quarter
use
Elsa their effects and moving office
The morning star is Saturn. gered because of discipline Professor" will
primary. But a number of conservative leaders regard that approach as a futile exercise. They believe that Mr. Nixon could
The evening stars are Mercu- from his superiors shot and Lanchester, Ray Bolger, Robert furnishings and fixtures and
killed the postmaster here Sterlin, Bryan Bedford, Van light machinery. Ten to 15 per
easily throw back any challenge, chiefly because the con- ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
servatives don't have a well-known candidate to carry their
Those born on this day are Thursday and critically wound- Johnson and John Mills (father cent of the business is moving
ed a postal supervisor, authori- of the series' star Juliet Mills) heavy or expensive machinery
banner.
under the sign of Scorpio.
among others.
Other conservative leaders are giving consideration to
American band leader John ties said.
and delicate machines such as
discussions with Gov. George Wallace. Many of these con- Philip Sousa was born Nov. 6, Police quoted witnesses as "We use more guest stars electronic computers.
servatives opposed Mr. Wallace in 1968 and don't regard him as
The remaining 25 per cent is
1854.
saying Philip B. Alleman, 24, of than any other half-hour show
an authentic conservative. But they recall that Mr. Wallace won
On this day in history:
composed of families and
Santa Ana, burst into the on television," said Gerber.
Why?
more than nine million votes in 1968. Moreover, they recognize
individuals who pay for their
In 1860 Abraham Lincoln was victims' office with a revolver
that Mr Wallace is able to communicate at the grassroots level
elected president.
clasped in both hands and
"Because they please the own moving jobs.
with ordinary citizens deeply concerned about welfarism, busing,
In 1869 Rutgers beat Prince- shouted, "you've had it."
network," Gerber replied.
and crime in the streets. Conservative thought leaders seem
ton, 6-4, in the first formal Alleman was pinned to the "Names like Van Johnson can
more interested in foreign affairs and military policies. The latter
intercollegiate football game. wall by other postal employes be used in the newspaper logs
WOW COURT 7211
are immensely important, but the ordinary citizen doesn't
In 1953 U.S. Attorney General after firing the shots.
and for ads to help exploit and
Woodmen of the World Ladies
become emotionally involved in such issues..
'Herbert Brownell charged that Police said Postmaster Paul call attention to the show,"
Court 723 will meet Monday,
The likelihood is that the 1972 presidential election will be a very former President Harry Tru- A. Burtner, 51; Postal SuperinGerber's solicitude for the November 8, seven p.m. at the
complex affair The radical-liberal element in American politics
Harry
Dexter
named
man had
tendent Ernest Gualdon, 46; network —in this case ABC —is Woodmen Hall. All members are
may be fragmented, with a new radical party on the political
White head of the International Orville Hopkins. assistant su- a mystery. "Nanny and the urged to attend
scene. The conservative element also may be divided, with some
Monetary Fund knowing he was perintendent; and Alfred Mies- Professor" has no regular time
conservatives reluctantly supporting Mr. Nixon and others aiding
"a Russian spy."
to, a foreman, were seated in spot. It floats around in the
Mr. Wallace.
In 1968 Richard Nixon was Burtner's office discussing Alle- Horse Latitudes being shown at
•*.**
At the moment, the White House apparently believes that the
elected president.
man's censure, which resulted different times and days on *
t
Adults
conservatives are "in the bag" because they have nowhere else to
from tardiness.
almost every one of its stationS.
go. True,some conservatives will stomach a very large dose of
ALL SHOWS*
A thought for today Ameri- Alleman burst in and when
Nanny is Changed
Nixon administration liberalism. But other conservatives won't
can poet Ella Wheeler said, Burtner darted toward the
5l'.'IrrrirMTIE
"Nanny was changed from 1
(i
17
1
do any such thing. They will exercise one of the options available
"No question is ever settled door, he was shot in the back, our comfortable Friday night
right."
will
settled
be
year
an
to them. The
ahead
exciting time, with political
until it is
Hopkins told police. As the time slot to Monday nights
decisions being made that will affect the life of the nation for
postmaster lay mortally wound- supposedly. Even the network
years to cdme.
ed in the hall, Alleman shot officials apologized. We're supIn 1989, there were mofe than him in the head, Hopkins said. posed to be on just before or
Giuddon was shot in the chest just after the Monday night
400,000 motor vehicle fires in the
United States, causing loss or and stomach and was listed in professiolial footballl games."
damage estimated at more than critical condition at WestminTIAIFS FILL
Gerber is ,thinking of asking
ster Community Hospital.
$64 million.
Police said Hopkins and the network to add another 15
Today Americans use 1.5 tril- Miasto ducked under a desk minutes or so to the football
Mrs Lowry Unerwood. age 75, died this morning at the Murra
kilowatt hours of electricity and Hopkins grabbed a tele- intermission between halves, * Yu! Brenner Week at
•
lion
Hospital
Cinema II [hiring This *
a year, one-third of the world's phone, telling the operator to thereby squeezing in "Nanny *
Billie G. Williams, Warren F. Williams. George W Long
it
and the Professor."
* Engagement Yul Brenner *
total production. The need by call police.
P. Richard, Roy L. Locke, Robert Cook. Ewell Pat Jones. and Ira
•
Granted
UNA A Like 1 Raid
the
1980 will be three trillion, and
*
football
games
R. Tripp have joined the Air Force.
*
Alleman was booked on and the situation comedy don't *
almost double that 10 years
Admitted Vree
Ruth Rowland, Richard Smith, Marlene Swann. Hal Shiple .
*
suspicion of murder and assault draw the same audience, bat at *
later.
Sne Travis, Lavenia Jones, Bobbie Hutson. and Richard
with intent to commit murder least Gerber's series would * Everyone Wants *
Knight, are members of the play, .1/w Man On the Stairs" to be
it of all
A postal spokesman said that have a regulor time spot on the
At least 25 per
presented by the senior class of Murray Training School on
American families will have an before the shooting Alleman air.
November 7
Income annually of $15,000 or had received a "minor routine "I.don't think ABC. will go
for *Miss Jenelle Fay attended the homecoming activities at the
more by 1980, up from 12 per letter of warning." Thursday it," Gerber said Unhappily,
Insocon • wwwww
"but *[G
University of Kentucky, Lexington
1989.
cent in
was Allethan's birthday
it's worth a try."
*.•is * * *•* * 4

SENSING
THE NEWS

30YearsAgoThisWeek

'Guest Star'
Keeps Names
Before Public

Isn't It The Truth!

Angry Mailman
Kills Postmaster

•* 99

20 Years Ago Today
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Carson-Bazzell Vows To Be Read

V4940

r41,4 what,04

-Miss Humphreys Is Essie Caldwell Elected Overall Chairman
Honored At Shower Ladies Activities At Oaks Country Club
Essie Caldwell was elected Berlene Brewer and Essie
At Herndon Home over
all chairman for the ladies Caldwell.

"Glimpses of Our Foreign
Preceding the meeting the
activities of the Oaks Country
Neighbors" was the theme of the
Miss Angela Humphreys, Club at the general business ladies day luncheon was served
program in the Delta Departbride-elect of Donald L. Nanny, meeting held Wednesday at the with the decorations being in the
ment of the Murray Woman's
was the honoree at a tea shower club.
Linda
Thanksgiving motif.
Club held Tuesday evening at the
held on Saturday, October 23, Also named for offices were Emerson and Laura Parker were
club house.
from two to four o'clock in the
co-chairmen for the luncheon.
Prof. Trond Sandvik, Norway,
afternoon in the home of Mrs.
Golf was played in the morning
and a teacher in Murray State
Earl Herndon.
with Laura Parker as the
University, presented three
medalist. Tieing for second low
International students after he
The gracious hostesses for the
were Virginia Jones and Mabel
had talked briefly about some of
occasion were Medames J.W.
Rogers who were allowed to play
his experiences since leaving his
Young,Charles D. Johnson, Noby
one
hole, and after being this hole
native home.
Carraway, Harry Brown, Larry
four times, Mrs. Rogers sunk a
Saby Prouash Saraswat, India,
Herndon.
Lyles, and
twenty foot putt for the win.
and-wear, wool, etc. TIMERS:
and president of the International
It has been estimated that the
Berlene Brewer was the midIn
lower-priced
Student Organization in MSU,
dryers, a
cost of meeting present water
The bride-elect wore an atdleman and Kathryn Outland was
wore a native dress and made
service deficiencies including manually operated control tractive pantsuit. She was
the one finding the most trees.
The presented a corsage of red
comparisons with his country and
urban sewage treatment, would regulates drying time.
Bridge will be played by the
machine
stops
at a preselected rosebuds. The mother of the
the United States and told of his
be about $3.7 billion a year, with
ladies at the Oaks Club on
country's practice of killing.
about 2 billion a year invested by time even if the clothes are not honoree, Mrs. W.T. Humphreys
Wednesday, November 10, at
Charaen Gunpangni, Bnagkok,
industry. This would be ap- dry More advanced models have of Rumsey, wore a purple knit
nine
a.m. Marie W Weaver,
both
a
manual timer and an dress. The groom-elect's moths;
Thailand, and Asomi Tanaka,
proximately $27. per person per
phone 753-8591, is hostess and
Eagle Caldwell
Tokyo, Japan, spoke of their
year.
The cost of reducing electronic device that measurers wore a blue knit suit.
members should make reserexperiences in America, and all
present air polution conditions by moisture in the fabric and makes groom-elect's mother, Mrs. Janice Stubblefield, golf; Berlene
vations
with her by Tuesday.
proper
drying
easier.
three answered questions from
TEM- Charles Nanny, of Murray, wore Brewer, vice-chairman; Mabel
two-thirds would be $3 billion a
the audience.
year of $16. per person per year. PERATURES: A dryer may a blue knit suit. The mothers Rogers, secretary-treasurer;
The last two speakers an—Maxine Griffin, Federal have up to seven temperature were presented cordages of Doris Rose, luncheons; Emma
ranges.
Those with several yellow mum s.
swered questions about main
Lou Story, breakfasts; Martha
Building, Clinton. Ky. 42031
settings may have "regular",
differences in customs here as
Pittman, swim; Bonnie Story, Catrell Jones of Murray ha:
Phone: 653-2231
"delicate," "damp dry" and
Compared to theirs, that they had
,
The refreshment table was bridge; Della Boggess, steak been dismissed from the Western
"permanent press." Modera:
obsecveri 3hat older people here
minaiie„.,..t4e-off;
,
verlaid with
espi
. 'ght; Sadie Raigstal
Baptist Hospital, -P'..:•;.a.TMVaise
fis•Mdith
4vetertorcared for and held in the
an'Thi
ported linen
'Marie Weaver,
cIotA
7.12W4blits stfeh as velvets, and higher priced ciryera'hiive
high respect as they are in the
Miss Mary Teresa
velveteen, corduroy, brush "cool-down" period at the end of openwork and hand stitching and Garrison, social; Jerri Andersen,
Far East.
suedes, etc., are the leading the drying cycle when clothes centered with an arrangement of supply; Kathryn Outland,
Mr.and Mrs. Daymond Neal Carson, 508 South Eleventh Street,
Any amount of nibbling
Tanaka hold degrees in law and
fabrics for fall and winter tumble for several minutes in yellow and bronze mums. Yellow publicity.
relishes—caulithese
dentistry, and is studying Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of clothing. Constructing garments reduced heat. This cools fabrics punch and delicate finger sandLaura Parker, ladies chairman on
onions, radgreen
their
flower,
daughter,
Mary
Teresa,
to
Philip
Mark
Bazzell,
son
of
Mr.
and
minimizes
wrinkles.
—
at
the
business here. He is planning to
wiches, wedding bell cookies, for this year, presided
of these fabrics calls for special
celery—
and
carrots
ishes,
and
Mrs.
Clovis
Bakken
of
Murray
Route
One.
return to Japan and be connected
The nominating
techniques in pressing.
The Juanita Arnonett, Courthouse, nuts, and mints were served. The meeting.
of
lunch
a
with
allowed
is
The
bride-elect
is
a
1971
graduate of Murray High School and is following hints may help to do Paducah, Ky. 42001 Phone: 442- appointments were of cut glass committee report was given by
with larger interests in his
a
one wiener in a bun. The
now
a
freshman
at
Murray
State
University
where
she
is
2718
majors.
and silver.
better job. Pile and napped
Molly Jones, chairman. Others wiener, with bun, contains
majoring in home economics. She is also employed in the office of
Don't keep dibs and dabs of
the committee were just 250 calories.
fabrics, even when pressed on the
Miss Ruby Simpson introduced
A poppy red cookware set was serving on
the Graduate School at MSU.
wrong side, will flatter and spoil food unless you're sure you'll the
the speakers. Mrs. Mac Tarry
hostesses'
gift
to
the brideMr. Bakken graduated from Calloway County High School In
the delicate raised surface, so weal to use them soon. If you do
gave the devotion. Mrs. Ewen
1070 and is now employed at the Cain and Trees Moror Sales,
never put the iron directly in decide to keep leftovers, store
Allbritten, chairman, presided
Murray.
contact with fabric. A large them in air-tight containers to Fall flowers decorated the
over the business. A collection
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, January 7, at seven
scrap of the matching fabric or a make sure they'll stay fresh for house throughout. The flower
for CARE was taken.
o'clock in the evening at the First Baptist Church. The reception
thick turkish towel will serve as several days. Sometimes they arrangements were made by the
Congratulations were given to will
follow at the home of Miss Carson's uncle and aunt, Mr. and a
good cloth to press on or to use have more appeal if frozen for groom-elect's grandmother, Mrs.
members, Misses Ruby Smith, Mrs.
Bernice Wisehart, 203 Woodlavrn, Murray.
,
Weldon Lyles.
as a pressing cloth. Always test several weeks and served_ in
Clara Eagle and___Dr...„Alice
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
press a scrap of your fabric. different way—and therefore
Koenecke for recent honors die
reception.
Steam the Stitching line with the avoiding piles of leftovers The honoree received many
conferred upon them in their
iron
at full steam. Then, using stacked in the refrigerator. — lovely gifts which were on
special fields of education and
your fingertips gently press in the Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple St., display. Approximately one
works in MSU. Sick members,
grain direction on the wrong side. Murray, Ky. 42071 Phone: 753- hundred guests attended or sent
Mrs. Graves Sledd, Mrs. Charles
gifts.
—Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- 1452
Mercer, and Miss Vanda Gibson
Saturday, November 6
The
Calloway
County man, Ky. 42050 Phone: 236-2351
were mentioned'in the review of
Homemakers Club Council will
absentees.
A Ham Hock and White Bean meet in the County Extension
It was voted to send special Supper will be held by the WSCS
room at 9:30 a.m.
SHOPPING FOR A CLOTHES
thanks to Dr. Ralph Woods, of the Martin's Chapel United
DRYER—Some clothes dryerS
former President of MSU for his Methodist Church with serving to
The New Concord Parents Club are more
automatic than others.
successful interests in obtaining start at 5:30 p.m. at the church.
will meet at the school at 8:30 Here's
how they may vary:
the carillon bells.
p.m. with Leroy Eldridge as the CYCLES: Some dryers
have just
A gospel singing will be held at speaker.
one cycle. This means the heat,
the Shady Grove Baptist Church
air and tumbling action is the
at seven p.m.
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of Santa tar all fabrics. Thaws with
the First United Methodist two or more cycles provide
The homecoming dance will be Church WSCS will meet at the
different combinations for
The first District Future held for members, local and out church at seven p.m.
ial fabrics, such as washof
town
guests,
at
the
Calloway
Teachers of America conducted
a fall workshop with members County Country Club from nine The Board of Directors of the Club will meet at the home of
from Heath, Lone Oak, Lowes, p.m. to one a.m. Mr. and Mrs. Quota Club will meet at the Mrs. Pat Thompson at one p.m.
Fulton County, Hickman, May- James Rudy Allbritten are Southside Restaurant at 5:30
SIt
field, Calloway and Ballard chairmen.
p.m.
County High schools participatSenior Girl Scouts will take
Morning Circles of the First
ing.
orders for homemade cakes, The Sigma Department of the United Methodist Church WSCS
Dr. Harry Sparks, president Of
cookies,
pies,
etc.,
Alice
for Murray Woman's Club will meet will meet as follows:
Murray State University, was
at the club house at 7:30 pm. with Waters with Wars. Bryan Tolley,
mecoming
and
will
deliver
the guest speaker.
Mesdames Wells Purdom, Jr., 1326 Main, Bessie Tucker with
Speakers for the workshop them. Phone 753-4635 to place
Louis Kerlick, Allen McCoy, Mrs. Frank
rders.
Kane, 1617
and their subjects were: Jim
Hunt Smock, Don Overbey, and Keeneland,and Maryleona Frost
West, vocational education;
Sigma
The Sigma Sigma
Clayton Hargrove and Mrs. Alumni will have a breakfast at Bethel Richardson as hostesses. with Mrs. Dwight Chrisp, 1001
Billie Downing, special educa- the sorority room at eight a.m.
Fairlane, all at 9:30 a.m.
tion; Dr. Don Rye, guidance; Please note the change from a The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have ,Groups of the Baptist Women of
Dr. Charles Tolley, higher edu- coffee to a breakfast.
a potluck dinner with husbands First Baptist Church will meet as
oationt—DieNilliam Ryan, see
as guests at 6:30 p.m. at the club follows: I with Mrs. Graves
ondary education; Dr. Carlir.
Murray State Homecoming
Hostesses will be Hendon at 9:30 a.m.; II with Mrs.
and Mrs. Dew Drop Rowlett. Parade will start at 9:30 a.m. at house.
Mesdames Castle Parker, J. B. R. W. Churchill at ten a.m.; and
elementary education; Dr. Da- the campus
and continue to the
vid Stewart, administration.
Burkeen, Cliff
Campbell, and III with Mrs. Edgar Pride at two
downtown Murray business
Those taking a special part or
William Pinkston.
p.m.
district.
the program were Brenda Hinkle
will
Court
722
Lames
WOW
the
gave
who
High
of Ballard
The Murray State Alumni
The Murray State University
invocation; Vicky Ray, state Smorgasbord will be in the meet at seven p.m. at the
Located Central Shopping Center
Dames Club will meet at seven
FTA president from Ballard Student Union Building at eleven Woodmen Hall.
Thurman's
Furniture
p.m.
at
Across From New Murray Stadium
and Melissa Reams, state vice a.m.
The Bethany Sunday School Store, 208 East Main Street.
president from Lone Oak High.
A jubsid iary of Begley Drug Co.
Murray State Homecoming Class of the First Baptist Church
Those planning and conducting
football
game
with
Austin
Peay
will
meet
in
the
home
of
Mrs.
Chapter
No.
433
Murray
Star
DisFirst
the
were
the program
Order of the Eastern Star will
trict officers: Becky Hardy, will be at Cutchin Stadium at two Noel Melugin at seven p.m.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
president of Lone Oak FTA; p.m.
Tuesday, november 9
p.m.
Bobby Compton, vice president
State
Murray
Open House for
Bazaar by the Creative Arts
from Heath; Sherry Eddings,
secretary from Lowes, and An- Alumni will be at Oakhurst, home Department of the Murray
The Murray Quota Club will
gela Grooms, treasurer from of Dr. and Mrs. Harry M.Sparks, Woman's Club will be at Lit- meet at the Southside Restaurant
p.m.
at
four
tleton's, North side of court at 12 noon.
Heath.
square, from nine a.m. to five
Sunday, November 7
p.m.
The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday, November 10
Festus L. Story of Muray Route Group II of the First Christian
One will host an open house in Church L'WF will meet at the
The South Pleasant Gro‘i
50th
The novice pastry maker celebration of their parents'
home of Mrs. Annie Bailey at two Homemakers Club will meet at
at
the
often overmixes or over. wedding anniversary
the home of Mrs. Gerald Paschall
p.m.
haeriles pie crust. For this Community Room of the Federal
at one p.m.
roason, recipes usually ad- Savings and Loan Company, Omicron Alpha chapter of Tau
two
to
from
vise cutting shortening into
Streets,
Main and 7th
The
Murra%
South
Phi Lambda will have a bowling
fluur Until "pieces are the five p.m. All relatives and friends
meet
Homemakers
Club
will
p.m.
seven
party
at
Size of small peas.", This are invited to attend.
the home of Mrs. Paul Maggard
means small lumps of fat
The Wranglers Riding Club will The Progressive Homemakers at ten a.m.
should be left intact even
though the 'mixture may have a horse show at the riding Club will meet at the University
seem unblended. Overmix- club at two p.m.
Campus Ministry with Mrs. The Pottertown Homemakers
All work done on the premises and the
ing fat and flour will make
Franklin Robinson at seven p.m. Club will meet at the home of
The Kirksey United Methodist
quality
of our work is always guaranteed
pastry mealy and too tenMrs. Bobby Cook at ten a m
will
have
its
der to handle without tear- Church
Westside Homemakers
The
to your satisfaction.
homecoming with regular
ing.
Concord
- New
Club will meet at the home of The
Too much handling or morning worship services,
at
meet
Charles Coleman at 12:30 Homemakers Club will
rolling of pastry dough will basket lunch, and singing in the Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Charlie Stubp.m.
develop • the gluten in flour afternoon.
blefield at one p.m.
and make the crust tough.
Monaay, November 8
New
Providence
The
To avoid these mistakes,
The annual Back to School Homemakers Club will meet at The Arts and Crafts Club will
mix as quickly and as lightly as possible. Toss, don't Night for all parents of students the home of Mrs. James Puckett meet at the Southside
stir, the dough when add- at Calloway County High School at one p.m.
Ftestaurant at 2:30 P.m. with Mrs.
ing, water. Using the hands, will be held at seven p.m
Burie Cooper As hostess.
compact the dough only Parents will assemble in the gym
The Baptist Young Women of
after you'Ve turned it out for the program by the band and Sinking Spring Baptist Church
The bazaar by the Creative
on a surface. Never run the chorus before visiting the rooms.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Arts Department of the Murray
rolling pin over the entire
The Girl Scout Neighborhood Jerry Boyd at seven p.m.
surface of the dough—start
Woman's Club will continue at
at the center and roll, out- will meet at the Girl Scout Cabin
Littleton's in downtown Murray
The Paris Road Homemakers from nine a.m. to five p.m
ward in each direction.
at ten a.rn.

APe,144.4\

Carson

Lunch vegetables

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chest..ut Street

WILL BE OTEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

District FTA
Has Workshop

L

ElHouR
CLEANERS
ONE

You can make
tender pastry
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Audubon Survey Shows North
America Losing Birds of Prey

Good Season Ahead
For Barkley

By Jerry W. Allen
At least four species of North forest hawks—The Cooper's and
American birds of prey continue the Sharp+shinned. "Continue
Barkley lake duck and goose
to approach the danger point for to decline" was tha report from
"None hunting looks real good this year.
survival, and another—the the Appalachians.
Peregrine Falcon—has already breeding anywhere" from
While at Barkley Lake last
reached it, according to the Quebec and New York state.
week checking a spot to build my
National Audubon Society.
Also in this category is the blind I was given encouragement
The Society's bimonthly
Red-shouldered of the on coming waterfowl
-familiar
once
journal, American
Birds,
numbers season by large flocks of ducks
analyzing the reports of last Hawk, reported down in
in and geese moving over the area.
summer's breeding success sent in the upper Midwest,
Northeast
the
in
Saskatchewan,
From my blind site I could see
in by more than 1500 field obversion the geese milling over the duck
servers, is publishing this con- and elsewhere. The little
clusion in its October issue. The of the Sparrow Hawk that cafeteria south of the Barkley
in
reports, corning from every state inhabits the Florida Peninsula bridge, they were coming
and province in the U.S. and was reported to be "growing in hundreds to rest on the refuge
before they moved on south.
and
Canada
representing scarcity."
Overhead I could hear the call of
thousands of hours of obThe Marsh Hawk, American's an old suzy, as a flock of about 150
servation, show that, "with a few
only harrier, was everywhere ducks came in with wings set for
exceptions, there has been a
down in numbers, reflecting the
continual overall decline in the dirnunution of its marshland the refuge.
hawk and eagle population," says habitat and possible pesticide
editor Robert Arbib.
to
rifle
long
While building my blind, I
flintlock
hand-made
his
fires
-Now scarce in
Murray
of
problems.
Cunningham
en
SIGHTING A TARGET—All
Declines in these species have
southern New England, " thought of the other hunters I had
test it before sending it to be exhibited at the Kentucky Industrial Education Association conference
been attributed to the effects of
-Disastrous in Idaho," "None seen touching up their blinds, and
- in Louisville this weekend. He made the rifle as a senior in high school at a cost of $125. The freshDDT and other pesticide
he
but
worth
$400-600,
now
is
rifle
nted
in the Ottawa, Ontario I wondered how many were
highly-orname
the
reported
says
University
State
man at Murray
residues; loss of habitat for
area," "Down in the upper having trouble getting to sleep at
refuses to sell it.
1Photo by Wilson Woolley) nesting, and most recently the Midwest," were among the night, just thinking about the
possibility of mercuric chloride
great times they've had in the
comments.
poisoning. In addition, large
SHORT SHOTS FROM
past years and anticipating that
4,414Ditra'rliarITIE LAKES nyncktmess of hawks and owls are Species showing mixed reports- first flock of geese that moves out
still being shot, despite the fact
down in some areas and holding of the refuge to swing over the
Hike Day November 13
that, with a few exceptions in
their own in others-included the decoys.
some states, it is against the law
the Prairie Falcon, the
Osprey,
the
Between
Land
The annual
to shoot them. The Audubon
I could see in my mind, a vision
Lakes Hike Day will be held on Society has been waging a long Red-tailed Hawk, and Golden of careful calling, wings set, and
was
however,
eagle,
The
November 13 beginning at 8 a.m. campaign to educate hunters to Eagle.
illegal hunting ( 500- excited hunters as they ran out to
Alien Cunningham of Murray stock is curly, or saddleback,
Those hikers seeking less the laws, and to explain that subjected to
in Wyoming this pick up the geese they had waited
has turned down offers of $600 for maple.
killed)
800
strenuous activity will find many these birds, far from being
loss it cannot for and anticipated, for so long.
his rifle.
a
Cunningham made accessories
season,
shorter hiking trails in the "harmful, have an important role
The long rifle. which he made to go with the rifle, including a
sustain.
repeatedly
Center.
Conservation Education
to play in keeping populations of
as a senior at Murray High bullet mold, adjustable powder
This year 48 blinds have been
2-mile rabbits, rats and other species in
/
them are the 21
horn, Among
powder
School, is "not for sale," says the measure,
Species apparently holding registered south of the bridge
Hematite Lake; check.
around
walk
Murray State University fresh- tomahawk, cleaning tip, and a
own included the Bald near the state duck and goose
Woodland Walk located behind
Most severely threatened of all their
screw-type tip for the ramrod.
man.
and Long Creek the birds of prey, and already Eagle, Broad-winged, Swain- cafeteria and 49 goose blinds
Station
Center
Styled after the famous Penn- He molds his own round lead
enthusiastic
Trail, a prayed walk designed to extinct as a breeding species in son's, and Ferruginous Hawks. were drawn by
sylvania -Kentucky rifles used balls, which are the size of a 45portion north
the
in
waterfowlers
physically
accommodate the
the northeast, is the swift and
during the Revolutionary War, caliber bullet. Accurate to 150
.par- handsome Peregrine Falcon, Conirarily, three species of of highway No. 68 bridge over
Those
handicapped.
the.62-inch flintlock rifle is one of yards, the rifle uses a
White-tailed, barkley lake.
ticipating in, the .Hike Day ac- which is now becoming ex- kites, .. the
three projects chosen from'"smokeless"
. black powder.
Swallowtailed,
and
Mississippi,
and
lunch
a
tivities should bring
tremely scarce throughout North
Murray High to be exhibited at Accessories he plans to make in
Yep, this is going to be another
For further America. Only one or two nesting showed increases and range
water.
the
Industrial the future are a matching pistol, drinking
Kentucky
the great year, and it will all begin
or call the pairs are reported in the extensions, while the fourth,
write
information
Education Association con- and buckskin pants and jacket.
extremely local Everglade Kite November 15th with goose
Information Office, Land Bet- American Birds survey.
vention in Louisville Nov. 5-6.
He estimates the cost of the
failed entirely to nest in 1971; this season, and continue in full swing
ween the Lakes, TVA, Golden
High school industrial arts parts at $125, with the conDrastically reduced in num- last was attributed to the drought when duck season opens
42231; phone
Kentucky
Pond,
projects from thoughout the state struction requiring 250-300 hours
November 28th
bers are two of the long-winged in Florida.
502-924-5602.
will be judged on the basis of of work, not including planning
originality, design, and craft- and research.
tnanship.
His instructor at Murray High,
Cunningham's rifle will be Joe Keesler, who is well-known in
entered in the "unclassified the Murray area for his long
metals" category because it is a rifles, was the one who inspired
combination of metal and wood. Cunningham in his project. He
Last year's winner in that says that the original long rifles
division was a flintlock pistol.
were sold for $10 to $15. while a
A combination of welding, hand-made one today brings $4The early gunsmiths
metal machining, foundry, 5111).
forging, tempering, sheetmetal "started with only a plank of
work, engraving, and wood- wood and a couple of bars of
working was used in the con- metal."
ktruction, which required every Cunningham explains that
power metal machine at Murray "many of the early models used
High, including a metal lathe, arc walnut stocks, especially in
welder, gas welder. vertical mill, Kentucky and the Carolinas
where it was more accessible.
and a 2000-degree furnace.
orlacked
they
The rifle features a brass-inlaid Mostly
patchbox oil the right side of the namentation, but that depended
butt, a silver elliptical 8-point on whom they were made for."
"hunting star" on the left side, He continues,"An experienced
and decorative silver inlays on frontiersman could kill a soldier
the sides of the barrel. The sights at a distance of 200-300 yards. In
are also made of silver. The fact, George Washington used
about 1700 men just to pick off the
Smokey Says:
British officers."
Benjamin Franklin once called
the long rifle "the most fatal
widow and orphan makers in the
world." Today, however, the
widow-makers are used only for
hunting, by people like Cunningham who uses it whenever
he gets a chance to hunt squirrel
and rabbits. He plans to use it to
hunt deer in the future. The long
rifle has also become a popular
collectors' item among gun
fanciers.
This nineteen -year-old
amateur gunsmith, however,
from his bow and arrow in the Boarding House Hollow area of
BAGS BUCK—"Skip" Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman I)
declares that his "widow-maker"
the Land Between the Lakes.
bagged this 110 pound. six-point deer Wedof
Murray.
Hale
is not for sale because "I want to
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
shot
the
one
deer
Hale
with
killed
a.m.
7
around
morning
beauo
nor forr•ls'
nesday
pass It on to my grandchildren "
fr.', fir,•

Curmingharp„SAys "Rifle
Is Not For Sale"

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.
SERVICE IS OUR

VI« OA(' 1 . F.t t I, IENT
MAJOR BUSINESS"

It

753-1933

rfilizer

Located W. Railroad Avenue

OUR WILDLIFE.

All Makes of Guns

is Your

TAYLOR
MOTORS
4t11 & POPLAR

Responsibility

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TI ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MOIR TM-LW1

—e

/It

LIBERTY

Super Market
Murray's larKest sod Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
•

N"

N'Tit

MIDNIGHT

Hazel Highway

FEATHERS

ONE,TWO OR THREE—GOOD,IF IT'S MUSKY
FRANKFORT,Ky.—If he catches one fish a year,
suche's pretty happy. If he gets two, it's a highly
looked
he's
creel
the
in
three
with
and
year,
cessful
upon as more or less an expert in his field.
This is not to downgrade Kentucky fishing—rather
to upgrade Kentucky musky fishing.
It's not in every state that a fisherman may even
fish for that trophy fish of all trophy fish—the
muskellunge. True, many northern states boast of
their big musky but they're no larger than those
grown, in Kentucky, and some states have no musky
at all. So the Kentucky fisherman who boast two or
three of this specialty fish is the envy of many
fishermen in other states. —_ _ There's about 13,000 miles of running, fishable
waters in Kentucky, but only about 700 miles may be
designated as musky waters. The musky is a very
exacting fish and due to its habits everything must
be just right, habitatwise.
Most of the better streams in Kentucky are in the
eastern region, but not all of them, by any means.
There's a host of musky fishermen in western
Kentucky and they claim that the waters of Green
and Barren rivers and their tributaries are just as
fertile with big musky as any, and they may be right.
In fact, most of the record- busting musky have
come from the western streams. For instance, the
present record holder, a 39-pound, 14-ounce monster,
was taken last year in the Mannoth Cave region of
Green River,
There are a great many musky fishermen who put
their faith in the waters of Licking River and its
tributaries, and rightly so, The Department of Fish
and Wildlife has underway a project to find out more
about the musky and it is centered in the Licking
River area,
The researchers have found out many things
already and their knowledge of this superior game
fish is piling up. For instance, they know that the
spawning period extends from late March through
April and they know that during this spawning
operation the musky move from the deeper water to
the shallower areas to deposit their eggs (much like
the white bass at Dix River, for instance). They
know that a water temperature range of from 54 to
60 degrees is best for spawning and the spawning
areas will usually be around submerged logs and
brush or over decaying or decayed leaves.
These investigators believe that the musky does
not spawn until it is at least four years old and the
average length at four years would be about 27 inches. To assure that the musky will get a chance to
spawn, the Department has invoked a 30-inch
minimum size limit. The daily creel limit is five
(which seldom if ever is attained) and the possession
limit is double that number, which also is seldom
reported.
The investigation indicates that in a typical year
fishermen take only about 325 legal size musky and
that every person who catches one is a happy individual. These musky fishermen are a dedicated
group and display sportsmanship of the highest
caliber

1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4652
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Safety Course
Completed By
George Nichols
George V. Nichols, assistant
professor of industrial education
at Murray State University,
recently completed a 40-hour
instructors' course in construction safety conducted by the
U. S. Department of Labor in St.
Louis.
By completing the course,
Nichols is certified to teach 30hour and 10-hour safety courses
for construction supervisors
created by the U. S. Department
of Labor to comply with
requirements of recently enacted
federal safety legislation applicable to the construction industry.
The 30-hour and 10-hour.
courses are designed to provide
instruction and training in the
recognition, avoidance and
prevention of hazards associated
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BONDED
SWEATER KNITS
'Machine Washable, Full bolts, First Quality
'56- to 60- Wide
•Thii Season's most wanted fabrics for sportswear
•A tremendous selection of solids, argyles, checks,
plaids, etc

Bob's transvestite
'joke' has her in shock
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: This is a strange one: I was recently the
house guest of Marge, my old college roommate, and her
husband, Bob, who live in Washington. The first evening,
Bob took us to a bell game and we had a delightful time.
The next evening we were to have dinner at their favorite nightspot. I got ready, and down the stairs comes Marge
with a very beautiful, statuesque, well-dressed -lady" 1 had
never seen before. In a booming masculine voice the "lady"
said: "Well, girls, let's go!"
I nearly fainted! It was Bob. I couldn't believe my
eyes. He looked so feminine Believe me, 1 never would
o have known he wasn't a woman had it not been for his
voice. Even his gestures were lady.iike. The evening progressed quite normally, just as if we ''three girls" were out
on the town. Bob even went to the powder room with us,
and no one suopected!
They later explained it was "harmless fun" and Bob
frequently did this for kicks.
What on earth is the matter with him? Do you think he
is a normal male? Would you call this "harmless fun?"
STILL IN SHOCK IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR STILL: Bob could be a transvestite tone tette
enjoys masquerading as the opposite sex]. Or he could be a
far-out practical joker.
This is hardly -normal.- but it is "harmless" except
for the social consequences of being recognized. As for the
ladies' powder room bit, Bob could end up in the cooler for
that .‘nd should he try the men's room in that get-up. he
could wind up in the hospital.
There must be other ways to have "fun."

George V Nichols
DEAR ABBY: My husband calls me Mom'"
1 detest
with work activIties in the con- this sted
/met told binsso. The Only one who has the right to
struction industry.
call me "Mom" is our son.
Nichols said those who may
Yesterday, knowing how much I hate it, my husband
benefit from the two courses in
called me "Mom" again. I very politely said: "I am not
construction safety include
your mother." He got mad and left the house in a huff and
members of various building and
when he came back he didn't speak to me for the rest of
construction trade unions,
the day.
construction companies, and
Am I wrong for not wanting him to call me "Mom?"
construction trade groups such
Or has he the right to call me "Morn" if heiwants to?
as the Associated General
NOT MY HUSBAND'S MOTHER
Contractors of America, National
DEAR
NOT:
The
problem
here is not what he calla you.
Contractors Association,
but the fact that he deliberately addresses you in a manner
Associated Builders and Conthat he knows you detest. And THAT is wrong.
tractors, National Association of
Home Builders, American
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of older children [23
Woodbuilders Association and
and 21] telling their father in front of others that it is wrong
area and local associations.
to reprimand his younger son [age 13] in front of company?
Nichols, who joined the faculty
They say it embarrasses the child and the company.
at Murray State: in 1989, added
I say a child should be corrected when he does some
that all persons completing either
wrong, people or no people around. The 23-year-old said:
the 30-hour or 10-hour course will
''If you had learned psychology in school you would know
be issued certificates of comdifferent."
pletion from the U. S. DepartSince when does a parent need to learn psychology in
ment of Labor.
school before correcting a child? This made a big argument
Further information about the
in our house that lasted for hours. Your opinion might help.
courses and their availability
FATHER
may be obtained by contacting
DEAR
FATHER:
George V. Nichols, Department
If a child misbehaves in the presence
of company, he should be "corrected" right then and there.
of Industrial Education, Murray
but guests should not be subjected to a "scene" of humiliaState University, Murray, Ky.,
tion or punishment. [Much depends upon the seriousness of
42071.
the child's misbehavior. l

Famous

SPORTSWEAR
DENIM

'100% Arnei, machine washable, 45" wide
'All new Fall and Holiday Prints

Regular $1.99 yd

PPERS
(I
.
tlaatotimilippit4

Regular 494 to 9E4

Famous Make

LACES & TRIMMINGS Measure Your Own

90yd

WOOL FRINGE Regular $1.29 to $1.49, 3" & 4

10C

&
VELOUR KNITS Solid
Regular $4.99
Stripedto $5.99
54" to 60- wide

$1.44 yd.

First Quality, matching solids & stripes

FAKE FUR

$3.88yd.

Regular S5.99 to $12.99(100% Dynel)

nrl feel of real Fur, First Quality, 54- to 60" wide

BONDED KNITS Regular
vvashable$2.99 to $3.99 yd.

9900.

Brand new Fall & Holiday colors and patterns. 1st Quality 54" to 60- wide

Machine Washable
ARNEL JERSEY PRINTS Regular
$1.99 yd
880yd

A selective wife-seeker

with a minah bird and a para
By United Press International By VERNON SCOTT
keel. Even more in evidence
UM Hollywood Correspondent
Let in the mood for the big
are Mr. and Mrs. Schneedly, a
band beat, part of the fashion
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)- Dick pair of fecund hamsters with
flash back to the forties. Seven- Dawson,the English con man of 23 offspring and more in proteen magazine says it's done "Hogan's Heroes" who is now a spect.
"We thought we'd breed
by adding a short sleeved
member of "Rowan and Marcreamy satin blouse to a circular tin's Laugh-11s' is divorced from hamsters for profit," says Dawblack "new look" skirt (circa actress Diana Dora and search- son, "because they reproduce
'47). Another '408 look: a long ing for a new wife. His require- so rapidly. But we can't find
and hippy blazer. Wear it with
ments are simple but selective: anyone who will buy them at
a pointed collar, white Aid
She must be a beautiful $400 each."
and high-waist black satin pants young heiress willing to be
Dawson has both a pool
-with pleats, please.
courted at hamburger stands. table and a swimming pool.
"Once we're married," says Each is outsized and constantly
* * *
Dawson, "she can take care of in use.
Gary has become a superb
the little things of life - buying
Color is now an established
a jet plane, an enormous estate pool shooter in addition to
fact in the world of hosiery
playing the piano and organ.
and pantyhose. BelIe-Sharm eer, and give to charity."
Until he meets his ideal Mark is the best swimmer in
one manufactucer of leg-coverDawson must content himself the family and plays guitar.
ings, keeps pace by serving up
Every other summer the boys
with a luxurious Beverly Hills
"gourmet garden- colors: These
home which he shares with travel to England to spend the
include the vegetable dyes, red
eons Mark, 11, and Gary, 9. school holiday with their
onion and purple parsnip; the
Their home has five bedrooms, mother.On alternate years they
berry flavors, cranapple and
one of which is occupied by a visit their mother during the
flametterry; the herb greens.
British nanny named Marne Christmas season.
wintergreen, green thumb and
Miss Dora, incidendy, has
who has looked after the boys
emerald grass: the hothouse
remarried and has a new baby.
since infancy.
blooms, marigold and. cornDawson is a firm beliesier in
A cleaning woman comes in
flower royal; the spice blends,
-regularly to do the heavy chore& :discipline. Mark and Gary liav
einnamon-rose,
bitters
Because the demands of their chores and must keep up
and ginger jelly.
"Laugh-In" are relatively light, their grades in school.
Dawson is able to spend more
Their father spends three
ft * *
time with his youngsters than days a week at NBC's Burbank
()nik Sahakian, former
most performers.
studios rehearsing for four
dancer and choreographer with
The house is commodious hours. On the two days when
the Imperial Ballet of Iran,
with a 60 it 23-foot living room, the show is taped he must
now is devoting himself to a
three sides of which are glass spend 14 hours on call.
different form
of selfOn free weekends Dawns
panels. In the center is an
expression. He has designed a
collection of costume jewelry, enormous fireplace 18 feet in loads his sons into the car an
length. A bar stands at the they are'off to the marina ad
dedicated to the 2,500th annifar end with a 100-gallon tank a 23-foot motorboat. They
versary of the Persian Empire.
filled with exotic tropical fish. joy hours of fishing melt
He developed his technique of
up and down the coast with
jewelry design by grating exMenagerie
frequent trips to C.atali
travaganza costumes and jewels
The fish are only part of
of Persian genre while touring
Until reeently Haw n was
the Dawson menagerie.
with the 'dance all over the
room
engaged in panelling el/
Sarah,
There
a
is
150-pound
world. Pretty in the collection
in his house and re conning
Scampering
Bernard.
St.
around
is a soldier necklace. It features
the place to give it a ()roughly
are four•Song-haired" Persian
a gold pendant of a Persian
male appearance. ••
rats: Vanilla, Humble, Tweedy
soldier. The necklace is single
asks. "We
"Why not?"
and Rover. A pair of rabbits,
stranded and made of gold and
three men like t that way.'
space
Bonnie
Clyde,
and
Aare
coral beads.

'50% Polyester, 50% Cotton
•45" wide, Permanent Pressed
'Choose from brushed denims, bull denims,
checked solid and fancy twills

ARNEL
JERSEY PRINTS

CONFIDENTIAL TO FIVE-TIME LOSER AND STILL
SWINGING: A hairpiece may make you look younger, but
unless you can get one with some brains under it, you won't
be any smarter.

FASHIONETTES

Mission Valley

Or and new F

I & Hal iday Prints, First Quality, 45

wide

SCARF PRINTS Regular $2.99 Original Designers
Ideal for

280panel

Scarfs. Pant tops and Dresses. 45" wide, first quality

BRIDAL SATINS Regular $1.99 yd. First Quality

44C

,rge assortment of wanted colors, 45" wide

VELVETEENS Regular S3.50 yd. Twillback
F

$1.99

st quaiity, col 'leo. ,',anted fashion colors

Famous Mills
CORDUROY Regular
WIDE WALE Qua,
$2 50
,
washable, First

45- wide in 18 new fall

99c

Colors

UPHOLSTERY FABRICS 'oenla;31',?d99

$1.99

Thousands and thousands of yards of finest quality upholstery
it

k

uric low, low price, 54- wide, Full Bolts

DRAPERY LINING Regular 794, 45- Cotton

29C

‘
1/11111flai.

GUARANTEE
Buy with confidence
at the Remnant House.
Your money hack if not
completely satisfied

10011/1
1101/51
MIII
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"
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- W. WASHINGTON

THE WORLDS

Every price is lower
at Remnant House all first quality fabrics
at famous mill to you
savings.

FINEST FABRICS

Paris, Tn.
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described Gidget as a bundle of
fluff with a mouthful of money.
Plain
But Cummings still isn't sure
about the canine's origin.
"A friend of a dog trainer at
Universal Studios had asked
me if I would be interested in
what might be a former movie
We have shirt laundry Services here!
FREE' M.thproofing—Miklew proofing
dog. I later became sire that
the dog I got had, in fact, been
in pictures.
"The person who gave me
Gidget knew I lived alone and
that I had been a dog trainer in
Omaha, Neb., many years ago.
They also knew I loved dogs."
Cummings pointed out that
the half cothe, half sheep dog
East Side of Square
needs lots of love because, as
ONE HOUR SERVIC
he put it, •'there's not an angry
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FOR RENT

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Young workers get
A good report card

SHOW CASE, a real antique. LADIES SIZE 12 coat, plaid with
About seven feet long, glass all fur lining and fur collar. Good
around the front, sides and top. condition. Phone 753-7694.
N8C
Closed in back with sliding
wooden doors. Best offer. See at 4-SPEED COMPLETE change
Ledger and Times. Also have over for 1967 Camero. Phone 753four modern display islands 1484.
NBC
made of metal in green abd white
riith adjustable shelves. N3ONC

NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall OUT OF SHAPE or overweight? BIG
AND
BRAWNY-2
WANTED: PART time or full
to wall carpet with central heat For the easy way to lose inches or story
colonial, 4
brick
time; L.P.N. or R.N. to work 3 to
and air. 8110.00 per month. Phone pounds fast, call
baths,
living
bedrooms, 2',/
11 shift or 11 to 3 shift. Salary
753-7850.
TFC, SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. ..room, dining room, kitchen excellent, fringe benefits. Call or
How would you like to hear, for ago only 23 per cent were in the '
Weight loss guaranteed. NiINC completely built in, large den
write: Mrs. Nancy Scott, R.N., a change, something that's right labor force. Foi many young peoUNFURNISHED TWO bedroom,
With fireplace" on an acre lot.
Director of Nursing, Mayfield with today's youth?
ple attending high school and colduplex, 1601 College Farm Road. MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low Perfect home for large family Our young people, it seems, are lege, getting a job, full or part- '
Hospital, Inc. 203 East North St.,
Excellent
;75.00 per month, $50.00 deposit. rates. Broad coverage.
perfect for you ACT NOW!
strongly
work-oriented,
fairly
realtime, is often a matter of primeMayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone 1-247Phone 753-5792.
N11C claim service. When you see rue
There's a kind of hush....all 5320.
istic in their wage expectations and imporvance. The inability to get
N6C
don't think of Insurance, but .over this neighborhood. Secluded _
have a good knowledge of labor work sometimes may mean having
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
market conditions. This pat on the to leave school.
TWO BEDROOM duplet, central when you think of Insurance see yet convenient to schools and
back comes from the U.S. Departremove spots as they appear with
Besides being work-oriented,
heat and air, fully carpeted, me. Harding Galloway, Galloway shopping. Winds rustle and birds:
ment of Labor, which should know, young people are also concerned
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
outlets for washer and dryer. Insurance and Real Estate sing in the many trees. 3 bedroom
since it bases us contention on a abuttheir future economic status.
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
D2C brick, covered patio planned for
N6C
Available December 15. Phone Agency. Phone 753-5842.
survey of workers between the ages For instance, a recent survey of
23-1/16X35"
privacy.
Better
Hurry!
753-9741
N8C
of 16 to 21, reports the Institute 3000 young Americans between:
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerLOST bright carpet colorQuiet elegance, quietly for
of Life Insurance.
Thick
.009
th/I•ages of 14 and 25, sponsored by:
vice,
Box
213,
Murray,
Ky.,
C.M.
s...restore them with Blue
The survey's findings stem from the Institute, shawed that 85 pert
sale, no sign on property, custom
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 4
Between
Ages
of
19-39
Sanders,
phone
382-2468, Far- 3 bedroom, den and living room
employment figures in 1969, when cent admit to having some con-ii
Lustre. Rent electric shampooe These plates are perfect boys or 4 girls. Water furnished.
mington, Kentucky.
iturtg workers went_ under this cern about their financial securityll
TFC each with fireplace, 3 baths and
_ IL Begley's Drug Store.
Air-conditioned.
Available
now.
for siding or roofing
Send COrnOlete Resume kind of statistical scrutiny. -(Of the 1t7 per cent regard life insurance
Phone 753-9741.
N8C SIGN UP now for guitar lessons. playroom. Beautiful wooded lot.
some 20.1 million persons between as a necessity and 81 per cent beGE PORTABLE stereo, excellent barns, for placing around
to
Costs $2.00 per week. Leach's Check with us for this beauty.
the ages of 16 to 21, 9.5 million lieve in being self-sufficient finan-;
reasonable.
Priced
condition.
White glove inspection is no
were employed. and 1.1 million cially.
CLEAN TWO bedroom apart- Music & T.V. Dixieland Shopping
P.O.
Box
32-K
a
bottom
of
mobile
homes
problem with thi.s,
bedroom
were looking actively for work. Significantly, the Labor Depart-1
Phone 753-7152 days or 753-7763
ment, carpeting, excellent center, 753_7575
N8C
Almost
44
per
cent
of
the
employed
Murray,
Ky.
N8C
home
42071
on
St.
Carpeted
after 5:00p.m.
to keep out the wind
Broad
753ment
survey
reports
that
while
the4
condition and location. Phone
,touths were going to school.)
proportion of youths who were un4
N8C PLEASE TAKE notice that the throughout, attractive kitchen
Students
are
seeking
)otts
in
TWO BEDROOM 10'x50' mobile and snow, and for many 8831.
employed
because
they
quit
jobs was
with large eating area, private
partnership of Gene Steely and
larger numbers every year. For exhome, 1960 model, Van Dyke
other uses such as
den. Move in without dusting!
WANTED: WOMAN to stay half ample, among the 1970 graduating very high, their reasons for quitting
TWO
BEDROOM
10'x55
trailer,
Schuyer
Ca,shway
Datson
d-b-a
did
not result from unwillingness to
Phone 436-5557
N6C
1963 model, located three miles Building Material has voluntarily 26 acres, good highway fron- time with elderly woman, close class who went on to college, about adapt to a work regimen, nor
"building out"
tage.
close
to
Located
Kenlake.
in
town.
36
per
cent
were
working
or
lookPhone
753-2690.
NW
from Murray. Phone 753-7856 or dissolved as of Oct. 15, 1971, and
MARLIN .22 semi-automatic
mice or rats.
ing for work, whereas just a decade
753-2583.
NYC subsequent to said date. Cash- $12,800.
rifle. Phone 753-9044 after 3:00
•
Charming, cozy cottage on
Way
Building
Materials shall be
p.m.
AVON MAKES CHRISTMAS
N6P
'UNFURNISHED HOUSE in a propriertorship by Schuyer Ryan. 2 bedrooms, large living MERRIER. You'll have money
room,
dining
room
and
kitchen
Call at
Hazel, three bedrooms. Phone DaWm
N1OC
ENGLISH SETTER puppies, 6
complete with stove and for all the gifts you want to give •
753-7333.
NW
weeks old. $20.00 and $25.00. each.
refriverator. Carport with you'll sell guaranteed products
Phone 753-7585.
N6P
BULL
Avon
DURHAM
Dining storage area and outside storage from Avon. Be an
103 N 4th St.
MODERN MOBILE home, 12' Room now open 3 days a week,
building. Ideal for young couple Representative. It's Fun, it's
wide, carpeted. Also, efficiency Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
KINGSTON BASS guitar and
Murray, Ky.
with small family and income. convenient, it's profitable. Call
apartment, newly paneled with only, at Paris Landing.
amplifier. Good condition. Call
NYC Call for an appointment today! now: after 7 p.m. Collect 365-9424 General
education
cabinets. Everything furnished.
437-4493.
N6P
Small 3 bedrootn house on or write Mrs. Janet Kunick, requirements at Murray State
_
$20.00
weekly.
Phone
753-7617
or
POLICE RECEIVER:Phone 753FREE ESTEMATE on septic tanit beautiful acre in
Kirksey only Manager Rt. 2 Box 136APrin- University have been modified by
NYC 753-8333 after 5:00 p.m.
TWO PONIES, one four years 9381.
ceton,Ky.
NYC the university curriculum
N6C installation Phone 753-7850. TFCA $5300.00.
old, and one ten months old. Will
Buy farm land now while the
committee to provide students
sell both for $30.00. Phone 753- 1971 HONDA 750, gold, 2,000 NEW ALL electric mobile home
price is down. 100 acres of exgreater flexibility in planning
If
You
age
married,
MALE,
WANTED:
8006.
N6C miles. Price, $1,150.00. Bogard 11(60. Pull out living room on 45
cellent land for just $ $16,500.00.
academic
programs.
25-35. Qualifications, must be
Motor Sales, Phone 753-1343. NYC acre lot. So. 16th Extended. Dial
Miss
Call now and we'll take a look.
Dr. William G. Read, vice
Full
time
truck.
drive
a
able
to
N6P
p.m.
AKAI, 4 track, M4, stereo tape
753-4534 after 5
The best of everything your
president for academic affairs
job. Apply in person to Lynn
recorder with microphones FOUR WHEEL drive Inmotto? You'll find it in this 3
and
chairman of the curriculum
He is work-oriented,
Grove Egg company, Lynn
duplex
BEDROOM
$125.-Baby bed with mattress ternational Scout. Phone 753TWO
bedroom brick home. Fireplace Grove, Kentucky, No phone cal committee, said the changes in
heat
Electric
2997.
bath.
new)
NYC
tile
and bumper pad (like
Ceramic
in den-with marble hearth, slate
Between 6:00 p.m.
Ned basic requirements for all were they due to unrealistic expecP
please.
$22.50-Playpen (also like new)
air conditioned. $100 per month
entry,kitchen with more cabinets
bachelor degrees except the rations. In most cases, it was simply
N6C
$10.00. Two old barrels, antique USED ELECTRIC cook stove, Phone 753-6931.
Bachelor of Music degree that they went back to school. With
and 7:00 p.m. In The then you will be able to fill. Call
sewing machine, old rocker. Call good eyes and oven. $20.00. Girl's
Tucker's today for the details. IMMEDIATE OPENING for become effective immediately. others, their draft exemptions
FURNISHED
Evening
N6P coat, like new, $10.00. Phone 489- COMPLETELY
436-2285.
Donald
R. Tucker, Realtor.
waitresses, cooks and dish- Recommendations for the ended, or some left to find more
2475.
If you know your route
NYC cottage on Kentucky Lake.
Listing.
Member
of
Multiple
washer. For, ideerview call 753- changes were made by a nine- suitable work. In fact, the proporAvailable for rent by day, week
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
boy's number, please call
Phone 753-4342.
N11C member subcommittee of the tion of unemployed youths who
6713.
remove spots as they appear with USED COKE machine, needs or month. Phone 436-5679 after
was relatively
him first. If you get no
Edna
Knight,
home
Associates;
curriculum committee, Dr. turned down jobs
NOC
Blue Lustre, Rent new electric repair. Can be seen at St. Leo's 5:00p.m.
results then call John
phone 753-4920.Patligokierg,home. WANTED: MANAGER Trainee, Walter E. Blackburn, dean of the low, according to the survey.
Pasco , Jr. at the above
shampooer 11. Western Auto, Church,12th and Payne
phone 753-8958.
N6C 21 to -30 years, for restaurant School of Arts and Sciences,
Among non-student you
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
number during the hours
Home of "The wishing Well".N6C Street.
did $O'
NYC upstairs apartment, close to
operation. High school graduate. served as the subcommittee who quit jobs, almost h
listed
for reasons unrelated to their jobs,
SMALL FARM: good location; Phone 753-4953 between 7:00 and chairman.
university. $65.00 per month.
SEVEN MONTH old electric Phone 753-4910.
)usiness or future investment. 10:00 a.m.
NYC Besides providing for greater such as family responsibilities due
NYC
to marriage, pregnancy, illness, or
guitar, GibsonES 335TDC. Retail
As of this date, November 6, One mile East Murray, apflexibility, the subcommittee mos ing out of an area.
price, ;600.00, will sell for much TWO BEDROOM trailer, two 1971, I am no longer responsible proximately 10 acres pasture!
report cited the advantages of the
Onls 10 per cent of the young
less. Excellent condition. Kustom miles west of Almo Heights on for any debts other than my own. Hog wire fencing, stables, water
AUTOS FOR SALE
new policy as facilitating tran- people who quit felt the pay was
amplifier, fantastic condition. Almo and Kirksey Road. Phone Rudy Duncan,RRoute 6,Murray, Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
sfer of students from other in- too low. Only a few cited as reaTwo 12 J.D. Lansin speakers. 753-3539.
N9P For appointment call 436N8P Kentucky.
simplifying son, "work too hard," "didn't like
1964 MERCURY CALIENTE V8, stitutions, as
Phone 436-2266.
TFC
2173.
TFC .buckets, four speed, air- requirements for all degrees by the work," or expressed dissatisa
faction with "hours of work." Thgt
BRAND NEW two bedroom WANT TO TRADE: broke Beagle
conditioned. $600.00 or best offer. devising a common list of general
DINING ROOM furniture, Brazil duplex, wall to wall carpeting, rabbit dog for young started tree TWO BEDROOM home at Good shape.Phone 753-6834. NYC requirements, and as providing seems to refute the notion that
young people often leave jobs beby Broyhill. 60" hutch, 44" round central heat and air, built in dog. Phone 436-2336 after 6:00 Panorama Shores. Fire-place, all
greater opportunity for elective cause they•fre too demanding in
table with 3" leaf. Four Tappan appliances. Only ;120.00, p.m.
courses.
N9P paneled, carport. Lake access
their expectations.
upholstery side chairs. Also white $125.00 with dishwasher. Phone
Noting that the changes are the
property. Priced to sell. Phone 1965 PONTIAC FOUR door
As far as their pay is concerned,
table top wash tub. Phone 753- 753-4698 for appointment. N11C DECOUPAGE WORKSHOP, 436-2294.
NYC hardtop, power steering, power first adopted in general education a majority of the unemployed, as
6495.
air.
Excellent
brakes,
factory
NYC
requirements since 1959, Read well as young people who were
Saturday, November 13, 9 a.m.
ONE THREE bedroom brick, until noon at MS.U., $5.00. Make Look what $7,500.00 will buy!!!! tires. Good condition. Phone 753- said there have been several planning to - go to work, indicated
MUST SELL, two year old range furnished, in
NBC requests for changes.
The that the lowest _they_ would. accept.
subdivision, your own Christmas gifts with - -NEW CONCORD-Valentine- 4445.
avocado Frigidaire refrigerator
this easy process. Call Prof. Tom Mt. Carmel] Road. Practically
Murray State Task Force on was 51.60 an hour. This is in line
$140.00 per month.
with previous recorded earnings oi
in excellent condition. Phone 753N9P new two bedroom house, good 1969 CHEVELLE SS 396, fire Growth created last year young
One two bedroom brick with Spoerner,753-6104.
people, and suggests they
5945.
NYC
"general
well and one acre of land.
den. Stove, refrigerator furengine red with black vinyl top, recommended that
have a rather good knowledge of
be the labor market.
requirements
SERVICES OFFERED
Hazel-Four bedroom house, black interior, automatic tran- degree
nished, $135.00 per month.
REGISTERED female Pointer
paneled rooms, carpeting in smission, air conditioned, power examined and reviewed."
One newly decorated two
Birddog. 21 months old. Started
Men's Pay Is Higher
Under the new policy, basic
bedroom house with den and SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back living room, gas heat, new 20x60 steering. Also has road wheels
some last year. For more inhoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- garage building, pecan trees and with white lettered tires. Can be requirements are as follows:
dining
room.
Range,
The I.abor Department survey
NYC
formation call 753-8551.
N24C one acre of land.
I. Communications
and underscored the pay differential be,
refrigerator, air conditioner, 5933.
seen at Coldwater. Contact Ken
humanities
(18
semester
hours),
New
Concord-On Hwy. 444 for Miller, 489-2230.
tween men and women more clearly
water and sewer furnished.
NYC
AKC REGISTERED St. Bernard,
including six hours of com- in the salaries of young workers.
CARROLI,'S PLUMBING & just $10,500.00 a five bedroom,
$125.00 per month.
When a maintenance mai.
Phone
753male,
two
years
old.
position, three hours of A pattern of pay inequality it apforgets to service a Quincy
See Hoyt or Ray Roberts at Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone brick house on a large lot. ConN12P
1 7687.
Compressor, no damage is
489-2295.
N3OP venient to stores. Let us show you 1969 VW CAMPER,full top, tent, literature, and nine hours pears. becomes established in the
Roberts
Realty,
505
Main
Street.
done because a built•in
6 ply tires, radio. Phone 753selected from no less than two of earliest age of labor participation.
this property.
Phone 753-1651.
NYC
safety feature remembers
For esarnple. at the pas-rate
HEAVY IRON bedstead, Inner
6791.
N6C the following: Art, music,drama, of S2.50
Mine-On
Hwy.
641
a
nice
two
and takes the load off the
or more an hotir,the proBULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
spring mattress and box springs.
compressor, eliminating
speech,
journalism,
philosophy,
bedroom
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
house
on
acres, gas
portion of min was at least double
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
NYC
damage. Write or call for
1 120.00. Phone 753-2650.
CHEVROLET,
motor
needs
396
literature,
religion
or
foreign
that of women.
Lake, 10 miles. from Murray in topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or heat, just south of Almo. Only
•
details.
overhauling. $75.00. Phone 753- Cge.
Panorama
Shores.
Two 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
THE WORLD'S FINEST
D7C 89,500.00.
number
of
the
A
differences
4vel
TRAILER,
like
DELUXE
12'x58'
N6P
athematics and science (12 tween men's and women's pay:::
AIR COMPRESSORS
bedrooms, 15'x15' living room,
Murray-605 Pine Street You 8428
new. Phone 753-4566 between 8.00
semester
hours),
selecting
from
YOUNG
LADY
kitchen; separate dining room,
desires can buy this three bedroom house
chects, of course, also result froflp
TFC
a.m. and 5:30p.m.
DIXIELAND
central electric heat and air secretarial position. Can take with large lot only a short walk 1964 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic 88, no less than two of the following the different kinds of jobs they hold.
conditioning. All new appliances, shorthand well and am also from the Court Square for less four door sedan, power steering three fields: biological, science, frequently within the saide occupaCOMPRESSOR CO.
GOOD USED cultipackers. Call
including washer. On private lot. excellent typist. Very accurate. than 88,500.00. Let Claude give and brakes. New tires. Excellent physical science (astronomy; lion group. For example, among
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. 1TC
condition. Phone 753-8743.
NW chemistry, geology, physics), or factory workers, more men 'huh
Phone 753-3018
Phone 436-5571.
NYC Permanent position desired. Can you Ulf details.
women worked in higher paying
mathematics.
fit into any business office. Claude! L. Miller, Real Estate,
jobs. On the other hand, many
CREOSOTED POLES for pole SPACE. OK for most uses in- References.
401 N. 4th
3. Social science (12 semester more women than
Please call 753753-5064, 418 Main Street, 753men work in
1960 FORD Vs ton pick-up with hours), selecting from the
barn construction, utility poles cluding offices. 808 Chestnut. 9425.
N61' 3059. John C. Neubauer,
service occupations, where pa)
telephone
bed.
6
cylinder,
good
Lumber
Murray
boat
docks.
and
Poodle
following with no more than six tends to be among the lostkict.
AKC REGISTERED
$234.00 per month. Offers conAssociate Broker, 753-7531. NBC
tires. See at 5 Points Welding, hours in any one category appuppies, three blacks, two Co., Maple Street, Murray, sidered. Phone area code 502-584- WILL STAY in home with elderly,
ITC
$250.00.
Phone
753-6508.
For a great many young people,
N11C plicable to this requirement:
whites, and one silver. All have Kentucky.
4288,collect.
ITC person. Phone 435-5651.
NBC
paychecks often represented the
IN
MEMORY
753Phone
economics, geography, history, first full-time employment they had
been dewormed.
1965 CHEVROLET,double power political science, or
N6C
6379.
sociology- ever held. Their jobs also cam
FOUR ROOM house with bath,
Sarnmy
of
memory
loving
In
8:00
and
factory
air.
Real
nice
car.
River
Queen
BABY-SITTING
SERVICE;
REPOSSESSED 36'
anthropology.
--- -netir Elm Grove, carpeted,
'
,
fringe hertefirt,
'-that-young A-meet- - -away
passed
who
-Keys
Farley
1966 Datsun pick-up.
Houseboat 1961 Steel Hull electric heat. $65.00 per month. a.m.-4:00 p.m., Monday through
4. Three semester hours cans of this generation have come
FOUR YEAR old E Gleanor
1970.
6,
November
one
ago,
year
1967 Buick I,aSabre, double
Fiberglass Cabin, inboard out- Phone 753-6425 days, 753-5962 Friday. $15.00 weekly. Phone 753to expect and which youths of a
combine with three row bean
There's no open gate at the end power, factory air. Just like new, selected from subject not listed generation or two ago did not en7954.
N8C
board, all electric, equipped year nights.
in 1,2, or 3. Read added that a
N12C
header and two row corn header.
road.
of
the
1963 Oldsmobile 98.
excellent
use,
round
school or department, within the joy. Among them are group life
All in good condition. Price,
Which each must go alone.
and health insurance protection
Tires; Special buy on 100x20, both general framework
mechanically. Cheap. Phone day BEAUTIFUL .VALARAH Lee
of the new which go with the jobs. often paid
FOR ALL your home additions,
$4000.00. Phone Paris,642cannot
And there is a light we
lugs and highway tread.
NYC Apartment, unfurnished, 2
or nite 502-436-5432.
requirements,
may
remodelingA.etc
require
some
alterations,
NW
For by the employer. Far young
3240.
see
Cain Gulf Service, corner of 6th specific possible
bedroom, living room, kitchen, Free Estimates. Phone 753electives to people getting married and starting
Our father claimed his own. and Main. Phone 753-5862.
NBC
meet curriculum keqUirements. families, that is yet another incenutility, and bath. Carpeted. Air 6123.
TFC
ef.
SELF PROPELLED combine,
Beyond that gate our loved one
FOR LEASE
Dishwasher,
In other action the. curriculum tike fit do a good job on the job:
conditioned.
-.model 45,1968. Phone 435finds happiness and rest
abolished
the
53U..
NYC 20'x60' BUILDING. 307 North 4th refrigerator, stove, garbage
And there is cotilhrt in the 1967 CAMARO, 4 speed See at committee
LO:
1508 Sycamore or phone 753-2264 requirement of an additional
Street. Central heat and air, off disposal. Across from Westview
thought
.
015i5 &Mel
AKC REGISTERED German street parking. Phone 753-5881, Nursing Home on South 16th St./
NYC minor or an 18-hour block in lieu
That a loving God knows or 753-4551.
CHIROPRACTOR
Phone 753-3865.
N12C
of professional education cour
Shepherd puppies; male, black Jean Lampkins,for inbest
903 SYCAMORE ST
ses.
N8C
MURRAY, KY. 42071
and silver, three months old. formation.
According to Read, all bacLOST & FOUND
PlioNt 793-0909
Phone 753-8351.
ITP
NCThe Family
WANT TO BUY
753 9960
now
calaureate degrees will
FOR SALE OR TRADE
LOST: SMALL coin purse conjrequire only an area or a major
VI
ANT
TO
BUY;
lOy,s ans.
WANTED To RENT
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC 1970 FORD GALAXIE
tabling about $100.00 otrthe west and minor. A student may earn
500 coupe, standing Umber. Also have forBABY-SITTING IN my Nine.
buffer with waxer and sham- air conditioned, power
'/
side of the Court Square. Finder the B.A. degree by taking from
steering,
sale
lumber
and
or
lease,
Farm
Rent
WANT
TO
sawdust.
Pee-School age preferred Phone
pooer. Excellent condition. 27,000 miles. Phone 474-2257 after
please call 753-3936 for reward.
six to 14 semester rhours of a
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. 753-4897.
N9c tand. Phone 753-8090 after 5:00
NYC 4:00p.m.
Phone 753-1676.
foreign language.
NYC Phone 753-4147.
N19C N6P
.m.
TFC 1

Aluminum
Plates

25 each

Men
College
(upi,, of 16th to
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PAGE EIGHT

Bucks Maintain Lead
In Suicide Division

nits for the Pistons, had put
By United Press International
It's the same old story in the Detroit ahead 102-101 with three
rids left.
National Basketball Association's Midwest Division. No Jo Jo Mute, who set up
matter how well the other three Havlicek's game winning basteams play, the Milwaukee ket, was high scorer for the
Bucks always seem to play just Celtics with 29 points while
a little better.
Walker led the Pistons.
The Bucks maintained their
Player-coach Lenny Wilkens
lead in the Midwest's "Suicide hit five consecutive free throws
Division" race Friday night, in the last 21-1 minutes to boost
bouncing back in the fourth the Super Sonics past New
period to defeat the Chicago York. Seattle battled back from
Bulls 104-102. The victory left a 15-point deficit to beat the
Milwaukee two games ahead of Knicks as Pete Cross sparked
2 out the rally. Wilkens had 26 points
/
Chicago with Detroit 31
and Phoenix a half game to lead the Sonics while Walt
further back.
Frazier paced New York with
The division is termed suicide 28.
since the last place team, Gail Goodrich scored 19 of his
Phoenix, with a 5-5 record, game-high-81 points in the first
could lead another division and quarter as the Lakers downed
would be well placed in the Baltimore. Jim McMillian adother two. Last season's last ded 72 for Los Angeles while
place finisher -Detroit -had Jack Mann. The Bullets with
one of the best records in the 30.
NBA but was lost in the power
Randy Smith scored seven
shuffle.
Kareem Jabbar scored 11 of points during the overtime
his game high 33 points during period to spark Buffalo over the
a 21-8 spurt early in the fourth Hawks. Smith, playing his
quarter that boosted the Bucks finest game as a pro, led all
ahead. The Bucks held on to scorers with 35 points and
win despite a strong finishing fellow rookie Elmore Smith had
effort by Chicago's Bob Weiss, 26. George Trapp, also a rookie,
who hit 12 of his 30 points in led the Atlanta attack with 34
the last 12 minutes. Bobby The losses for Baltimore and
Dandridge added 20 for Mil- Atlanta left them tied for the
waukee and Bob Love hit for 29 Central Division lead despite 3-8
records.
for the Bulls.
In other NBA action, Boston
Dick Van
edged Detroit 103-102, Seattle Clem Haskins and
47 points
for
combined
Arsdale
Los
downed New York 101-97,
72
Angeles beat Baltimore 110-96, and Lamar Green had
Buffalo tripped Atlanta 122,117 rebounds as Phoenix whipped
Suns,
Cavaliers. The
Phoenix the
in overtime and
playing without Connie Hawdrubbed Cleveland 107-87.
John Havlicek's 35-foot basket kins, took an early lead and
at the final buzzer lifted the controlled the game. Bobby
tops for
was
Celtics over Detroit and spoiled Washington
the coaching debut of Earl Cleveland with 19
Lloyd, who replaced Bill Van
Breda Kolff earlier this week.
Havlicek's basket came after
Jimmy Walker who had 34
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KENTUCKY

Nixon Aware Of
Developments In
Amchitka Blast

Maxwell Takes
Lead In Mexico
Open Golf Meet
MEXICO CITY UPI, -A
hot battle was brewing between
Billy Maxwell and Lee Trevino
today as the 70 surviving
participants in the Mexican
Open Golf Tournament began
play in the third round.
Maxwell, a native of Odessa,
Tex., who plays out of
Jacksonville, Fla., was the
leader with an 11-under-par 132
after 36 holes. Trevino, the
-Super Mex" who is after his
fourth National Open title in
one year, was second with 136.
Still in contention in a tie for
third place were U.S. Amateur
Champion Gary Cowan of
Kitchener, Ont., Rocky Thompson of Whicita Falls, Tex., and
Dwight Nevil of San Antonio,
Tex.
Maxwell and Trevino each
have shot course record 65s
during the first two rounds.
Maxwell did it Friday and
remarked modestly that •'my
putts were just falling in
there." Trevino performed the
feat on opening day Thursday
and jokingly said, "if I get too
far out in front, the people
aren't going to come on the
final two days."
As if to take that worry off
the jovial Mexican-American's
shoulders, Maxwell relegated
Trevino to second place, three
strokes back, with his recordequalling performance. Maxwell
is no newcomer to the par-72
course of the Club de Golf
Mexico in southern Mexico City
as he won the tournament aw
far back as 1956.
Total prize money in the
Mexican Open is $30,000, with a
first place pursemf $5,600.
Trevino has said if he wins he'll
Mexican
donate it to a
orphanage.

Seen & Heard ..
+Continued from Page 11
Incidentally, the chili was good
Steady progress being made on
the razing of the the old beale
Hotel_ Razing not raising.

By HELEN TH(JMAS
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (UPI)
-President Nixon was staying No wonder folks from other
on top of developments in the nations have so much trouble
controversial Amchitka test with English.
today as the countdown began
on the five-megaton under- The weather has been cussed and
ground hydrogen explosion.
discussed for centuries, but who
Weekending at the palm tree- can find fault with what we have
lined Florida White House, the now. Envigorating, that's what it
Chief Executive conferred with is. And also just plumb nice.
aides and awaited a report
from James Schlesinger, chair- We go along with Lydel Sims in
man of the Atomic Energy the Commercial Appeal who says
Commission, who was on the that one by one our food items are
scene for three nuclear tests termed as infected, poisoned,
labeled "Cannikin."
contaminated, infested, unsafe,
Despite the ire of conserva- unwise, botulistic or just plain
tionists and some senators, fatal. Every month the governNixon has given the green light ment comes up with a new decree
for the 5 p.m. EST test and all on some food product so that it is
MARLNES HONOR MSU STUDENT: Ted Hamilton, right, a senior at Murray State University, is
systems were "go" barring a banned from the shelves. Sims
shown with the Marine Corps' Commandant's Trophy which he received at the university Wednesday
last minute stay by the yearns for the good old days when
after being selected as the outstanding cadet among 600 from across the United States attending a 10Supreme Court.
you could eat what you wanted to
week training program at Quantico, Va., this past summer Looking on are his wife, Teddie, a native
The President, who celebrat- with no ill effects.
Marine
of
camp
2nd
the
general
Division,
commanding
Jr.,
Haynes,
of Owensboro; Maj. Gen Fred E.
ed the third anniversary of his
LeJeune, N.C., who made the presentation; and Murray State University President Harry M.
election Friday, appeared in We do not know at this time what
Sparks, who is holding the trophy. Hamilton, a physial education major from Daytona Beach, Fla.,
good humor as he began a new product will be blacklisted
will graduate in December and will enter the Marines (tighttraining program at Pensacola, Fla.
"working weekend" at his next month, but wait and see,
1Photo by Wilson Woolley,
bayside villa,
be
some announcement will
The President had on hand a made concerning some food.
number of key aides, including
National Security Affairs Advi- In rummaging through our desk
ser Henry A. Kissinger and we come across something that
(Continued from Page 1)
John Whittaker, a presidential E. C. Wallin brought in early this
"Patient & Peaceloving Isaac" Watts has the most points by
assitant on the environment.
year. We printed it at that time
will be the subject of the message kicking-32. Watts has kicked 8 of
There was a good chance that but thoughts are so provoking
by Rev. Jerrell White at the
he would head today for Grand and so true that we think it is
8 extra points and 8 of 17 field
10:50 a.m. service on Sunday, goals attempts.
Cay, his favorite vacation spot worth repeating. These are
By Boyce McCuiston
November 7, at the Memorial Tackle Dave Ford was named
in the Bahamas owned by his thoughts set down by ithrham
Baptist Church.
the OVC's defensive player of the Everyone enjoys the beauty of friend, New York industrialist Lincoln.
Prior to the special music week for his game against fall. The leaves are turning on Robert B. Abplanalp. He also
number, Rev. White will have the Eastern. Ford had 8 tackles and 6 the trees and the heat of hot had the companionship of his "You cannot strengthen the weak
children's sermon.
longtime Florida neighbor, by weakening the strong"
assists, caused an Eastern summer is disappearing.
Sunday School will be held at fumble, and was relentless on Everyone is asked to be careful Charles G. "Bebe" Rebozo.
9:40 a.m. with "Man's Deepest pass rush.
when burning the fallen leaves Nixon was expected to return "You cannot help small men by
Need" as the lesson topic.
Saturday's game, expected to and help save all of these to Washington Monday evening tearing down big men"
Hayden
Rickman is Sunday be seen by an overflow crowd, beautiful things by helping or Tuesday. He will put on his
School Superintendent.
political hat and fly to New "You cannot help the poor by
prevent forest fires.
will begin at 2 p.m.
The evening service will be at
The Fall forest fire season is York and Chicago for Republi- destroying the rich."
seven p.m. The ordinance of the
now in effect in Kentucky. The can National Committee $500-aFOUR CITED
Lord's Supper will be observed.
Fall season began October 1 and plate fund raising dinners. His "You cannot lift the wage earner
The Church Training topic at
15, off-the-cuff remarks will be by pulling down the wage payer"
were cited by the continues through December
circuit
six p.m. will be "Will the Real Me Four persons
closed
on
beamed
individuals
all
means
This
1971.
Police Department
Please Stand Up?"
Billy urray
begin using extreme television to some 20 other "You
to
have
will
cannot further the
They
night.
last
and
Mayfield is the Training Union esterday
cities where similar GOP brotherhood of man by inciting
when burning.
re one for reckless driving at caution
Director.
It is urged that all Calloway dinners will be underway.
class hatreds."
Friday, one for illegal
By United Press International with Issel scoring 39 points, 21 The Deacons and Pastor's 10:03 p.m.
County residents pay special
10:30
at
alcohol
•
•
of
ssion
A rare victory over Indiana of them coming in the first meeting will be held at seven
"You cannot keep out of trouble
one for throwing attention to State Law no. KRS
merited a special word of quarter. However, it was three p.m. on Monday, the Senior I..m. Friday,
by spending more than your
and one 149.400. This law briefly states: it
today,
a.m.
1:15
at
ggs
free
Artis
throws
by
crucial
thanks today to Adolph Rupp by
Citizens luncheon at eleven a.m. or driving while intoxicated, shall be unlawful for any person
income"
ABA Standings
members of the Kentucky Gilmore, who suffered a badly on Tuesday, and on Wednesday
procure another
illegal possession of alcohol, and to set fire to, or
inflamed,sight eye earlier in
By United Press International Colonels.
the Acteens will meet at 6:30 throwing eggs at 1:15 a.m. today. to set fire to, any flammable
-You cannot establish security
the
made
the
game,
that
East
Upset at the fact that his
mi. p.m., the Mission Friends, GAs
on borrowed money"
latter two were $szeoselos.
closing
the
in
difference
W. L. Pet_ GB team had beaten Indiana only
t betwb4leenot.fhesprhoeaurdsli
m.twital
fire
excepcanwill
and It As, and the business
9 3 .750 ... four times in their last 25 nutes.
Virginia
4:30 p.m. C.S.T. and 12:00 midmeeting at seven p.m.
"You
cannot build character
7 4 .636 142 meetings, Dan Issel of the The victory was the third in a
Kentucky
night C.S.T. Flammable material ROWEL, Mich. (UPI) -Two and courage by taking away a
who
Colonels,
the
for
row
2
.600
special
4
6
New York
includes refuse, debris, waste young
Colonels extended a
been man's initiative and
persons have
in6 6 .500 3 invitation to his former college closed to within a game and
Floridians
forest material, brush, stumps, charged with first-degree mur- dependence "
1r
Virginia
6 6 .500 3 coach, Adolph Rupp of Ken- half of first-place
Pittsburgh
fallen timber, der in th torture-slaying of a
rubbish,
logs,
nited Press International
2 tucky, to attend Friday night' the Eastern Division. Indiana.
/
3 8 .273 51
Carolina
leaves, slash, runaway girl which authorities "You cannot help men pericy blast of Arctic air, grass, stubble,
An
George
by
led
was
which
Todd,
interim
E.
Wayne
Rev.
West
clash between the American
grain, etc.
said ocurred in the presence of manently by doing for them what
by
powerful
accompanied
the
leads
points,
29
McGinnis'
minister of the First Baptist
W. L. Pct. GB Basketball Association teams.
The reason for the time limits about a dozen youths.
could and should do for themnation's
the
invaded
winds,
Church, will be speaking at the 1
7 4
Indiana
Issel particularly stressed that West.
is that the moisture is generally Raymond Humbel, 22, and selves"
today.
midsection
rookie
games,
ABA
other
In
services
p.m.
five
and
a.m.
"lucky"
10:45
2
/
11
6
his
6
500
Utah
Rupp should wear
increased at night, and the wind Janet Lee Musser, 17, were
Jim McDaniels scored 30 points at the church on Sunday, Cold wave warnings were in lays, which reduces fire oc2 brown suit
/
4 6 400 21
Denver
arrested by state police troocentral
the
of
much
for
effect
beat
Cougars
Whether it was the magic of as the Carolina
November 7.
4 7 364 3
Dallas
curence and spread. However, pers in Flint Friday and
as
nation
the
of
2 Rupp, the law of averages, or the Floridians, 109-106; Rick
1
W.R. Howard, minister of portion
4 8 .333 3/
Memphis
are still fires occurring at brought here under warrants
temperatures were expected to there
i Continued from Page 1
Friday's Reining
just plain talent, Kentucky Barry had 33 points to power music, will direct the Adult Choir
night, but normally they are not issued by Livingston County
In
degrees.
40
as
much
as
drop
129-117
a
to
Nets
York
New
the
for special music in the morning
Pittsburgh 98 Dallas 96
whipped the Pacers, 115-110,
as serious.
Thomas Kizer Jr. every one of them would have
prosecutor
sank
mercury
the
Montana,
the
overtime victory over
service, and the High School
Carolina 109 Floridians 106
Calloway County has 2 fire They were arraigned griday spent every cent we had if he had
Memphis Pros; and the Pit- Choir for the evening service. below the zero mark.
Kentucky 115 Indiana 110
lookout towers which will be night before District Judge been given the chance," he adhigh
spun
storm
powerful
A
the
edged
Condors
tsburgh
The public is urged to note the
New York 129 Memphis 117
fire season. Richrd R. Robinson and or- ded, laughingly.
Upper manned during the
the
Dallas Chaparrals, 98-96, as change in evening services from winds through
+Only games scheduledi
Kirksey and Chestnut Towers are dered held without_ bnnd_in the Following the presentation of
Great
and
Valley
Mississippi
John Brisker hit for 35 points. 7:30 to five p.m.
Saturday's Games
manned by Adrian McFarland county jail.
the plaque, Club President Chad
Sunday School will be held at Lakes region. Gale warnings and Ruth. These towers are Four juveniles also were held Stewart announced the conPittsburgh at Floridians
Great
the
for
posted
were
9:30a.m. with Paul Lyons, Jr., as
New York at Kentucky
manned along with the other 17 for questioning in the slaying. struction of the shelter house and
superintendent and Training Lakes and winds in excess of 60 towers in this Western District to Authorities
Memphis at Virginia
would
neither displayed the plans for it.
Union at six p.m. with Glen miles an hour were reported Ferguson. Help spot fires in this confirm nor deny a report that Eleven of the club's 15
Utah at Indiana
Page 1
from
Continued
Friday.
Grogan as director. Rev. Delbert
Dallas at Carolina
Lymon B. Coursey of Dexter
county and other counties in our Humbel, Miss Musser and presidents were present for the
Ahead of the cold wave,
Butts, Executive Director of the
was claimed by death Friday at iment will be safe.
others allegedly present when dinner and given special
temperatures were unusually district.
eleven a.m. at the Convalescent The AEC has consistently Temperance League of KenThere are a few basic rules for the slaying occurred were recognition as each of their
in
were
Temperatures
warm.
from
dangers
any
discounted
tucky, will deal with the
Division of the Murray-Calloway
burning which if followed could members of a cult called pictures, which will hang in the
NBA Standings
the test. But protests continued, problems of alcohol and drug the 60s as far north as Lower be of help to everyone concerned. "Satan's Satanic Servants."
clubhouse, were shown. These
By United Press International ,County Hospital.
Friday and remained
' He was 78 years of age and a and the AEC said it had abuse during the Training Union Michigan
Humbel and Miss Musser and the year or years served are.
Eastern Conference
today
early
50s
and
40s
the
in
teleletters,
7,600
received
hour.
member of the Dexter-Hardin
1. You!
were charged in the death of
Atlantic Division
grams and telephone calls of Mrs. Treva Mathis, director of in the Lower Great Lakes. But 2. Burn only when the wind is Kathleen Ann Gilbert, 17, John Irvan, 1956; John QuerW. L. Pct. GB United Methodist Church. His
be
to
expected
termous, 1957; James Lassiter,
youth, has planned special ac- the warmth was
wife, Florence, died in October protest as of Thursday.
not blowing.
and partially 1960; Joe Dick, 1961; Al
whose nude
7 2 .778
Boston
as the cold wave
Lindsey:short-lived
eight
said
Club
Sierra
The
for
youth
tivities
groups
3. Do not burn except between decomposed body was found in
7 3 .700 .2 1966.
Philadelphia
1962; Red Howe, 1966: Louis
took hold.
leading scientists, who included throughout the week.
Rudell
son,
one
are
Survivors
12:00
and
S.T.
(
4:30
of
hours
the
a
about
10
wooded
marsh
miles
6 6 .500 2L2
New York
Ryan, 1967; Wayne Doran, 1968;
Snow flurries were reported midnight C.S.T.
three Nobel Prize winners, felt The November business
north of here Thursday.
4 8 .333 411 Coursey of Bowling Green; two
Buffalo
Valley
Mississippi
Wells Purdom, Jr., 1969; Henry
Upper
the
in
that
possibility
real
a
is
of
church
"there
will
the
meeting
be
held
half sisters, Mrs. Mary Etta
4. Keep water or tools handy for Kizer said that although the
Central Division
•
Fulton, 1970, and Stewart. 1971.
and there were some light extinguishing a blaze should it
President made a mistake on
Wednesday
the
evening,
Bell
Mrs.
and
Hardin
of
Puckett
day
the
exact
slaying
occurred
W. L. Pct, GB
The other five are: the late
showers in the southern MidOsborne of Paducah; one in his decision" approving the November 10
away.
had not been determined, it Verne Kyle, 1958 and 1959;
3 8 273
Baltimore
Florida. get
southern
and
west
organizaconservation
The
test.
of
Florida:
brother, Joe Coursey
5. Have help or telephone was known that the body had
3 8 273
Atlanta
Buford Hurt, 1963; Russell
Elsewhere, clear skies pretwo half brothers. Leon Coursey tion urged him to postpone the
numbers handy in case help is been there for at least three
2 6 50
Cincinnati
Johnson. Corpus Christi, Tex.,
vailed.
blast until all scientific data
of
Jeffrey
Blaney
and
of
Benton
needed.
weeks.
2 9 .182
Cleveland
1964; and James Rudy Allbritten,
Early morning temperatures
could be made public. The
three
grandTenn
Paris.
take any chances with
Detective Sgt, Vince Demsky 1965
Western Conference
below zero at 6. Don't
6
from
ranged
chanhowever,
House,
Whiter
children; one great grandchild.
of the state police post at
Midwest Division
Bro. George Rogers of Paris, Cut Bank, Mont.. to 78 at Fort fire.
Arrangements for the dinner
neled all calls to the AEC, and
Courts in this area have nearby Brighton, which is
W. L. Pet. GB Funeral services will be held
the
guest
be
will
speaker
at
Ky.,
and
Beach
Vero
Lauderdale,
were in charge of John McCage.
Florida for the
to
went
Nixon
chapel
the
at
p.m
two
at
Sunday
to
support
full
suppress
pledged
handling the case, said Miss Mrs. Margaret Shuffett and Mrs.
9 I .900 ...
10:40 a.m, and six p.m. Key West, Fla.
Milwaukee
weekend.
inproper burning during the fire Gilbert, a runaway from the
7 3 .700 2 of the Linn Funeral Home,
Chicago
services on Sunday, November 7,
Frances Hulse.
plea
the
in
joining
Scientists
Fire laws Girls Training School in Adrian,
control season.
2 Benton, with Rev. T. A. Bullock
/
6 5 .545 31
Seventh and Poplar Church DOGS ASPHYXIATED
Detroit
to Nixon included Linus Pauling at the
officiating.
liable
for
be
all
will
violators
had been beaten, stabbed and
5 5 .500 4
Phoenix
BANGKOK (UPI) --A dozen
Stanford University. Harold of Christ.
Interment will be in the Brooks
Pacific Division
He will be speaking in the pedigreed Alsatian dogs died of suppression costs and may be shot. An autopsy shOwed, she
of
University
the
of
Urey
the
with
issued a citation by the state died of stab wounds.
W. L. Pct. GB Chapel Cemetery
absence of the church minister,
arrangements by the I,inn California, and George Wald of Bra, Roy Beasley, who is in lack of oxygen on a cargo plane forestry officials.
8 3 .727
Golden State
delivering them ro Bankokg
Funeral Home, Benton, where harvard University.
Kizer placed the number ot
The Division of Forestry has
Ala., for the
- 8 -3 .727
Seattle
A telegram urging cancella- Huntsville,
police from Germany, police no responsibility for house or youths present when the slaying "The Day The Church Rocked"
call.
may
friends
.700
at
7 3
will_be the sermon topic for this
Los Angeles
tion of the test was sent to homecoming services the East reported today.
building fires. They do not have occurred "in the vicinity of 12,
church.
2 5 .286 4
Portland
Nixon Friday by 34 U.S Huntsville
Eight other dogs in the the equipment needed to fight give or take several either Sunday, November 7 by Rev.
2 10 .167 6,2
Dewey Yates will read the shipment survived the trip.
Houston
Charles H. Moffett of the First
senators. They said there was a
these fires, therefore, unless way," but would not reveal any Presbyterian Church. The text
West Ky High
Friday's Results
"small though palpable risk of morning scripture and Keith
Thai police bought the dogs there is danger of the fire details of the incident itself.
Milwaukee 104 Chicago 102
will be Acts 4:13-31. Everyone is
earthquake, tidal wave and Donelson the evening scriptures. and had them trained as police spreading to timber or grassland,
School Grid Scores
Boston 103 Detroit 102
invited to attend the service of
radioactive contamination of Prayers in the morning will be dogs at a cost of $1,000 each. they can be of little help.
"I don't want to delve into worship at 1045 a.m.
By United Press International
led by D. E. Yates 'and Art
Phoenix 107 Cleveland 87
the ocean."
If there are any questions about the facts of the killing. I don't
Jewell, and in the evening by Jim PAT TO VISIT GHANA
Church School classes for .all
Buffalo 122 Atlanta 117 OT
Madisonville 27 Daviess Co. 13
Gough and Harry Russell. Josiah WASHINGTON (UPI) -First fire laws or other information you think it would be beneficial at ages are offered at 930, and a
Seattle 101 New York 97
"Cersaid.
SHANNON TO BROADCAST
Darnall will direct the song
dy Pat Nixon has added a would like to know, please call this time," Kizer
nursery is provided during the
Los Angeles 41111 lialtimore 106 Trigg Co. 57 Fulton 7
ST. LOUIS (UPI )-Former service and Earl Nanny will s p in Ghana to the trip to the Mayfield District Office, 247- tainly it was brutal, I can
Bowling Gr, 21 Russellville 6
scheduled)
(Only gar
morning services
that."
say
or
St.
base3913
Louis
247-3941.
third
Cardinal
certainly
January.
Christian Co. 0 Lone Oak 0 (tie)
make the announcements.
Saturday's Games
rica she will . take in
For assistance in case of fire
Crittenden CA 29 Fulton Co. 12 man Mike Shannon will join The Ladies Bible Class will The President's wife will fly
Portland at Boston
Now You Know
out of control in brushland or Other young persons were
Jack Buck in the team's begin study of the book, "A
Detroit at Milwaukee
s Monrovia Jan. 2 to represent
By United Press International
to
and
today
timber
booth
Friday
call
next
broadcasting
the
season
Calloway
questioned
County
12
the
at
Marshall
di
States
Noi
20
Heath
Higher Plane" on Tuesday at ten he United
Atlanta at Philadelphia
The pet population in the
Henderson Co. 14 Caldwell Co. 13 and do commentary and color a.m. Women are needed to work Inauguration of Liberian Pres- Forest Ranger, Boyce Mc- determine whether they were
Los Angeles at Golden State
United States is approximately
or
work.,
slayings
the
was
Shannon
to
forced
into
at
Cuiston,
or
witnesses
'the
753-3087,
6
and
Frank-Simp
Tolbert
32
B.
Hopkinsville
William
clothing
room
the
in
before and ident
Chicago at Buffalo
an early retirement last year after-the Bible class ea, h
Mayfield District Office at 247- participants and Kizer indicated three times as large as the
Pad. Tilghman 7 Mayfield 3
then travel to Ghana after a
Phoenix at Cincinnati
or 247-3941.
3913
a
because
of
kidney
more Warrants may be issued. country's human population.
injury.
Reidland 2 Cairo (illj 0
Tuesday morning.
two-day stah in Liberia
Only games scheduled

Standings

Memorial Church
Sermon Is Listed

Kickoff. . .

Caution Urged
During Forest
Fire Season

Colonels Thank Rupp
For Win Over Pacers

Two Charged
With Torture
Death Of Girl

'Icy Blast Invades
Evening Service At Nations Midsection
Church Is Changed

Shackleford. . .

'L. B.-Coursey
Dies Friday
At Hospital

Amchitka. . .

George Rogers At
hurch Of Christ

Presbyterian Topic
For Sermon Given
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Unoccupied
Scientists Watch For Collapse
Murra
y
Of Surface Above Amchitka Test Home Burns

State Homecoming
On Saturday Festivities Conclude On
Cold, Miserable Saturday

AMCHITKA, Alaska (UPI( --Scientists watched today for the
first signs of collapse in the
stn-face at ground zero more
than a mile above successful
explosion of a five-megaton
nuclear warhead on Amchitka
Island.
A dish-shaped crater upwards
of 50 feet deep and 2,000 feet
wide is expected to form when
super thermal temperatures
cool and pressure recedes in
the underground chamber
created by the Cannikin test
Saturday.

The blast caused the largest it between 6.75 and 7.4 on the
earth tremor ever produced by Richter earthquake scale at
man, rocking the island with a seismographs around the world.
heaving, buckling motion. But When the one-megaton MilCalloway County Fire-Rescue
fears it would set off disastrous row experiment was conducted
fought a house fire in belowearthquakes and tidal waves on the island two years ago, the freezing temperatures Saturda
proved unfounded.
surface depression did not form night and early Sunday but were
Dave Jackson, Atomic Ener- until 37 hours after the blast. unable to contain the fire before
gy Commission information The Milrow explosion was the unoccupied
home belonging
officer, said it may take as long nearly 2,000 feet closer to the to Gerald Cohoen was severly
By Dwain McIntosh
three decades before his death in
60.
as two or three days for the earth's surface than the Canni- damaged.
1953.
crater to develop because of the kin test.
Despite miserable weather
The squad was dispatched ti
Next year when the home
depth of the explosion from the Jackson discounted any possi- the stucco-sided house located on
conditionse Homecoming at season opens against Western
surface.
bility, of radioactive leakage as Ky.94a few miles east of Murra
State
Murray
University Carolina Sept. 9, the ThoroughAs the earth slides back into the ater develops. "In effect, at 11 p.m. Saturday. The fire wa•
Saturday was a warm and happy breds will be playing in the new
the hollow cavity from above, it will work to seal in the quickly
day for Donna Biegert, a senior 20,000 seat Roy Stewart Stadium
brought under controi
some seismic disturbance will rrdiation," he said.
from Bricktown, N.J., who was now under construction at the
keeping the damage to a closet
result. But Jackson said it will However, monitoring devices and one room. The unit
named Homecoming Queen.
returned
northeast edge of the campus.
be "many, many times less" are being maintained to contin- to the fire station at midnight but
Chosen from a field of five Stewart is also a former athletic
than the level caused by the uously sample air and water in that caused ladders and hoses to
finalists and crowned in pre- director and coach at Murray
blast itself.
the island's vicinity.
game ceremonies before a sparse State.
hour later when flames started
The exPlosion was recorded
AEC Chairman James R. up again.
crowd that braved a bitterly cold
The win posted by Murray
Schlesinger and congressional
rain, Miss Biegert is a 5-5 brown- State marked the fourth sucThis time the fire mad(
observers left the island Sunday headway before the unit coulu
eyed brunette. Sponsored by cessive week the Thoroughbreds
Washington, D.C., as arrive. The big 21e inch hose wa
for
Kappa Delta social sorority, she have gone undefeated and improject engineers returned to laid as well as the two inch and a
is a physical education major. proved the season and conference
the island to complete restora- half lines used earlier.
Her court, consisting of the marks to 4-3-1 and 3-2-1
Fellow says the Post Office
tion work and collect scientific
other finalists, was made up of
Firemen remained on the scene
Huddled under umbrellas along
could just use smaller stamps
data.
Nesie Gray, Bardstown fresh- the parade route in a numbing
several hours. Twleve member,
rather than raising the price of
man; Nancy Coplen, Mayfield wind, a thin line of spectators
The information will be sent of the rescue squad fought the
the postage.
to AEC laboratories in Nevada blaze in below-freezing weather
junior; Ann Wyman, Vincennes, turned out for the traditional
and to various universities and was called back to the scene an
Ind., sophomore; and
Joann morning parade that marched
ANGER is the letter short of Leonard Vaughn, Chairman of institutes involved
the become coated in ice, making
in
3ilderback, St. Louis graduate from the campus through
DANGER.
student.
the Murray Chamber of Com- project.
fire-fighting difficult.
downtown Murray under the
Coach
Bill
merce "Operation Townlift" When it is determined thitst Chief Max Dowdy directed the
Furgerson's constant threat of a downpour
We and wife off to Memphis, Committee, today urged all filling of the underground efforts of the men at the scene
rejuvenated Racers also helped
Parade float winners named at
Tennessee for the past weekend persons interested in the explosion chamber is complete. who were Jimmy Johnson, Jerry
take some of the chill out of the the football game were Alpha
to attend the dedication of our development of Murray and Jackson said a special drilling Edwards, Jimmy Kelly, T. J.
day by striking for all their points Sigma Alpha sorority and Alpha
brother's
new
journalism Calloway County to attend the rig will be used to bore into the Garner, Bob Schumacher, Bill
in the second quarter and holding Gamma Rho fraternity with an
building at Memphis, State second meeting Tuesday night, site. Core samples will be Garland, Jim Wilkinson, Aaron
on to post a 16-6 victory over entry entitled "Hot Time in the
University. A fine building which November 9. The meeting will be obtained to determine radioacti- Dowdy, Bob Donoho, David Wrye
Austin Peay State University in Old Town Tonight."
is all inclusive and which could held in the auditorium of the vity levels.
the mud at old Cutchin Stadium. Second place honors went to
and Edwin Jennings.
well be a model for any new Woodmen Building starting at Schlesinger said the success
The victory over the Ohio Alpha Gamma Delta and Kappa
journalism building.
Valley Conference foe marked Alpha for "Proud Murray" and
7:30 p.m.
of the Cannikin test indicates
the final time the Thoroughbreds third place to Sigma Sigma
Dan
Whittle,
of
(Continued on Page Ten
the
We decide to splurge and stay Navigational Resources Division
will play in the stadium which
(Continued on Page Tea)
at the Ftivermont Holiday Inn of TVA, will conduct the meeting :
1971 MSU Homecoming Queen, Donna Biegert
has been the scene of Murray
which sits right on the Mississippi that will explore ways to make ,
State's home football games
River with a beautiful view of the the community more liveable and
since the fall of 1934.
river as well as the city of more competitive
Located in the heart of the
Memphis.
WICHITA FALLS, Tex.—
campus, the old stadium was
Whittle said that the express
built as a Works Progress Adpurpose of Operation Townlift Airman Michael J. Farley, son of
Met many nice folks during our was to accomplish the
ministratin
ion WPAIoroject te
na
things that Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Farley of Rt.
stay at the Rivermont as well as the community wants. Whittle 4, Murray, has graduated at EDDYVILLE, Ky. (UPI 1-One
late
several out at the university.
has worked with over 40 com- Sheppard AFB,Tex., from the U. prisoner was stabbed to death
Carlisle Cutchin, an athletic
director and coach for almost
munities in the revitalization S. Air Force aircraft mechanic and another seriously wounded
that they are particularly con
Particularly nice was singer programs. Economists, plan- course.
Sunday during a disturbance in "Clean up your town" Day has
cerned
about.
Persons are asked
Barbara Perry who was en- ners, architects and engineers The airman, who was trained to the maximum security section of been set for November 20 by the
to call 753-1390 or 753-9470 to
tertaining at the Ftivermont.
Thr traditional smorgasbord
will be provided by TVA to ac- repair Current Air Force jet the Kentucky State Penitentiary Home Department of Murray
report such a areas.
luncheon was interrupted briefly
complish the purpose of the fighters, is being assigned to during which a guard was held Woman's Club.
Working with fast action, "This drive is calling for the
Possessed of a lovely voice, project.
when a group of black students,
MacDill AFB, Fla., for duty with hostage.
members
of this department attention and action of older as Palma, Ky.,
Miss Perry likes to "belt" out
UPI i—Fire led by Michael Lowry. president
The first meeting was well a unit of the Tactical Air com- Warden John W. Wingo, who
songs, but she does so with art- attended with nearly 100 in- mand which provides combat was out of town when the have organized to spread the well as the younger population. gutted a Methodist Church in this of the Black Student Union on
fulness and grace.
Someone terested people taking part in the units for air support of U. S. disturbance took place, said Let work and get the results just two It's everyone's daily job to be small Western Kentucky com- campus, marched into the
any
pollution.
should "discover" this young seminar. Vaughn urged all who ground forces.
Thomas Van Moose, 38, of weeks approximately from ware of
munity Sunday night, causing ballroom of the Student Union
lady. She did us the honor of attended the first meeting to Airman Farley is a 1970 Pa instsville, Ky., was slain inside today, according to a club Sometimes it's we who are the about $30,000 damage.
Building behind a large red,
guilty parties, a spokesman of the Firemen said only the outside green and orange "black power"
spokesman.
sitting at our table during a return and urged all newly in- graduate of Calloway County his cell.
break. No formal lessons, just terested persons to attend.
High School.
Roy Shell, also a prisoner, was Representatives have divided Home Department said," Mrs. walls of the church were left flag.
natural ability and God given
After angrily announcing that
wounded during the disturbance the town into sections. Civic clubs A. C. LaFollette, chairman said. standing. The roof and insides
The Sanitation Department of
will be given a section and they
talent.
and hospitalized nearby.
were said to be totally destroyed. "this is a demonstration by black
Wingo said guard Billy Ward are asked to have committees the city is also being asked to be Firemen from neighboring students" in what apparently was
Another young couple we enJr. 25, was overpowered during who will be responsible for more careful about servicing the Benton and Calvert City an- an effort to focus attention on the
Mr. and Mrs. S. I. Futrell of originally from Stewart County the disturbance and locked in a getting out on November 20 and streets. Daily reports of the swered
joyed was Charles arid Musette
the alarm at 9 p.m. They group's recent requests for 82,000
Mitchell.
He works for the Murray Route Four will near Model, Tenn., where they cell. The three inmates then used cleaning up whatever needs to be progress being made will be said the fire apparently began in in university funds to finance a
given. Any suggestions will be
railroad and she is a legal celebrate their golden wedding spent most of their lives. Mr. Ward's keys to unlock the cells of done in that section.
lecture series, arts festival and
the furnace area.
Poster contests will be held in carried out insofar as possible, The Rev. Keith Smith is other black- oriented activities,
secretary for eight lawyers. Both anniversary with an open house Futrell, known as "Jno" to his other prisoners.
possessed of that confidence at their home on Sunday, many friends, is the son of the
the students were asked to leave
Shell's condition was reported the elementary and middle the club spokesman said
minister of the church
schools; there will be awards for
which comes with youth and both November 14, from two to four Late W. H. Futrell and Ruthie as "good" early today.
the ballroom.
Futrell.
have taken advantage of all the p.m.
Several did voluntarily, but
Three prisoners involved in the the best essays and the best
No formal invitations are being The couple has five children disturbance later surrendered to speeches by high school students.
opportunities which came along.
several others had to be ejected
sent and all friends and relatives who are Plomer 0. Futrell, 405 prison guards.
Good luck to them.
This is a joint effort among all
by campus security officers.
are invited to attend.
The South 9th Street, Murray, Mrs. R. Held in segregated cells for the citizens of Murray. Groups
Four were cited with disorderly
Met a lady, Sadie Killebrew, children and grandchildren will D. Ornal May of Pembroke questioning in connection with from Murray State University
conduct and
taken before
who knows Chuck and Margaret be hosts for the special occasion. Route One, Mrs. Owen (Onita the incident were William are asked to join in this all-out
Murray City Judge Don Overby,
Mr. and Mrs. Futrell were Jones of Gilbertsville Route One, Houchens, 32, of
Shuffett, and asked to be
who shortly afterwards released
Jefferson effort and much support has
Six traffic accident reports curred on Sycamore Street at them.
married on November 13, 1921, J. W. Futrell, 1449 E. Perente C.ounty, Ky., serving a 40-year already been promised by the
remembered to them.
near Crocketts Creek Missionary Avenue, West Covina, California. term on various charges; Dan different organizations on were filed Saturday by the of Meadow Lane at 1010 a.m. "The reason I dismissed the
firers of the Murray Police Saturday.
We'll have to say that Memphis Baptist Church near Model, and Bruce W. Futrell of Murray McConnely, of Bowling dreen, campus.
charges is that there seemed to
Vehicles involved were a 1965 be more of a misunderstanding
Is well marked. We got to where Tenn., with Rev. J. W. Nelson Route Four. They have eight serving an eight-year term for The people of Murray are Department. The collisions all
Their attendants grandsons and four grand- grand larceny and escape, and asked to locate and report areas occurred while it was raining. Chevrolet Corvair owned by Fred than a technical violation of a
we wanted to go with a minimum officiating.
One person was reported in- Denny and driven by Teddy Lee law," Overbey told the Ledger &
of difficulty. We did start the were Joe Wimberly and Miss daughters, and four great Ricard Rickard, 22, of Owenjured.
grandchildren.
Denny, and a 1968 International Times this morning.
wrong way on a one way street, Lucille Sills of Model, Term.
sboro, Ky., who is serving a nineRumpus Mills, Tenn. age 11,2 ton milk truck owned by Ryan Taken before Overbey were
Mrs. Futrell, the former Birdie Mr. and Mrs. Futrell are year term for storehousebut had not gone too far to back
seventeen, was treated for a Milk Company, Murray, and Lowry. James Van Lear. also a
up again and to the right way. Jones, is the daughter of James members of the Locust Grove breaking.
laceration of the left elbow at the driven by L. W. Burkeen of sophomore from Madisonville,
After all, you can't do everything Jones and Sally Houston Jones. Baptist Church.
Wingo said no charges have
emergency room of the Murray- Dexter Route One.
and two others, who police said,
right.
been filed as yet pending a full
Calloway County Hospital, ac- Police said Denny, going west refused to give their names.
investigation and interrogation of The Alpha Phi Omega cording to hospital officials.
on Sycamore Street, told them a On October 30, Lowry and a
the three prisoners and Ward, fraternity at Murray State
Denny was injured in the car car pulled out of Meadow Lane group of the black students apwho was released unharmed University in cooperation with
and truck collision which oc- onto Sycamore going east and peared before the university's
after the disturbance was the Boy Scouts will have the
was over the line. Denny said he Board of Regents and requested
quelled.
clothes,
and
aptoys,
annual
hit his brakes on the wet the funds for their proposed
He said the investigation would pliance drive on Saturday,
By United Press International
pavement, went into a skid hit- activites.
begin today.
November 13. The clothes will be
ting the rear of the truck pulling
Since all funds for student
An inquest by the Lyon County distributed to needy persons in
over to the side of the street, activities are allocated to the
Kentucky: Generally fair today
coroner also will be held in Van the eastern part of Kentucky.
according to the police report. Student Government to adand east tonight.
Increasing
Moose's death.
Members of the fraternity and
cloudiness west late today and
Damage to the car was on the minister, the group was told by
the Boy Scouts will be canvassing
tonight and east Tuesday Widely
The million-dollar Meeman left front door and left side, but no the regents to make their request
the city of Murray on Saturday Journalism
scattered light showers Tuesday
Building
was
to the Student Government.
(Continued on Page Ten)
from ten a.m. to four p.m. Per- dedicated on Saturday morning
possibly beginning west late
which they did and were turned
small
clothes,
aphaving
sons
tonight. Slow warming trend
at Memphis State University by
down last Wednesday night.
pliances, and toys are asked to Dr. Cecil C. Humphreys,
through Tuesday. Highs today
Two persons, injured in ac- have them out in front of their president of Memphis
40s east to low 5s west Lows
State.
cidents, were treated Sunday at homes on Saturday.
tonight 20s east to 30s west.
Participating in the dedication
one
room
emergency
p.m.
at
the
A fraternity spokesman said if and presiding at the event was
Highs Tuesday mostly in the 50s.
NEW LONDON,CONN.—Coast
of the Murray-Calloway County items are not picked up on Dr. Herbert
Lee Williams,
Guard Cadet Patrick J. Ryan, The Murray Fire Department
Hospital, according to hospital Saturday, to call 753-6308 for chairman
Extended Outlook
of the Journalism
son of Mr. and Mrs. William J. answered a call Sunday at 130
officials.
pickup later.
Department. Dr. Williams is
Robert Kuhn, age nineteen, of
Kentucky: The extended
married to the former Mary Ryan of Route 7, Murray, is at- p.m. to Owen's Food Market, 1407
Olean, N Y., was treated for a
outlook, Wednesday through
Elizabeth Roberts, daughter of tending the Coast Guard Main Street
PETS
FREE
small laceration of the head
Friday, shows a chance of
Mrs W. P. Roberts and the late Academy in New London, Conn. Firemen used the booster to
He is a member 'of the extinguish the flames in the
Steve Bell of Murray, age One male cat, one female cat, Mr.
precipitation in the east portion
Roberts.
Academy Glee flub, which has barbecue pit.• Twelft regular
twenty-one, suffered a laceration and four kittens are free to The new
Wednesday, • Little colder
building is named for
family
cat
pets.
The
for
persons
of the head.
'
Thursday, highs in the mid 50s to
the late Edward J Meeman, performed oifbfelevision and at firemen and Chief Jackie Cooper
Both men were reported in- can be split, the owner said. For
numerous colleges and univer- answered the call with three
near 60. Lows mainly in the 30s.
Mr. and Mrs. S. I. Futrell
(Continued on Page Ten
sities in New England
jured in automobile accidents. further information call 753-4551.
trucks
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'Townlift'
Meeting Is
Set Tuesday

Michael J. Farley
Graduates At AFB

Prisoner ,
Stabbed,' 'Clean
Up Your Town'
Eddyville
*Day Planned By CI

Church Burns At
Palma Last Night

Luncheon
Interupted
By Students

To Celebrate Golden Anniversary

One Person I njured In
Six Accidents Saturday

Charity Drive To
Be Held Saturday

The Weather

Dr. Lee Williams
Presides At Event
Dedicating Building

Two Persons Are'
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Patrick J. Ryan
Attending Academy
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Owen's Market
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Women's records cleared!
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Evei hem atisiut the astweittsakg,
executive who said .4 Pus frequently
absent sesetary. -Her incitto is 'The
only victory in wort is tight'
Well, there is now enough es alence
in to contradict this and riteni an
other circulating canard about

SATURDAY—NOVEMBER 6. 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES•TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. 0. H. Crass, age 80, on November 7,
and Mrs.Ome Boyd,age 90,on November 6
Prof. John C. Winter and Prof. Robert K Bear of Murray State
at
College will attend the Kentucky Music Teachers Convention
Berea College on November 12-14.
by
The Calloway- County High School Debate team. coached
Mrs. Reba Miller, attended its first debate tournament at Tilghare Dan
man High School, Paducah, on November 4. Debaters

NORTH FORK
NEWS

McDaniel, Randy Patterson, Charles Paschall, Charles Finnell,
Ken Imes,Dan Doran, Rob Enoch,and Billy Parker.
The ordinance on the City Garbage Dtsposal regulations was
printed yesterday in the Ledger & Times

By Mrs. R. D. Key
November 1, 1971
Mrs. Onie Wilson returned
home last Saturday from the

Today
20 Years Ago
To:
LiDGE2• Tilted

.approximately twenty-five per cent of the Calloway County
6 with
voters turned out for the general election on November
governor and
37813 voters casting their ballots. Elected as
Wetherby and
lieutenant governor of Kentucky were Lawrence
.
respectively
Beauchamp
Emerson
on Murray
George Bonner. age 80, died yesterday at his home
Route Five.
waiting
Vice-president Alben W. Barkley kept the car caravan
T. 0. Turner on
for five minutes while he went to visit with Mrs.

Novernher 5 in his pre-election campaign. The Turners presented
Bartle' with his annual barn.
Spring
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speegle and daughter. Carolyn .of
and
City, Tenn., with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Verble Taylor,
her sister. Mrs. T.O. Taylor and Mr Taylor

Bible Thought for Today
Fir I desired mercy, and not sacrifice; and the knowledge of
God more than burnt offerings.—Hosea
Not what we do for God, but what we let Him do through us. is
His test of our faithfulness to Him.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
An examination of 101 methods of dieting finds
that most diets are not lastingly effective against
overweight. For best results weight wrestlers
should, before eating, study the grocery advertisements, where everything listed comes with a
double risk—sky high in price and built-in burp.

Tha Almanac

By Caned Press International
Today is Monday, Nov. 8, the
12th day of 1971.
The moon is between its hill
NEW YORK L'I'l , —Profesphase and last quarter.
the
for
are,
economists
&ional
The morning star is Saturn.
most part, optimistic concernThe evening stars are MercuStuart,
ing 1972, says Halsey,
Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
ry,
but the business and investment
Those born on this day are
by
troubled
remains
community
under the sign of Scorpio.
three major areas of uncertainBritish astronomer Edmond
ties. These are the future
Halley was born Nov. 8, l658.
course of wage arid price
this day in history:
controls, the trend of capital On
Holyoke
Mount
In
1637
spending, and the unemployin
Massachusetts
Seminary
ment situation

in the civil rights of citizens who have been assaulted„,raped, or
mugged. Attention to the rights of the law-abiding isn't an "in"
attitude.
In this connection, it should be noted that the United Prisoners
Union has drawn up a "bill of rights" for alleged prison reform.
The director of the new union has the proper background for his
post. He served five years in San Quentin prison for armed

robbery
The new union leader has assistance in organizing convicts.
According to The New York Times, advice has been obtained
from the National Lawyers Guild and several labor unions, ineluding the United Auto Workers and Cesar Chavez's United
Farm Workers. What is really shocking is the Times' report that
the California Rural Legal Assistance has given advice to the
group of criminals. This is an organization funded by the taxpayers. Certainly, Congress should inquire into this matter. IT
the California Rural Legal Assistance is involved with a union of
convicts, the country should know about it.
The radical American Civil Liberties Union makes no bones
about is involvement. Anson Monroe, ACLU executive director
in Los Angeles, has admitted that his outfit is supporting the
organizing effort. According to The Times, "leaders of the
fledgling union look upon prison strikes and work stoppages as
their best bargaining weapons." In other words, the organized
criminals are planning new crimes against the states that jailed

became the first college founded exclusively for women.
In 1923 Adolf Hitler and his
national Socialist storm troopers marched into a Munich
beer hall and forced the
Bavarian prime minister to
swear loyalty to the Nan
revolution. The German army
broke up the meeting.
In 1942 more than 400,000
Allied soldiers invaded North
Africa
John
Democrat
1960
In
predominate Kennedy defeated Republican

One of the factors leading to
the steep stock slide in October
was the internal condition of
the market itself, says Walston
dr Co Big funds and other
institutions had relatively low
cash balances and thus were
short of buying power At the
same time, the public continued
cautious and there was an overabundance of new common
dock offerings.

Uncertainties
to Richard Nixon for the U.S.
and good news is not likely
presidency.
itself
market
the
until
surface
-month,
this
Is higher. Tiefufly
A thought for today: British
says Eraser's Contrary Inveswriter Samuel Butler said, 'To
reasonable,
a
of
Formation
tor
live is Wm love all reason is
if not sound, stock market
against it and all healthy
forerunner
bottom will be the
businessi instinct is for it."
better
sufficiently
a
of
climate to induce consumer a
GENEROUS TO A FAULT
shareholder confidence

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
Police Friday charged Charles
Justice, 37, with being the
bandit who held up the Park-A
Karkas Bar
Police said the robber took
all the money from the c
register and then, at gun point
bartender
the
ordered
13 to 6.
provide a round of drinks
the house
TAYLOR's S-MONTH LEAVE
Impressed by his generosity.
}—
UPI
r
Calif
STANFORD,
patrons followed the
several
Director
Athletic
Stanford
Friday robber to a nearby house.
announced
Taylor
Chuck
the
from Police arrested Justice at
that he will step down
later and
hours
several
home
take
to
that post on Jan 1. 1972
of absence:' recevered $137.

October was a bad month for
investors, but November could
be better, as it is a historically
good one for gains, says Spear
and Staff. Up sessions typically
outnumber down sessions in
November by a radio of about

a nine-month leave

•

School.

Their job oMiewilssmes nosalowe
of Germaine Green's -The Female
Eunuch." and her employer's penoon program booklet.
The problem of comparing the
work attendance of male and fe:
male employees, according to the
report, is that past stucLes have
often looked at dissimilar groups
of men and women. For example.
they have taken sex of the workers
as the major determining factor,
rather than comparable jobs, ages,
and length of service. What was
ignored. says the report, is that far
fewer women hold high-salary level
positions which traditionally are
associated with less absences.
The fact is, Labor Department
records indicate, that women workers have favorable records of atten-

Commissioner
Miller

dance when compared with men
employed at similar levels and Linder similar job circumstances.
• And that is not all, says the Department's Women's Bureau, delivering its Sunday Punch: single
women, according to a national
survey, showed an absence of 3 9
days per year, while single men
racked up a no-show record of 4 3
days. As for mature working
women, a U.S. Civil Service Commission study of sick leave records
showed that women of 60 yearS of
age and over had less sick leaves
than men in that age category And
the longer the women had been
working, the better their record
The difference favoring women was
even more considerable for those
with more than 30 years of 1-ed
eral service.
studies, there are
In so

numlIr of factors that just don't
show up—and they can be significant. For example, a 1968 survey
revealed that during an average
work week, 1.7 per cent of women
workers and 1.5 per cent of men
workers were absent because of illMrs.
Orr
visited
M.
Mrs. Glynn
ness. However, it did not disclose
the duration of their illnesses. Wly.)
Dr. Arthur Fleming, Chairman Ella Morris and Zipora last
is that important? Because women.
IX/CUTTS,/ vKt PittStOtKi
of the upcoming White House Sunday afternoon.
on the average, are known to have
Mr. and Mrs. Milfdrd Orr and
a
be
will
Aging,
on
Conference
l
council
Southorn Stotos Industria
shorter periods of work absence
featured speaker during a son visited Mrs. Bertii-7enkbie
than men.
Mile.
(lob)
Rebut
A
by
Sunday.
the
last
of
conference
regional
One significant findingto emerge
the
was
Etheridge
ORGANIZED CRIMINALS
Sheryle
Miss
American Association of Retired
from various studies of absenteeism.
of
percent
55
than
Better
is that women may lose more wort).Persons and the National Retired dinner guest of the Morris
Kentucky's farm income comes time due to short-term illness, but
Organized crime is an old story in the United States. Gangster Teachers Association scheduled Jenkins' Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker from the sale of livestock and men lose time because of chronic
elements sometimes seem to be a state within the state. But to meet Nov. 10-12 at the
this would
a
organized convicts is something new and profoundly shocking. Shoreham Hotel in Washington, and Mrs. Oman Paschall visited livestock products, making ailments. To business,
mean that any financial
Mrs. Holice Grooms Monday livestock an important part of our usually
The organization of prison inmates isn't simply a bad dream. It D.C.
loss incurred by the illness of a
have
Mrs. Grooms has agricultural economy.
is a reality. In California, convicts and former convicts
Open to all interested older afternoon.
woman worker Is about the same
whose
Union
Prisoners
United
the
days.
at
formed a group known
persons, the conference will been sick several
Dedication of the new one as that of a man's absence, the rethe
of
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd million dollar Central Kentucky port concludes.
qlogan is "power to the convicted class." The °elective
spotlight major concerns of older
Keep in mind. the Health Insult,
criminal organizers is to form a national union that will represent Americans including consumer visited Mrs. Ella Morris and Animal Disease Laboratory. at
ance Institute says, that the finanthe nation's 200.000 prison inmates.
protection, Social Security, family Wednesday morning.
another
marks
Lexington
illness
Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Young significant step in our livestock cial problems resulting from
The idea sounds incredible, but almost any mad development is Medicare and nursing home care
are reduced for some 83 million
spent last Saturday with Mr. and health program to serve this Americans protected by group
possible these days. Out-breaks at San Quentin prison in for the elderly.
California and at Attica in New York have resulted in an outDr. Fleming will present a Mrs. Carnol Boyd.
growing industry. The facilities health insurance plans mostly
Mr and Mrs. B. D. Key and
pouruig of raiticai- laberai sympathy and. support for convicted., statue report on plans for the
at this lab will be operated in where they work In fad, finanto'
days
these
dile
House
Conference, Bro. Warren Sykes were in conjunction with the lab which cial crisis arising out of a worker's
murders, rapists, and robbers It is radical
White
Prof.
officials.
may wen
scheduled to meet in Washington Humboldt, Tenn., Tuesday for
praise prisoners and condemn police and prison
at absence due to ilitleSS
Law School in late November, at 10:45 a.m., Mr. Key to see Dr. Roberts for has been in operation
be a relic of the unlamented pact
Leonard Orland of the University of Connecticut
1968.
since
Hopkinsville
"code of
like all those old canards about
treatment of his eyes. He was
recently made a pitch in The New York Times for a
Thursday, Nov. 11.
Getting this lab into operation women's work attendance.
rights for prisoners". No one on the liberal side seems interested
Mrs. Virginia Knauer, Special sent there by Dr. Taylor in Paris.

"Whoever hears of fat men leading riots?"
—Washington Irving

Wall Street
Chatter

ence Of
Confer
G
SENSIN
Older Americans
S- 1Plans
E NEW
Meeting
By Anthony Harrigan

hospital. Visitors in to see her
over the weekend were Mr. and
Mrs. Frances Deering and son
from Detroit, Mich., Mr. and
and
Wilson
Mrs. Clerris
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
Key, Mrs. R. D. Key, and Mrs.
Warren Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones,
Susan Sykes, Bro. Jerry' Lee, and

them
In addition, the United Prisoners Union has settled on its
legislative objective—limiting prison terms to a maximum of 10
years. It. also has decided to refer to prisons as "fascist con-

centration camps." A fascinatihg sidelight on the organization,
disclosed by the The Times, is that the secretary of the union is a
professor of sociology at San Francis(' State College, who served
time in San Quentin for robbery. No doubt many Americans will
be surprised to learn that a welleknown academic institution has
an ex-con on its faculty. Poor *LI Capone. If he lived today, he
could be a card-carrying member of a union of criminals and
perhaps a professor.
The whole affair reveals the extent to which criminal nonsense

has gained acceptance in tthis country. What would have been
characterized as fantastic a few years ago is now given
legitimacy—money and organizational assistance.
Moreover, the New Left line on prisons and prisoners takes no
time at all to fitter down into regional publications. For example,
The News and Observer in Raleigh, N.C.,a paper with a long
irurnd of knee-jest liberalism,.recently reprinted Prof orlancrs
article and provided an echo in the form of an editorial calling for
"a 'bill of rights' for Tar Heel prison inmates"
No one wants prisoners treated cruelly. If managed properly,
state and federal correctional institutions can rehabilitate many
men and women convicted of crirnes.
But it also has to be recognized that prisons house many in-

mates who are beyond rehabilitation and who are unfit for life in a
law-abiding society. Some prisoners can be placed in minimum
security institutions or enrolled in work-release programs where
they are prepared for a normal, constructive life. But other
prisoners are dangerous and must be kept under maximum
security conditions.
In all cases, the management of prisons has to be left to competent officials Socety has no obligation to accord prisoners the
kind of due process they enjoyed before they committed crimes
that led to their imprisonment
Under no circumstances should federal or state authorities
negotiate with a "union" of prisoners or any similar type of

organization. No group can represent a prisoner or bargain with
public authorities on behalf of prisoners. If government cornoromises on that point, prisoners soon will run the penitentiaries

By
The
first mee
25, at

vaLSITICSCS Nss.lek feCtlath

The Health Insurance !miaow'
citing a report published by the
Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor under the title.
-Facts About Women's Absenteeism and Labor Turnover.- feels the
time has come to refute the ignominious generalizations about female job attendance
The slim green-and-yellow paperbound volume could well become
the American wornanY own -little
red book" of quotations to answer
those who persist in nourishing the
idea that feminine work habits
leave much to be desired. It may
well belong on many a working
woman's five-foot shelf, nestled
somewhere,sa, between her copy

Feleci
Electe
Of Ha

on

Kentucky
Agriculture

He has been having trouble for is an achievement for hundreds
of Kentuckians who have worked
some time.
Bro. and Mrs. Vaden visited for a number of years to make
Bro. Warren Sykes and family these facilities a reality. Since it
started operating, the HopkinTuesday night.
Mrs. Cordia Morris spent this sville lab has provided services
weekend with Mrs. Tom Wilson. worth millions of dollars to our
visited Mrs. Ella Morris livestock industry
They
1D-Ind.) will be the featured
speaker for the conference and Mpora Sunday morning.
Moreover, because the lab has
legislative session at 8.00 p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins been able to diagnose disease
and son of Chicago, Ill., are which pose a threat to human
Thursday, Nov. 11.
Conference registration will visiting this weekend with Mr. health, there has been a major
begin at 8:30 a.m., Wednesday, and Mrs. Taylor Owen.
contribution to the welfare of nonMr. and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins of farmers or non-Livestock owners.
Nov. 10. No registration fee will
and
Mr.
visited
Tenn.,
be charged. A reception for Paris,
Services of both lab units are free
registrants and guests will be Mrs. Odelle Hopkins of Cin- to the people of Kentucky, inheld at 8100 p.m., Wednesday in cinnati, and Mr and Mrs. Jesse cluding pet owners.
the hotel's Regency Ballroom. Hopkins of Chicago for the past
And, in speaking of our
Nursing home care, tran- two weeks.
health program, 1 am
livestock
been
sick
has
Orr
Herbert
Mrs.
Social
housing,
and
sportation
pleased of the progress which we
Security and Medicare, pre- several days.
retirement planning and en- Mrs. Warren Sykes visited have made. Today, there are
vironmental protection will be Mrs. Ella Morris and Zipora only 85 herds of cattle known to
be infected with brucellosis,
discussed during concurrent Wednesday.
Adolphus Paschall has been compared to 565 herds three
workshop sessions scheduled for
years ago.
Then of course;
sick several days.
3:00 p.m., Thursday, Nov. 11,
was designated as a
Arlin
and
Kentucky
Wicker
Charlie
Mrs.
Springs,
Hot
Chester Lauck of
Ark., the former Lam" of "Lum Paschall were in Paris Tuesday "hog cholera free" state nearly
one year ago, a milestone for the
di Abner" radio fame, will be the for a checkup with Dr. Jones.
swine
Nance
industry.
Barclon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
conat
the
speaker
principal
ference's concluding luncheon visited Mr. and Mrs. Perry
All told, I feel that by working
session at 12 30 p.m., Friday, Brandon Sunday night.
with the people and cooperating
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker with other agencies, the
Nov. 12.
son.
and
Wicker
Clara
Mrs.
had
membership
With a combined
Department of Agriculture has
guests for dinner in
of more than 3 million persons, Ancil, as
a tremendous contribution
made
Wicker's 89th birththe two Associations are the honor of Mrs.
not only to the agricultural
day.
ns
organizatio
nation's largest
segment of our state, but tt the
Bro. Jerry Lee and Miss Susan
dedicated to helping older
Commonwealth in general.
Americans achieve retirement Sykes visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
night.
lives of independence, dignity Tuesday
***** aanaanaa 411y.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Fries
and purpose.
*
Adults
and
Members of AARP-NRT A from visited Mrs. Clara Wicker
ALL s
UZ
*
WS
night.
Saturday
Ancil,
son,
North
Maryland,
Kentucky,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive of
West
Virginia,
IA1
Carolina,
Mrs. Maburn
Virginia, and Washington, D. C. Paducah, Mr. and
ELLIOT GOULD in
and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
will attend the Washington Key, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph
Mr.
son,
and
meeting.

Assistant to the President for
Consumer Affairs, will discuss
the "National Fight for the
Consumer" at 10:45 a.m., Friday,
Nov. 12 during a session devoted
to Consumer Education.
Congressman John Brademas

Ingmar Bergman's

"The Touch".
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Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
WRONG PROFESSION
Morris, and Michelle Morris
PITTSBURGH (UPI) --Judge visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
some
Richard McCormick had
family Sunday afternoon.
words of advice for a man he
Mrs. Onie Wilson, Mrs. Cordia
convicted Friday on burglary Morris, and Mr and Mrs.
charges.
Maburn Key visited the Clerris
"You make a pretty rotten Wibion's Sunday afternoon.
burglar," McCormick told Guy
Mr and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
E. Bertini, 24, Pittsburgh. "You visited
Wicker and
Ancil
have been caught twice in cars Adolphus Paschall's on Sunday
That should convince you that afternoon.
besides being illegal, burglary
Bro. and Mrs Vaden visited the
isn't your field."
R. D. Key's Sunday night after
In each case, police said, church.
Bertini was spotted inside the
Mr. and Mrs. Barden Nance
(-ars be . was charged with
and Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
burglarizing He fled from one
attended a birthday dinner
but left a signed application for
Sunday in., honor. of Carman
of
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the
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Felecia Rhodes Is
Elected President
Of Hazel 4-H Club
By Kenneth Paschall

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 8, 1971

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'Miss Mary Lee Browntield Is Married To
Mark Andrew Tinsley In Lovely Ceremony
At Hale Chapel Of The Methodist Church

Billington Cottage
Scene Of Supper
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 By Class Group

Monday, November 8
The annual Back to School
Night for all parents of students p.m.
at Calloway County High School
will be held at seven p.m.
The Murray Quota Club will
Parents will assemble in the gym meet at the Southside Restaurant
for the program by the band and at 12 noon.
chorus before visiting the roonia.

Members of the First Baptist
Church Sunday School class,
taught by Owen Billington, enjoyed a pot luck-cook out supper
and a period of Christian fun and
fellowship at the Billington
cottage on Kentucky Lake,
Friday, October 29.
Members and their families
attended.
Bill Cherry is
president of the class.
The following members and
Members of the Ritual of Jewels, Gamma Omicron Chapter of
wives were in attendance: Castle
Beta Sigma Phi, had the Exemplar degree bestowed upon them
and Pauline Parker, Hugh and by Mrs.
John Emerson. Pictured left to right are Mesdames
Edith Noffsinger, James and
Wallace Ford, Fred Gardner, John Hina, Larry Contri, Emerson,
Mary Hamilton, Marvin and
Gerry Requarth, John Paulk, and Ray Sims.
Dorothy Harris, Ralph and Sue
Darnell, C. D. and Betty Vinson,
Lloyd and Fay Jacks, James and
Naomi Rogers, Vernon and Annie
Nance,Calvin and Louise Morris,
Grayson and Allene McClure,
Owen and Elvie BWington, and
Seven charter members of the
BW and Jean Cherry.
Ritual of Jewels, Gamma

The Hazel 4-H Club had their
first meeting on Monday,October
25, at the Hazel Elementary
School.
Alene Paschall, last
year's president, presided at the
meeting. Felecia Rhodes led the
The Murray Unit of the NHCA
Wednesday, November 10
pledge to the American flag
will be held at the Southside
and Kenneth Paschall led the
Restaurant at 7:30 p.m.
The Acteens from Mayfield and
pledge to the 4-H flag.
The Girl Scout Neighborhood Calvert City will be guests at the
Officers were elected for the
will meet at the Girl Scout Cabin Memorial Baptist Church for a
coming year. Alene Paschall
special mission program by Miss
at ten a.m.
discussed the duties of each office
Nancy Sledd at 6:30 p.m.
before each officer was elected.
County
Calloway
The
Felecia Rhodes was elected
Homemakers Club Council will Evening Circles of the WSCS of
president, Paulette Hooks, vicemeet in the County Extension the First United Methodist
president, Shane Tidwell,
room at 9:30 a.m.
Church will meet as follows:
secretary, Timmy
Coles,
Hannah with Mrs. William
treasurer, Kenneth Paschall,
The New Concord Parents Club Maddox, 1005 Irene Terrace,
reporter, Andy Coles, song
will meet at the school at 8:30 Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Z. C. Enix,
leader, and Lisa Mathis,
p.m. with Leroy Eldridge as the Kingswood Drive, and Wesleyan
recreational leader.
speaker.
with Dr. Alice Koeneckm41701
Plans were made and started
Hamilton, all at 7:30 p.m.
for a fund raising project. The
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
purpose of this project is to help
Omicron Chapter of Beta Sigma
the First United Methodist Murray Open Duplicate Bridge at ten a.m.
raise money for this club's part of
Phi, recited the pledge and took a
Church WSCS will meet at the Club will meet at Gleason Hall at
Here are some basic tips
the ;550.00 that Calloway County
step forward in forming an
church at seven p.m.
The
Pottertovm
Homemakers
seven P.m.
on storing food from the
is responsible for raising. This
Exemplar Chapter, Xi Alpha
Club will meet at the home of U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
money will be used to cover the
Gamma,in Murray on Thursday,
The Board of Directors of the Bridge will be played at the Mrs. Bobby Cook at ten a.m.
tanned Foods
cost Of the building program that
November 4.
Quota Club will meet at the Oaks Country Club at nine a.m.
• Store canned foods in
is underway at the National 4-H
The ritual was performed at
Southside Restaurant at 5:30 For reservations call Marie The
New
Concord a cool dry place (high temCenter in Washington, D.C.
the home of Mrs. Ray Sims and
p.m.
Homemakers Club will meet at peratures may cause some
Weaver by Tuesday.
Thirty-eight project cards were
was administered by Mrs. John
the home of Mrs. Charlie Stub- loss of color, flavor and
filled out and the members were:
Emerson.
nutritive value of canned
The Sigma Department of the Ladies day luncheon will be blefield at one p.m.
Roger Starks, Tinuny Alton,
The ceremony was done by
food)
Murray Woman's Club will meet served at the Calloway County
Felecia Pinner, Paulette Hooks,
candlelight with a responsive
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with Country Club at noon. Hostesses The Arts and Crafts Club wW • U s e galvanized conClara Cole, Terry Gibson, Stacey
reading by Mrs. Emerson and the
tainers only for storing dry
Mesdames Wells Purdom, Jr., are Mesdames Sam Knight, A.W. meet at the Southside
Miller, Shade Stanley, Dedra
seven members. At the close of
Louis Kerlick, Allen McCoy, Russell, Charles Sexton, J.H. Restaurant at 230 p.m. with Mrs. foods since harmful zinc
Coles, Rhonda Wilson, Susan
the program each person parmay be dissolved by beverHunt Smock, Don Overbey, and Shackelford, Ken Goode, Tom Rune Cooper as hostess.
Byars, Lori Buchanan, Carol
ticipating was presented a yellow
ages and other moist foods.
Bethel Richardson as hostesses. Brown, Maurice Ryan, Jack
Discard any cracked and
Cooper, Lee Jackson, Mark
rose from the center piece as well
Ward, Jack Kennedy, Don The bazaar by the Creative chipped dishes; they are
as
cer certificates and Exemplar
Jackson, Kenneth Paschall, Kay
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Andrew Tinsley
, The Theta Department of the Robinson, and Miss Louise
trts Department of the Murray not suitable for storing.
pins.
Russell, Krista Russell, Nancy
Murray Woman's Club will have Lamb. Bridge hostesses will be
The marriage of Miss Mary honor
Woman's Club will continue at
Murdock, Teresa Wilson, Sheila
Those having- the Exemplar
The bridesmaids were a
Fresh Foods
Brownfield, youngest Miss Wanda Strange of Bard- potluck dinner with husbands Mrs. James Ransom and Mrs. ttleton's in downtown Murray • Plan to use fresh, raw
degree bestowed upon them were
Blakely, Lisa Mathis, Sandra Lee
as guests at 6:30 p.m. at the club Hunt Smock.
poultry and ground meat
tom nine a.m. to five p.m.
Pinkston, Juwanrui Raspberry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray stown and Miss Jo Anne Roberts
Mesdames:
Ray Sims, John
house.
Hostesses will be
stored in the refrigerator
Felecia Rhodes, Roger Rhodes, Brownfield, Johnny Robertson of Murray.
Hine, Fred Gardner, Larry
Mesdames Castle Parker, J. B. The WSCS of the Mason's
Thursday. November 11
only one or two days, looseHal Perry, Susan Perry, Dales Road, Murray, to Mark Andrew
Oxdri,John Paullt, Wallace Ford
The attendants all wore burn Burkeen,
Cliff
C-omphell, and Chapel United Methodist Church
A special program of religious ly wrapped—for longer
Taylor, Janet Ordiway, Timmy Tinsley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee orange crepe, floor length
and Gerry Requarth.
William Pinkstcat.
storage
freezer
use
the
and
music
will
will
meet at the church at seven
be presented at the
Coles, Andy Coles, James Tinsley, Jr., Kirkwood Drive, dresses fashioned with empire
proof
First Presbyterian Church at moisture-vapor
Gallimore, Vicki Gallimore, Mw ay, was solemnized in a waistlines with a round neck and WOW Ladies Court 731 will p.m.
wrappings.
8:15
pun
—ed
p.m.
meet
with
at
seven
p.m.
lovely
Elizabeth
at
wedding.
October
the
Michael Irvan, Shane Tidwell,
cut down the center, and
The Pottertown Homemakers Nevmam, Richard Stevens, and • Raw fresh beef
roasts
Larry Enoch, and Steven Enoch. Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., sleeves at the shoulder. Around Woodmen Hall.
Club will meet at the home of Larrie Clark as soloists.
and steaks may be kept in
Mrs. Carves Paschall, com- performed the ceremony at four the cuffs, the necks, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hutchinson
Bethany Sunday School Mrs. O.B. Cook, Murray Route
the refrigerator three to
munity 1 leader, Mrs. Gerald o'clock in the afternoon in the waistlines were trims of brown The
and son, David, have returned to
Class
Six,
at
of
ten
the
First
Baptist
a.m.
Church
for
the
lesson
on
freezer
or
five
in
days
the
Coles and Mrs. Henry Blakely, Hale Chapel of the First United beige, and burnt orange sewn
their home in Topeka, Kansas,
The Cumberland Presbyterian up to 12 months.
will meet in the home of Mrs. "Fondue Cookery".
Methodist Church.
adult leaders, were present.
flowers.
after spending a week with her
Women of the North Pleasant
Noel
at
Melugin
seven
p.m.
The
Pleasant
South
Grove
The chapel was decorated with
The next regular meeting will
They each carried a dried
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Laverne
Grove Church will have a potluck • Remember, food is
Homemakers Club will meet at
be held on Monday, November n. one large bouquet of dried colonial bouquet of eucalyptus,
Tuesday, November II
Graham, and her sister and
supper at the church at six p.m. safest at temperatures
flowers, eucalyptus, wood roses, baby's breath, and happy flowers Bazaar by the Creative Arts the home of Mrs. Gerald Paschall
above 140 degrees F or
family, Mr. and Mrs. Wade Jones
baby's breath, and happy with a brown velvet streamer of Department of the Murray at one p.m.
and sons, Rodney and Mark.
The Sunnyside Homemakers below 45 degrees F.
flowers. At the altar were two ribbon. Their hats were ivory Woman's Club will be at LitThey also visited her grandClub will meet at the home of • Put fresh fruits in re
South
Murray
more vases of dried flowers and laced Juliet caps with brown Ueton's, North side of court The
mother, Mrs. Altie Carson of
Mrs. Wayne Garrison at 10:30 frigerator to prevent fast
two large lighted candles.
gossamer silk veils with brown square, from nine a.m. to ftve Homemakers Club will meet at a.m.
Kirksey, and other relatives.
spoilage.
the
home
Paul
of
Maggard
Mrs.
Preceding the ceremony organ velvet ribbon down the back.
p.m.
selections were presented by. Terry Chandler of Calvert City
Mrs. Joan Bowker. After the served as best man for Mr. Insight Lecture by Dr.
mothers were seated a reading Tinsley. The groomsmen and Taylor will be at the University
You can lower heating costs -and be more comfortable -- by was given by George Stevens. ushers were Dan Tinsley and School Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
maintaining the proper level of The traditional wedding marches Steve Tinsley, brothers of the
humidity in your home. The were played for the processional groom.
Junior Recital of Bob Finch,
drier the air, the more heat it and the recessional.
For her daughter's wedding tuba, will be held in the Recital
takes to keep you comfortable.
Mrs. Brownfield wore a navy suit Hall, Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at
THANK YOU! That is what these money
You may feel chilly when the
Bride's Dress
with wineberry trim.
The 8:30 p.m.
coupons are meant to say. We apsaving
air is extremely dry even though
groom's mother, Mrs. Tinsley,
preciate
your business.. And remember
the temperature level is within
The bride, given in marriage was attired in a black and white The Senior Citizens Luncheon
the comfort range. By adding
Laundry
Boone's
and Cleaners' high quality
by her father, wore the knit suit.
will
be
held
at
the
Memorial
enough moisture to the air, you
Sanitone Dry Cleaning and fine service
will be perfectly comfortable at traditional floor length gown of Mrs. Rudolph Howard of Baptist Church at eleven a.m
remain the same...Nothing changed but the
this same level of temperature. delicate ivory organza in a full Murray directed the wedding.
The normal processes of living flowing circular skirt featuring a
price!
Group II of the First Christian
put some water vapor into the bodice with bib effect of peau
Reception
Church CWF will meet at the
No limit on
air -- cooking, bathing, doing d'Arige lace interspersed with
what you bring
the laundry, and washing dishes. velvet ribbon. The dress was Following the ceremony Mr. me of Mrs. Annie Bailey at two
on each coupon
But, the amount of moisture created with Juliet sleeves and Mrs.
Ray Brownfield enthese put into the air is not deeply cuffed with lace and
The
more
tertained with a lovely reception Omicron Alpha chapter of Tau
valuable
enough to keep you feeling
ea
velvet
ribbon
the
flowing
and
coupons
in
their
you
use
home.
comfortable unless the
Phi Lambda will have a bowling
the more you
Vain
was
held
by
a
bow.
The
guests
were received at the party at seven p.m.
temperature level in the home is
save
Bring any number. You must present
Her veil of gossamer silk, door by the bridal couple, their
Bring any number. You must present this
fairly high.
Take
the
this coupon when you bring your
You can put the proper designed and made especially for parents, and the bride's at- The Progressive Homemakers
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
coupons
to
any
5
amount of moisture back into her, drifted the entire length in tendants.
Boone's Cleaners.
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
conven,ent
Club will meet at the University
dry air by using a humidifier. three tiers from an enchanting
The beautifully appointed Campus Ministry
Boone Cleaner
with Mrs.
lOcatioris
Coupon Good thru
You have a choice of two types Juliet cap made completely of bride's table was covered with a
Coupon Good thru
for this -- the kind you install in ivory pearls. Her only jewelry floor length pole de soie cloth Franklin Robinson at seven p.m.
November 30, 1971
November 30, 1971
your heating system and was a single strand of heirloom with gold ribbon trim
around the The
Homemakers
Westside
portable models. Most of these pearls, worn by both the mother
edges and the corners. On the Club will
meet at the home of
come equiped with a humidistat and the sister of the
bride at their table was a gold leaf container
On
••••BOO
that regulates the output of
Mrs. Charles Coleman at 12:30
weddings.
holding
the
dried
flowers.
your Dry
moisture to the desired level.
In
The
bride
carried
a
round
The ivory three tiered cake was
The size of humidifer you
leaning During
need depends on the amount of bouquet of white roses and happy decorated with small burnt The
Providence
New
Boone Cleaners
orange flowers with brown leaves omemakers
air space irt your home, the flowers
(Men's or Ladies)
Of 'Aches)
Club will meet at
Mrs. Hogan Bryan, only sister and topped with a miniature copy
severity of your winter
Appreciation
the
home
of
Mrs.
Puckett
James
(Except fur,
temperatures, and the of the bride, was the matron of of the bride's bouquet. The cake
Sale
ea.
at one p.m.
construction of your home. In
was served by Mrs. George
ea. Si
suede, or leather)
general, adding a gallon of water
Stevens, Miss Jeannie Arnoman,
The Baptist Young Women of
a day to each room will raise
Bring any number. You must present
and Mrs. Frank Gonzales.
Bring any number You must present this
inking Spring Baptist Church
the relative humidity to the Brakini Set Appeals
this coupon when you bring your
Presiding
punch
at
bowl
the
was
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
ill meet at the home of Mrs.
desired point. (If you're using a
Miss Katy Kidd.
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
portable humidifier, the water
Boone's Cleaners
erry Boyd at seven p.m
After the reception the couple
vapor will automatically spread To Today's Girls
Coupon Good thru
Coupon
Good
thru
left for a wedding trip to Nashthroughout the house if doors
The Paris Road Homemakers
November 30, 1971
November 30, 1971
Several years ago girls
ville, Tenn., with the bride
are open.)
Club will meet at the home of
Many humidifier models are went in for banning the bra
wearing a blue lambs wool pants
Mrs. Pat Thompson at one p in.
relatively inexpensive. Their in a big way. Many, howevsuit.
operating cost is low. They er, ha'*e decided they need a
town
Out
guests
of
for
the
more than pay for themselves in bit of support at times to
wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Morning Circles of the First
lower heating bills. And In make some of their clothes
Tinsley,
Sr., Mrs. Eva Louder.
look
and
fit
better.
They've
greater comfort.
United Methodist Church WSCS
back, Mr. and Mrs. Louderback,
turned thumbs down on conwill meet as follows:
Alice
and PLAIN DRESSES
Reg '1.60
trived foundation garments,
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul
Waters with Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
but
are
drawn
to
soft
bras
Brownfield and daughter, Pam,
SAVE BREAD CRUMBS
each
1326 Main, Bessie Tucker with
That are geared to give a
all of Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
ea Si
Mrs. Frank
Kane, 1617
Don't throw away leftover
natural lift to the bosom.
Bob Burge of Lexington; Mrs.
bread-make tread crumbs of
Keeneland,and Maryleona Frost
Bernard Riggins, Mrs. Carroll C.
Bring any number. You must present
One Itrakini set consists of
mused slices and store them in a
with Mrs Dwight Chnsp, 1001
Bring any number You must present this
Owens,and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
a step-in bra with matching
this coupon when you bring your
tight container in the freezer
All Coupons Good
Fairlane, all at 9:30 a m
coupon
when you bring your cleaning to
hip-hugger briefs. The bra
Burns, all of Paris, Tenn.; Doris
You'll find that you use them
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners.
November
thru
Boone's Cleaners,
often to bread pork or poultry . to
McAfee of Russellville; James
has a camisole top cut wide
Boone's
at
all
30th
Groups of the Baptist Women of
put"crunch- on casseroles, au
Legg of Mayfield.
Coupon Good thru
at the sides so you can wear
Coupon Good thru
Stores.
Cleaners
First Baptist Church will meet as
0:Ian vegetables or scalloped
a variety of necklines over
November 30, 1971
November 30, 1971
dishes, or 'plump" meat loaves,
Graves
follows:
Mrs.
I
with
it, such as the scoop-fleck
Rehearsal Dinner
timbales or croquettes
Hendon at 9:30 a.m.; II with Mrs.
peasant outfit, a squared-off
Bread crumbs are easily
R. W. Churchill at ten a.m.; and
dress or a modified V-neck
Mrs. Lee Tinsley, Jr , mother
prepared by whirring dry bread
shirt.
III with Mrs. Edgar Pride at two
13th & Main
crusts in a blender. Running dry
of the groom, was hostess for the
p.m.
bread through a food mill or
rehearsal dinner held at the
Both undergarments are
6th & Poplar
simply crushing slices with a
Murray Woman's Club House.
made of opaque nylon and
rolling in also does asgeod job
The Murray State University
spandex tricot which ia
The T-shaped tables were
5 Points
For kilt tread crumbs, use your
Dames Club will meet at seven
geared to give a soft roundwith
adorned
lovely
least fresh --but not dry --bread
Furniture
p.m.
at
Thurman's
ed contour. The bra and
Story Ave.
arrangements of dried flowers in
Trim away crusts, then either
Store, 208 East Main Street.
briefs are edged in lace and
cut the bread in half inch cubes
gold leaf containers
are ; vailable in white, beige
603 Main
or tear it apart with a fork held
Twenty-one persons were
or a number of briaht colors.
Murray Star Chapter No 433
with tines down
present for the dinner
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In Pro Football

Murray High Wins Season
Eagles Tie Redskins 7-7
Finale Over Ft. Campbell Kirksey Gains Second Jets Topple Chiefs13-10

one. Murray had the ball on their the Tigers were assessed with a
own 18 and fumbled over to the 15 yard penalty for face masking
By JOE CARNICELLI
a I2-yard TD pass from Pete
The Murray High Football Falcons once more. Ft. Camp- and Ft. Campbell had posseesiori
the ball of the ball on the Tiger 25. Bubba
UPI Sports Writer
Lake to Ronnie Bull in the
Tigers rebuked the efforts of the bell could not move
Tiger
solid
Hughes, Jeff Dowdy and Adam
barneporan
It was a bad day for Indians third period and the Redskins
wind, the cold and the rain against the now
By
MIKE
BRANDON
over on Lanning took turns in stopping
Kirksey (53) Armstrong 4, Sunday.
Saturday afternoon by nipping defense and Murray took
fought back to tie the game in
own 14 yard line. the Falcon drive and the Tigers
The Washington Redskins and the final period on Bill Kilmer's
the Ft. Campbell Falcons 22-16. downs on their
Joseph 22, Isbell 4, Futrell 16 and
Kelsey
moved
into
second
Tiger
half
the
in
left
With 7:22
took over on downs on their own
the Kansas City Chiefs, the 32-yard pass to Clifton McNeil
The curtain closer for both teams
place and New Concord won its Beane 7.
Montey Cathey burst 24 yard line.
National
Football
League's with 4:09 left.
was played in Fryar Stadium at halfback
4
14
7
7-32
Hazel
seventh straight game in county
middle and galloped
Bill Bradley's interception
"Indian" clubs, expected easy
Ft. Campbell before a minute through the
only 22 seconds left in the grade school action Friday night.
With
26
Falcon
the
to
down
60 yards
number of frozen fans.
were forced to Kirksey won a hard fought 53-45 New Concord 12 12 8 18-50 games Sunday as they took on with 35 seconds left gave
Tigers
the
game
a couple of the wediter teams in Philadelphia the ball and hake
From the very outset of the yard line. Cathey capped the punt from their own 10 yard line. tilt from Lynn Grove
while
to Harold
game it looked as if the weather drive with 6:17 left in the half by Fort Campbell took over first and Concord tripped
Hazel 50-32. Hazel (32) Hooks 10, Coles 2, the league Both came away passed 36 yards
first
the
for
yards
six
scampering
factor would play an important
Jackson on the Redskin 26 but
31 yard line. Faxon defeated Almo in the other Byars 14, White 4 and Wilson 2. quite surprised
Murray
the
on
ten
day.
role in deciding the outcome of Tiger touchdown of the
surging
Philadelphia time ran out before the Eagles
New Concord (50) Futrell 3, The
Fort Campbell's quarterback contest.
Porter McCuiston scored the two
the ballgame.
Pitman 2, Cunningham 18, Eagles took advantage of four could get off a field goal
DeLeon was able to get off three
powerful
a
on
conversion
point
Murray won the opening coin
seconds but the Kirksey held a five point lead at Hendon 11, Garland 1, Eaker 15 interceptions and three fumble attempt.
the passes in the final
toss and decided to receive the run through the middle to cut
recoveries to hold the onceHowfield's 39-yard
Bobby
the Falcon the end of the first quarter and and Herndon 0.
staved
defense
Tiger
upped the lead over Lynn Grove
ball. But the Tigers fumbled the Falcon lead to eight points, 16-8. rally and held on for the win.
beaten Redskins to a 7-7 tie and field goal early in the final
scoring
real
other
only
The
to eight points at halftime.
kickoff and Ft. Campbell
the injury-ravaged New York period provided the margin of
County Grade
recovered the ball on the Murray threat in the first half came when Final statistics showed the In the third quarter the
Jets pulled out a "college victory for the Jets, who
Standings
School
21 yard line. Two plays later Murray fumbled a Falcon punt Tigers with 197 total yards Wildcats of Lynn Grove began to
defense" to stun the mighty stopped the Chiefs' "Offense of
Falcon quarterback Eric DeLeon and Ft. Campbell recovered on compared to 215 for Ft. Camp- whittle into the Eagle lead. With Team
the 70s" with an unusual fourW L Chiefs 13-10.
connected with Kit Hamby on a 20 the Tiger 49 yard line with 3:17 bell. Each team had six first 2:30 left in the period Farris hit
The Eagles, winless in their linebacker defense
half- downs while Murray lost four
yard scoring pass. The two point left to be played. Falcon
7 0 first five games this season, -We stopped a college offense
on a drive to cut the Kirksey lead New Concord
conversion run was successful back Chuck Powell broke loose fumbles in the game and Ft. to four points, 31-27. The lead Kirksey
5 2 have become a different team with a college defense," said
defenders
Tiger
any.
of
couple
lose
Campbell did not
and Murray found themselves from a
remained at four points until the Faxon
4 3 since new coach Ed Khayat Buddy Ryan, one of the Jets'
the Monty Cathey was the rushing
behind 8-0 with only two minutes and carried the ball down to
4 3 ordered clean shaves and close defensive coaches. -It was just
Hazel
conCalhoun
Alvis
Wildcats'
Tigers 25 yard line. The Murra y leader for the Tigers with 110 net
expired in the game.
1 6 haircuts to establish discipline. a plain wide tackle six. Texas
make the Lynn Grove
to
footer
15
a
on
nected
the
hold
to
managed
while
carries
defense
yards in eight
two has been using it for years."
scored
The Tigers fumbled again after
7 Philadelphia
0
Alino
top.
on
Kirksey
with
37-35
score
with Porter McCuiston carried 19
going only two plays and Ft. Falcons and the half ended
straight victories and came
New York moved, strong
free
a
hit
throw
Futrell
and
on the the Tigers trailing 16-8. First half times for 76 net yards.
Campbell recovered
within a few seconds of safety Gus Hollomon to lineTuesday Night's Games
later hit on a drive to up
seconds
100
with
Murray
showed
stets
win,"
the
with
pleased
"I was
Murray 22 yard stripe.
upsetting the Redskins, the backer and had W. K. Hicks,
yards said Coach Ty Holland. "We the lead to five points before the
Fullback Jim McBrayer capped total yards compared to 122
Steve
and
Dockery
New Concord National Conference Eastern John
at
Grove
Lynn
McCuiston
Don
Wildcats'
ended
played a fine defensive game.
the Falcon drive by carrying the for Ft. Campbell.
as
safetyplay
floating
Tannen
leaders.
Aline
at
Kirksey
the
quarter
by
hitting on a layin
The fans entertained them- After the first quarter we began
ball over from three yards out to
After a scoreless first half, men. The four linebackers
Faxon at Hazel
to make the score 40-37.
put Ft. Campbell ahead 14-0. It selves at halftime by skating to to settle down and look like Tommy Futrell and
Philadelphia took a 7-0 lead on confused the Kansas City
Barry
appeared the two point con- the concession stand only to find ourselves," concluded Coach Joseph hit two pointers for
blocking and the three safetyversion failed when the Falcons out there was no more coffee. Holland.
men cut down the explosiveness
final
the
at
the
of
Kirksey
outset
In the third quarter it was all The game marked the last
fumbled the ball but DeLerso
of wide receivers Otis Taylor
frame to put Coach Jim Nix's
alertly recovered the ball in the Porter McCuiston. With 4:20 left appearance for a number of Kirksey crew on top 44-37. Mcand Elmo Wright.
endzone and Murray found in the third period, the speedy Tiger seniors. Those who Cuiston connected on two free
Emerson Boozer's one-yard
themselves down 16-0 with only McCuiston broke loose for a 56 played or dressed for the last throws to make it 46-41 and that
plunge and Howfield's first field
five minutes gone in the yard scoring run, putting the time as a Tiger were: Joe Bill was as close as Lynn Grove could
goal and Len Dawson's six-yard
Tigers within two points of the Fridy, Dan Hutson, Richard Orr,
ballgame.
TD pass to Mike Adarnle and
rest
the
get
the
of
The
evening.
for Jan Stenerud's 19-yard field
Murray could gel no farther Falcons, The two point
Adam Lanning, Bruce Milani, Wildcats' hopes ended when ace By United Press International touch and tallied 22 points
than their own 44 yard line in the version failed.
goal left the teams tied 10-10 at
Bruce Scott, David _seller, Calhoun fouled out with two Jerry West's recovery was a Houston.
As the wind and ram became Montey Cathey, Allan Cogdell,
John the half. Howfield connected on
and
Bobby Smith
quarter. But Ft. Campbell found
painful experience for the New
the
in
minutes
game.
remaining
Johnson combined for 50 points his field goal after a controverthe Tigers defense much tougher stronger in the final half of ac- Porter McCuiston, Terry Doss,
Calhoun led Freed Curd's York Knicks.
over the last seven minutes of the tion, so did the Tiger defense. Rodney Lowe, Mike Ryan, and
West, recently returned to and Rick Roberson set a sial personal foul call against
osing
Grove
by
Lynn
team
of 23 Kansas City defensive back Jim
Ft. Campbell was unable to Chris
quarter and the Falcons could not
Clopton. David Hughes, scoring 21 points. McCuiston lotion after an injury, scored 39 Cleveland rebound record
victory Marsalis.
Cavs'
The
retrieves.
move the ball. The quarter move the ball into Tiger territory who missed the last three games followed with
Los
the
as
night
11. Barry Joseph boints Sunday
was their third in nine games.
ended with the Tigers down by 16 and with 2:17 left in the third of the season with a fractured
led Kirksey with 22 points while Angeles Lakers defeated New They didn't win No. 3 until In other NFC action, San
took
the
Tigers
over
the
period
statistics
quarter
First
points.
Francisco stopped Minnesota
York, 103-96 and gained sole
collar bone, is also a graduating Tommy Futrell fired in 16.
One minute and nine senior.
showed Ft. Campbell with 44 ball.
Pacific their 40th game last season. 13-9, Green Bay upset Chicago
the
possession
of
The
was
preliminary
game
won
Willie McCarter paced Portland 17-14 and Dallas edged St. Louis
total yards compared to a seconds later McCuiston raced 19
by Lynn Grove 37-33. Barnes and Division lead.
blushing 14 for the Tigers. The yards for the go ahead touchdown The Tigers close the 1971 Butterworth led
16-13. Miami routed Buffalo 34York, hampered by with 13 points.
New
Lynn
Grove
with
Tigers lost the ball on fumbles for the Tigers. The two point season with four wins and six 18 and 11 points
0, Pittsburgh stunned Cleveland
Willis Reed's absence for the
respectively
in
twice to the Falcons in the conversion by McCuiston suc- losses. Murray finishes second
26-9 and New England topped
while Wilkerson and Stone led fifth consecutive game, got a
ceeded and the Tigers led Ft. District One Class A standings,
opening period.
Houston 28-20 in other AFC play
mileage out of its
of
lot
Kirksey
with
16
and
12.
by winning four and losing only
The second quarter looked as if Campbell 22-16.
while
in
inter-confeirence
trters, but sorely missed
New Concord outscored Hazel
in
the game one.
With 3:54 to play
• •••.•-•.•••••• • •
it inigbt be a repeat of the initial
games, Oakland and New
in the last peried 111-7-to shafte oft caiptaiti Rehd's game clornin•••,..1••••••-ar•- Orleans played to a 21-21 tie,
a determined group of Lions 56- Wee. Dr. Robert Kerlan, a
noted orthopaedic specialist,
Detroit beat Denver 24-20, the
32.
copfirmed Reed has tendonitis
New York Giants upset San
The Redbirds of Concord led and the ailment should be
Diego 35-17 and Atlanta nipped
only 12-7 at the end of the first studied further.
Cincinnati 9-6.
quarter and found themselves The Knicks recovered briefly
Los Angeles is at Baltimore
leading only 24-21 at the halftime. for a 93-92 lead with three
Explosive scoring bursts are tonight in a nationally televised
The third quarter was a slow minutes left, but West put in nothing new to the Chicago game.
down with Concord outscoring four clutch foul shots to help Black Hawks.
Gene Washington's diving
Hazel 8-4 to hold a seven point Los Angeles recover the lead
The Hawks, who own the catch of John Brodie's pass at
lead going into the final stanza. and pin New York with its National Hockey League record 3:11 of the final quarter lifted
for the fastest three goals, Bill the Forty Niners past MinnesoHazel managed to cut the lead seventh loss in 13 games.
down to four points with a little In other action, Golden State Mosienko's trio in 21 seconds ta. Rosy Taylor's interception
over two minutes left to be played defeated Seattle, 109-92; Balti- set in 1952, scored three times at the three with just over a
in the game. But Concord forced more beat Houston, 109-106, and in less than three minutes minute to play preserved the
Pit- San Francisco victory. Washseveral Lion turnovers in the Cleveland routed Portland, 120- Sunday night to beat
4-1.
tsburgh,
ington's touchdown came after
final minutes and turned them 19.
into points to pick up the margin Gail Goodrich netted 15 of his
26 points in the third period to
of victory.
Cunningham led Concord with support the Lakers' attack. Wilt
18 points while Faker tossed in 15. Chamberlain tallied only 10
Hendon also scored in double points, but his work under the
figures by contributing 11. Byars boards proved to be valuable.
and Hooks paced Hazel with 14 Jerry Lucas, Reed's fill-in as
starting center, led New York
and 10 respectively.
with 20 points.
New Concord's preliminary
San Francisco moved up a
game conquest of Hazel, 37-27,
MI.7RRAY HIGH'S Mike Ryan is trying to make headway against Fort Campbell to Saturday's
behind Los Angeles
half-game
left the junior varsity with a as Nate Thurmond led the
season finale for the Tigers. Murray High woo the game 22-I6.
Staff Photo By Mike Brandon
Steve
season.
clean slate for the
Warriors with 28 points. His
Ferguson led the way for Concord
four consecutive hook shots in
with 18 points.
the second period put the
Tomorrow night will be Warriors in front for good.
Homecoming for New Concord. Spencer Haywood of Seattle
Karen Causey will be crowned netted a game high 32 points.
queen between the games bet- Jack Mario scored 42 points
ween the Redbirds and Lynn for Baltimore as the Bullets
won their first road game of
Grove,
ILynn Grove
6 10 21 8-45 the National Basketball Associ11 13 16 13-53 ation season. He hit six of nine
Kirksey
floor shots in the final quarter
Lynn Grove i 45) Calhoun 21, to halt a Rocket surge. Elvin
Adams,3, Farris 2, McCuiston 11, Hayes recovered his scoring

I

f

Air

BY 'HIKE BRANDON

Place In County P,lay

West Leads !Akers To
Win Over Knicks Sunday

Hawks Beat
Pittsburgh
4-1 Sunday

the Forty Niners' Bruce Gossett and the Vikings' Fred Cox
each kicked a pair of field
goals.
Dave Hampton's 62-yard kickoff return and a 22-yard field
goal by Lou Michaels with 59
seconds left lifted Green Bay
past the Bears. Chicago had
tied the game with a pair of
TDs in the last six minutes as
Bobby Douglass passed 30
yards to George Farmer for
one score and Douglass plunged
over for the second after Dick
Butkus stole the ball from
Hampton.
Hampton then returned the
kickoff to the Bears' 39 before
rookie John Brockington, carrying six straight times, moved
the ball to the 15 to set up
Michaels' field goal.
Toni Fritsch's 26-yard field
goal with less than two minutes
left boosted Dallas over the
Cardinals It was the third field
goal of the day for the
Austrian-born Frisch.
Bob Griese threw for twu
TDS and Larry Csonka and
Mercury Morris ran for tw
more as Miami crushed winless
Buffalo and Roy Gerela kicked
four field goals and reserve
quarterback Terry- Hanratty
threw a 50-yard TD pass to
Dave Smith as the Steelers beat
Cleveland. The victory left the
clubs tied for the AFC Central
lead.
Jim Nance and Carl Garrett
plunged for scores in the last
415 as New England downed
Houston Interception by Steve
Kiner and Jim Cheyunski set up
the scores
Edd Hargett passed 10 yards
to Dave Parks with eight
seconds left and Charlie Durkee
added the extra point as Nee
Orleans tied Oakland. Tht
Saints scored twice in the final
period after Oakland built a 217 lead and left the Raiders a
half-game ahead of Kansas City
in the AFC West.
Greg Landry connected on 75
and five-yard TD passes to
rally the Linos over Denver.
The Broncos led 10-0 at the half
before Landry hit Earl McCultouch with a 75-yarder and
Charley Sanders with a fiveyard toss.
Charlie Evans, recently activated from the taxi squad,
scored three TDs in the Giants'
upset of San Diego. Coleman
Zeno, another
taxi squad
refugee, caught four passes for
90 yards.
Dick Shiner's 46-yard TD pass
to Art Malone with 1:06 left
lifted Atlanta over Cincinnati
and saddled the Bengals with
their seventh straight loss

DIAMONDS
FIpaiti®n
of Fine Quality

TIDE 1111"1.
GRAND

14

OPENING!

Rats and Mice Love Cheese!

Sign Up For
OUADPHONIC 8-TRACK CAR STEREO to be Given Away

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15th'
TAPE NUTirlaa%1
This Coupon Is Worth

$1.00 OFF
ON ANY TAPE
(Limit: 4 to Customer)
Offer Good Nov. 7 thru Nov. 13
When you've bought 10 Tapes, THE 11th ONE IS FREE! So save your receipts!
South 12th
Phone 153-974
(between Jerry's & Liberty)
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Racers Beat Austin Peay 16-6 n Homecoming

By David Hill
Will wonders never cease! Murray State and Murray High both
won on the same weekend.
Murray High pulled a come-from-behind victory over Fort
Campbell, and in my opinion it's a credit to them. They were
behind two touchdowns with only a few minutes gone in the first
quarter. It was a cold, miserable day, with considerably less
than a sellout crowd on hand. The outcome of the game could not
make any difference watsoever; Trigg County had already won
first place in Class A division, Murray High had second place
whether they won or lost. But the Tigers came back and won the
game. That takes some want-to.
I didn't get to see either game; I listened to Chuck's account of
the Racer romp. Those Racers are really something else.
Especially with Pandolfi out of the game, and Scott not having
played with the team for two or three weeks. You could tell that
Scott's timing was off, but he still did a commendable job. Fisher
turned in another fine performance as usual. It sounded like Dave
Ford was living up to his name with an outstanding display of
defensive ball.
I got out to see Calloway last week. They should really have a
good team this year. They have at least two men for each position
that are equally good. They have more depth than any team
around here has had for quite some time.
Their only problem will be lack of experience. None of last
year's starters will be returning; there are only two seniors on
the Laker squad. But youth has its advantages, Calloway is
assured of at least three and maybe four straight years of fine ball
clubs. To put it in Jerry Conlev's words,"Next year we're going to
be knocking on somebody's door."
I wouldn't be surprised to see them knocking on somebody's
door this year. They have five boys over six feet tall. That's more
height than most of the teams they'll be playing. By the time
district tournament rolls around the Lakers will have enough
experience under their belt to make a pretty good showing for
themselves.
' Well, you can talk about what a team can do all day long, and
you don't know what they will do until you see them in action.
We'll know for sure about the Lakers Friday night when they play
Sedalia.
I hope they den't let me down.

BY GENE MCCUTCHEON
Greenfmeld punched the line smoothly with Western KenThe Murray State Racers,'three times in a row and moved tucky, seemingly invincible
in
playing perhaps the last MSU the ball down to the 4 and then conference play, racing toward
a
game ever in Cutchin Stadium, Scotty Crump hauled in a Scott league title.
sloshed to a 16-6 win over the aerial with a diving catch to Then
the
fourth-ranked
Austin Peay Governors in a cold register the Racers final six- Hilltoppers ran into the rain and
and wet Homecoming battle pointer of the day.
the Raiders in that order and
Saturday afternoon.
Watts' PAT kick was blocked came out on the short end of a 27George Greenfield provided the by the Governors and the score 13 shellacking.
punch for the Racers as he was Murray 13, Austin Peay 0. The Hilltoppers, with one
rushed for 84 yards and picked up
Murray closed out their scoring league game remaining, now
another 43 on pass receptions. for the day when Stan Watts have a 5-1-0 record. MTSU is 4-1OVC leading rusher Rick Fisher boomed a 38 yard field goal with 0, has two league games left, with
gained 71 yards on 26 carries for one second showing on the clock. the only two teams in the
league
the Racers.
Most of the fans who had suf- who have failed to win a conThe smallest gathering of fans fered through the freezing cold ference game, East Tennessee
in many years witnessed the the first half called it a day and and Austin Peay.
contest, played in near freezing left during the halftime break.
In other games it was Eastern
temperatures with a driving rain 14.es than 250 true-blue they had Kentucky 14-7 over Tennessee
and strong north wind adding to to be blue to sit in that cold rain) Tech and Morehead 19-7 over
the discomfort of the fans and stayed for the second half
East Tennessee.
The third and fourth quarters Next Saturday's slate
players alike.
has
Murray State engineered all of turned into mostly defensive Middle Tennessee at East Tennessee, Austin Peay at Tennessee
their scores in the second quarter battles and the closest the
behind the passing of Garnett Racers came to another scored Tech, Eastern Kentucky hosting
Scott, who replaced the injured was a missed field goal attempt Appalachian, Morehead at
Illinois State, Murray at EvanTom Pandolfi, and the ball- from the Goys 6 yard line.
Austin Peay scored with 1:05 sville and Western Kentucky at
carrying of Greenfield and
remaining in the game on a pass Butler.
Fisher.
from Tom Thoss to Kenny Western's only league game
Murray State's first score Johnson from the one
yard line. left is with Murray Nov. 20.
came on a 7 yard pass from Scott The Govs PAT pass
attempt The Hilltoppers lost in the first
to Greenfield following a drive failed and the score was
16-6.
few minutes of the game. A
that started on the Racer 42 yard
The game was marred by 16 blocked punt was run 22 yards for
line. Stan Watts kicked the extra fumbles most of them caused
by a score and a Hilltopper fumble
point to make the score 7-0. The the rain and numbing
cold, was pounced on in the end zone by
big play of the ten yard scoring Murray fumbled 11 times
but lost the Raiders.
drive was a 16-yard aerial from only two to the Governors
while
Western's loss was seen as very
Scott to Greenfield that moved Austing Peay fumbled
5 times, damaging to its chances of postthe ball down to the Governor 13. losing two to the Racers.
season action whether it wins the
Several minutes later, after the Mike Tepe intercepted two title or not.
Racers had been forced to punt passes for the Racers while
once and Austin Peay had punted Larry Roberts and Larry Brock Austin Pear
0 0 0 6— 6
Murray State
0 16 0 0--16
twice, Murray State began their intercepted one each.
MG—George
Greenfield
mar from
second scoring drive on the The win boosted Murray Garnet Scott (Stan Watts 7
kick:
MU—Scotty Crump 4 pass from
Racer 41. With a 2nd and 9 on the State's record to 4-3-1 overall and Scott
ikick blocked)
111.1—FG Watts 38
42, Scott rambled up the right 3-2-1 in the Ohio Valley Con.4P—Kenny Johnson 1 run (pass
failed)
side line on a quarterback option ference.
Other OVC Games
play for 44 yards to the Goys 14.
STATtIlICS
PASIJ APSU
Middle
Tennessee State First Down•
If
9
Rushing yardage
212
MURRAY STATE RUNNING back Rick Fisher i 23) is breaking
al
messed up the order in the Ohio Palming
through a hole in the Austin Peay
yardaie
47
96
defensive !hr. while Garnett Scott I 15i watches from the backfield
Valley Conference championship 1'otal net yards
269
177
Austin Peay's Bonnie Sloan 175 t
Passes
5-8-0 6-22-4
is
in
purs.1,1
race over the weekend.
J.
fisher.
Fumbles lent
2
2
Punts
6-33.8 4-34 5
Things had been rolling along Penalties
7-58
2.20
Photo By Wilson Woolley.

Third-Ranked Michigan Rolls
Steadily Along College Path

By GREG GALL)
are expected to go into their and stretched its unbeaten
Lolled Press International Nov. 25 grudge match undefeat- streak to 28.
Sports Writer
ed.
Oklahoma had a tougher time
While Nebraska and Oklaho- Ed Shuttlesworth, a sopho- of it against fired-up Missouri.
ma, the top two teams in the more fullback, scored three The Sooners fumbled four times
nation, move toward a Thanks- touchdowns and Alan Walker and were held scoreless in the
giving Day showdown, third- added two more TD's'to spark second half by a Missouri
ranked Michigan rolls steadily Michigan to victory and an defense that featured an Eightalong, demolishing : As rivals Almost certain invitation to the man line, a moue tfar
g
and still hoping to finish No. 1 Rose Bowl on New Year's Day. Oklahoma 'tithed
by the season's end.
Eighth-ranked Ohio State was game.
The Wolverines walloped upset by Michigan State 17-10 No. 4 Alabama had to play
Iowa 63-7 Saturday for their and now Michigan needs only to part of the game without its
ninth straight victory and sixth defeat the Buckeyes in the final All-America candidate Johnny
in Big Ten play this year.
game of the regular season to Musso, but the Crimson Tide
Top-ranked Nebraska shut out win the conference title.
hung tough against 18th ranked
Iowa State 37-0 while No. 2 Place
kicker
Dan
Coin Louisiana State to win 14-7 in a
Oklahoma downed Missouri, 20- established a national collegiate nationally televised night game
3. The two Big Eight schools record when he converted after at Baton Rouge, La. Quarterall nine Michigan touchdowns to back Terry Davis sprinted 16
run his streak to 51, bettering yards for the winning touchthe mark set by Al Limahelu of down in the third quarter and
San Diego State in 1969.
Musso scored the two point
Nebraska easily beat Iowa conversion to insure the victoState as scatback Johnny rY.
Rodgers scored twice, one a 62- Fifth-ranked Auburn, behind
yard punt return. The Cornhus- quarterback Pat Sullivan's
kers' defense held State to 124 three touchdown passes, held on
total offensive yards. It was to defeat Mississippi State 30-21
Phone 753-9999
Nebraska's 19th straight win and No. 6 Georgia routed
Florida 49-7.
No. 7 Penn State crushed
Maryland 63-27 as
Lydell
Mitchell scored five touchdowns
while ninth-ranked Notre Dame
came alive against Pittsburgh
and buried the Panthers, 56-7.
No. 10 Arizona State bowled
over Brigham Young, 38-13.
In other games involving the
nation's top teams last Saturday:
11th-ranked Colorado defeated
Kansas 35-14, No. 12 Stanford
clinched a Rose Bowl berth by
beating UCLA 20-9; Arkansas,
If you re fed up to here
tied for the 12th spot with
with dealers who don't
Stanford, pulled out a 24-24 tie
in the final two seconds against
• care, were with you. We
care—about
rejuvenated Rice, 14th-ranked
_
you and the car you drive
Toledo downed Northern Illinois
Every car we sell is built to last And our
0
23-8, No. 15 Tennessee defeated
caring doesn't stop with our selling eithel
South Carolina 35-6, 16th-ranked
We follow up with service after the sale.
Houston routed Memphis State
()ecause we want to be the kind of dealer ' Tyymoutl,
35-7, No. 17 Texas shutout
America wants Try us and see
Baylor 24-0, and 19th-ranked
.111~111.11111 4164.00111
0
CHFIVIR.F.R
North Carolina defeated Clemson 26-13.
awful,
HARTFORD FAIES TEST
LONDON (UPI) —Asa Hartford, whose $424,000 trade by
West Bromwich Albion to Leeds
United was nullified because of
a suspected heart condition,
New0Ort Moya
will be examined this week to
2-Door Hardtry
see if the ailment will affect his
( PAO
playing future.

REktINGTON 788 RIFLE AND SCOPE: Dependable rifle
complete with 4-power scope and scope mount at a modest !trice. This is on ideal 1)eginners combination.
Caliber
No.
Rejo
9772
22.-250 Remington
26.3 WInchester
9774
114.9
9776
308 Winchester
114.9

MURRAY
MUFFLER

Rem. Mod. 1100 with V/Rib Reg. 209 95 NOW
Rem. Mod. R7
_ n_ with V/Rib . Reg. 1 149.95 -NOW
Winchester Mod. 1400 with V/Rib - Reg. '189.95
Savage Mod. 440
— over/under, V/Rib - peg. '227.00

SERVICE

vr.
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We wantto
be the kind of
• dealer
America
wants

Taylor Motors, Inc.
301 So. 4th Street
Phone 753-1372

ASHE BEATS KODES
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (UPI)
—Arthur Ashe of Gum Springs,
Va., seeded ninth in the $50,000
Stockholm Tennis Open, rallied
from a 1-4 deficit in the final
set to win the title by a $-1, 3-6,
6-2, 1-6,- 8-4 score over Jan
Kodes of Czechoslovakia.
Ashe earned $10,0013 for the
victory and Kodes received a
$5,000 check as runner-up in the
tournament

SPECIAL!

PANTS

Mossberg 20 ga. Pump '649
' SPECIAL!

with Weather-Proof Legs and Seat Was 1 14.50

NOW

S 1 1 SO

with Rubberized Game Bag and Shell Loops
Was 1 16.80

VESTS

Was

17,9
5

NOW

NOW

- 200, Off

Good Selection Used Guns

SPECIAL!! GUN RACKS
2-Gun '4.95
4-Gun '5.95

Recoil Pods - '1.99
Lee Loaders -

BILBREY'S CAR & HOME
SUPPLY
210 E. Main Street
753-561
Phone

7

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-SAT.
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY
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ONLY 3 MORE DAYS TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
ROSE'S BIRTHDAY BARGAINS - SALE ENDS WED., NOV. 10
* REGISTER FOR FREE BICYCLE TO BE GIVEN AWAY NOV. 10 - 5 P.M. *

Lovely fashion
colors for the
lady who needs
a slightly larger
hose.

NAME BRAND WATCHES
LADIES and MENS

Values
to 550

$

WO •
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ROTO-BROIL
Plastic Tray

Floral vinyl padsFolds for storage.

Reg.
7588

HOT WHEELS SIZZLER'S
CALIFORNIA 500 SET

PUNCH SET

TALKING
You loved her before and now
you'll love her even more. Pull
a string and she talks.

POLYESTER FIBER FILL

CHILD'S TEA SET
TWEED RUG

BED PILLOW
19X25
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the celebration without even
money for gas, let alone pay, is
back in the nation's capital
enjoying happier days. And,
the newsmen have been
liberated, fleeing to one of the
five continents from which they
came — grateful that they will
monitions on "the rights of nut be around for some other
shah's 5,000th anniversary
man?"
Yes, they have raised the bash,
point but with great care
regarding their listeners. One
exception to the "great care"
rule was an attractive young November 4, 1971
woman whom we shall call ADULTS 92
Pam, because revealing her NURSERY 4
real name might cause her
some troublesome times with
NEWBORN ADMISSION
the shah's "protectors." She
looked a bit embarrassed, tarn
Baby Girl Cobb 1Mrs. Donna
between loyalty of a sort to the Cobb, 501 S. 7th, Murray.
man she must be loyal to and
consideration for the dreadDISMISSALS
fully poor.
"Yes," she said. "We need so
Robert Perry Hornsby, 813
many things. There are
complaints, but not public Olive, Murray, Mrs. Betty Jean
complaints. It isn't safe. So Lovett, Rt. 5, Benton, Master
Thomas Scott Williams, Rt. 2,
what can we do?"
She or the people she has Murray, Fred Albert McCord, 100
Murray, Miss Marcia
concern for can do very little. S. 17th,
But, neither is she about to Ann Durrant, 1000 Sharpe,
take part in the shah's publicity Murray, Mrs. Suzette Francis
campaign using his big party Vaughn, Rt. 8 Green Acres
as a vehicle in a tourism drive. Trailer Ct., Murray, Henry Allen
And, neither are many of the Farris, 1711 Ryan Ave., Murray,
newsmen the shah hoped would Mrs. Ola Lynr Courson, 2322
be his best salesmen.
Monroe, Paducah.
Meanwhile, the 1,500 students
at Shiraz University are back
A fossil tree discovered in
at their desks after a forced 1913 in Pontotoc County,
vacation, the streets are open Okla., and now kept at East
to the public and the taxi driver Central State College in Ada,
from Tehran who was ordered Okla., is believed to be the
the 425 miles here to work for oldest tree known to man.

Shah's big bash isn't
going to boost tourism

)IES
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Inior

By JOHN PEN KERMAN
Copley News Service
SHIRAZ, Iran — This city of
200,000 has reopened its main
street to the public, college
students have regained the use
of their campus and the shah of
Iran is sitting back — always
smiling — waiting for the
tourist dollars to come in.
What all this means is that
the nine-day "bash of all
bashes"
which
recently
celebrated the 2,500th anniversary of Cyrus the Great
giving Persia "the rights of
man" is over and that things
are coming back to normal.
Whether "normal" in this oilrich kingdom is good or bad is
debatable but the shah's hope
for a flood of tourist dollars
may be premature.
The reasons for this are
many. An extravaganza
costing, some say, as high as
$200 million, with $30,000 tent
palaces . for 67 visiting
dignitaries, including Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew, has
the poor of Iran grumbling.
They are powerless to do much
more and it is dangerous for
them even to do that, but valid
grumbles have a way of
steamrollering.
Iranian officials, already
stung by criticism over the
lavish nature of the fete, have
denied that the "net" tab was
;200 million. They say they
"put the arm" on many firms
involved in preparations for the
affair, thus reducing the total
outlay.
The shah's hope for worldwide favorable publicity,
however, may not bear the full
harvest he expects because the.
press, which he hoped would
give him and his country the
"tourism" image through the
mammoth desert tent city
party, was frustrated in its

184

coverage to a high degree by
the underlings who probably
thought they were helping their
boss.
Over 1,000 reporters showed
up for the affair — but found
themselves
billeted
in
university dormitories here, 40
miles from the festivities and
with extremely close police
control over their efforts to get
to the scene of the story. The
ruins of Apadana, "the
kingliest
palace"
until
destroyed by Cyrus the Great
in 330 B.C., are fascinating but
the mood of the press to write
exhilarating prose about the
shah's post-soiree tourism
project might be counterproductive.
In addition to the frustrations
fed by Iranian low level officials who were either incompetent, arrogant, fearful
they might displease the shah
— and lose their jobs — or a
combination of all, there were
other "minor" problems.
There was a report that a
reporter who had filed a story
— through Iranian cable
operators — that was a bit on
the derogative side received a
telephone call from the shah's
secret police informing him he
was "under arrest."
This arrest by phone carries
no restraint and is a warning,
and there is no real proof that
the story is tgue. However, it
served to feed the anger of
many sectors of the press,
already extremely slow with
adjectives of applause for the
lig. shindig. These reporters
are most unlikely to rush into
print with tourism stories.
Most of the newsmen also
saw things they wondered
about in connection with a 8200
million party. They saw a line
of torches, every 100 yards for
40 miles, lighting the way to the

festivities in Persepolis, the
ancient capital. This had to be
costly, particularly when
considered in the context of
poverty seen along the same
route.
They also snickered a bit as
they enjoyed their dormitory
quarters, adequate except for
an
abundance
of
nonfunctioning toilets and the "GI
Joe" nature of a stand-up
cafeteria, albeit serving good
food. They were amused, too, in
a nation of lower income want,
by the fact that every cafeteria
busboy was dolled up in a
tuxedo.
Some,too,and they doubtless
were joined by businessmen,
took a dim view of the
suspension of most airline
service between Shiraz and
Tehran. Many airmail letters
stood still and Air Iran
stewardesses worked as guides
at the press center.
There also was the matter of
clean main streets, though
barred to public traffic most of
the time as dignitaries came
and went, but streets that included open sewers with hot
weather aroma to match.
,Iranians have the urge to be
extremely
friendly
to
strangers. The shah, riding
handsomely in his top-down
limousine, was anxious to wave
at any newsman he could find.
At a lower level, a bank
manager volunteered to drive
me to a store some distatice
away when I was disappointed
by the closing on Friday(Iran's
"Sunday") of a store within
walking distance.
How about the Iranians? Do
any of them ask why some of
the millions spent nationwide
the desert frolic didn't toss
away all of the 8200 million
might not have been spent in
perpetuation of Cyrus' ad-

Hospital Report

Expert suggests
child's liberation
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.
(UPI) — It had to happen: a
kind of children's liberation. It
is liberation from physical
softness, from the playpen,
from being entertained by
television, from being carted
here and there all the time in
some sort of conveyance.
It's necessary says Dr. Marguerite Clifton, of Purdue University. Her theory on children's liberation goes like this:
"Like it or not, our culture
places a high premium on
man's excellence and the pressure to excel begins early. This
pressure for a child to compete
in various activities, whether he
wishes to or not, is not
necessarily evil. It can be a
positive type experience among
Many which enables a child to
say,'I can do it'.
"The problem is, however,
that wtiile complex sports long
ago invaded the world of the
elementary-age child, he's nirit
prepared for it. He has a
limited physical movement repertoire because he has been
confined to a playpen, entertained by television and transported from one place to
another in every type- of
conve7ance known to modern
man.
And that's how a child — Cr,
infant or toddler — gets shortchanged in the physical fitness

race, even beture he gets to
school.
Dr. Clifton, a knowledgeable physical educator expounds the theory that preschoolers are terribly inhibited,
as a result.
"At best," says Miss Clifton,
"his late infancy and early
childhood is given over to
proper nutrition, rest, toilet
training and cognitive training
— particularly in terms of
language skills."
On the lecture circuit and in
journal reports, Dr. Clifton
attacks those who blindly are
abetting the "sit and atrophy"
campaign.
She would like to see a
long-term physical education
program for children ages two
to five. Such a one has been
started at Purdue, under Or,
Clifton's direction. The program is supported by parents
without benefit of state funding.
She and her staff give
concerted effort to increasing
the child's early opportunities
for "early sensory stimulation
and gradual self-application of
principles in executing a variety of movements," academese for learning physical
agility.
Children improve performance in specific motor tasks
after each 20-session program

MONDAY—NOVEMBER 4. an
and they gradually exhibit
increased positive attitudes in
performing these tasks in aqua.
tics and the perceptual-motor
gross movement tasks in the
gymnasium.
Youngsters whose prior ex.
perience seldom went beyond
bathtub splashing gain ease and
self-confidence in the water.
In the body-movement exer=,
cises, a child is encouraged tig
seek experiences which requird
him to process sensory info,/
mation. The bedspring walk
a good example. Here the chil
is expected to do several thin
with his eyes closed. Thg
equipment? Simply, a set oi
old fashioned bedsprings covered with canvas.
TIT FOR TAT
BRUSSELS f. UPI i—Disgruntled because their long-standing
wage claims have not yet been
met, Belgian state troopers
decided that as the government
was not giving them more
money, they would bring in less
money for the government. .4*
of Friday they stopped on
spot collection of fines for
traffic offenses.
DICKEY SUSPENDED
OAKLAND (UPI)—Eldridge
Dickey, a wide receiver with
the Oakland Raiders, Friday
was suspended by the National
for
Football
League
club
"disciplinary reasons." Dickey
missed practice Wednesday and
Thursday and was late on at
least two other occasions which
is believed to be the reason for
the suspension.

Irene's
36th Anniversary
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Mon., Nov. 8th -Sat Nov. 13th
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What have we done
for you lately?

Do NOT have to be present to win!
Register every day.
•
* Selected Group
OVER 200 NEW ...

Bright and tally each morning the 'Extraordinary Bank
opens for another day of minding your business.
In the course ofan extraordinary day we put a lot of people on
the road ahead with an extraAUTOnary loan. We give a great
number,of people personal loans for reasoni we won't mention.
Our Good Fortune Tellers keep busy depositing deposits,
opening new accounts and helping Johnny with his Christmas
Club; they tell you how Billdozer checking accounts work and
help your wife choose the right color and pattern checkbook
for her needs.
We tailor our money to fit your needs, takto you and ylur
lawyer about the management of your estate and tell a lot of
our friends about the benefits of savings certificates.

FALL DRESSES
—"eel

Selected Group
OVER 400 PIECES OF

;48

IER

FALL SPORTSWEAR
* All

SETS

/
1
2 PRICE

Other Ladies Ready-To-Wear,
Accessories, Lingerie, etc. — 10%
By All Memu

Asstd.

master charge

OFF! t*

BANKAMERICARD
(t-

frf

,
1

*

The Jones family next door will be given money to buy a
brand-new home and your neighbor on the other side will
take out a home improvement loan.
These are a few of the extraordinary things we do in the
course of a day . . . in a style that makes everything extraordinary for you.
When the sun sets, you ride on home happy. Another day
ends for you,
The Extraordinary Bank, however, prepares for night
banking hours . . . begins checking credit card applications,
arranging loans, Crediting deposits-by-mail . . doing all the
little necessary to prove one big point:
It is extraordinary, what we can do for yiu if you let us.
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Three Convenient Locations . .

1 27

West Side of Square - Mayfield
4*****************************************#

Main Branch
500 Main
111-0 ISIS IL•en 514•110., GOInki Adr

South Branch
12th & Story

North Branch
12th & Chestnut
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are all of your doors locked
.PALO ALTO, Calif.(UPI)

On the average, there is a home
burglary somewhere in the
United States every 15 seconds
and the thief averages $310 in
loot.
So, what else is new?
Well, according to Joseph C.
• Sem, general
inghouse

manager of WestSystems'

Seculity

regional office, the fall season
is when your average neighborhood burglar is the busiest.

If you are on your way to
an afternoon football game, or
headel for a day in the
country and Mom says she
forgot to check the back door
lock - you'd better turn
around.
It isn't quite -so dangerous in
the spring, says Sem, because
the tempo of burglary is lowest
then, "but rises to a peak in
December."
Whether the cooler fall

weather makes house thieves
hyperactive or whether the
market for stolen goods increases during the holiday
season is open to question.
Sem has more sorrowful
data. "And while we in the
home security field always
recommend locking up when
leaving, the fact is that more
than three-foef the burglaries committed are of the
forced-entry type."

Department Chairman

HELSINKI (UPI) — Four
thousand of the 6,000 gypsiesgypsies
living in Finland are *hie to I
speak the old gypsy language
and for them the Finnish bible
Society is publishing the Gospel
of John in that dialect.

Ideas Bring Innovations
"Getting out newspapers was a family
affair that involved not only myself and
six brothers and sisters, but our mother
as well," Dr. Williams said. "My fattier
published three newspapers, the Paris
Post Intelligencer in Paris, Tenn., the
Fulton Daily Leader, in Fulton, Ky., and
the Ledger & Times, in Murray, Ky."
The papers are now being operated by
one of Dr. William's sisters and two of
his brothers.
After graduating from Murray State
College, where he was editor of the college newspaper, Dr. Williams obtained a
master's degree from Mississippi State
University. He then served five years in
the U S. Navy.
Dr. Williams returned home after the
war to manage the Fulton Daily Leader,
and to marry a girl he had met in college, the former Mary Elizabeth Roberts.
Dr. Williams and his wife have now been
married 23 years, and have three teenage sons.

The translation is the work
of Viljo Koivisto, a gypsy evangelist and editor of a magazine
&w the nomadic people.
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"L••" Williams

After two years with the newspaper,
Dr. Williams went to Boston University
as an assistant professor of journalism.
During the two years he was in Boston,
he founded the New England Weekly Press
Association. The organization was highly
successful and is still active today.
In 1950 Dr. Williams became a member of the family in the School of Journalism at the University of Missouri and
began work on his doctorate. During his
last year of residence, he taught at Stephens
College in Columbia.

Sitting in his office in the new Meeman
Journalism Building, Dr. Herbert Lee Williams, chairman of the Memphis State University Journalism Department, recalled
when the total facilities consisted of one
room and two typewriters.
"That was in 1956 when we opened
the department," he said. "We had 150
students then, now we have almost a
thousand. We know this new building and
our new equipment will be a tremendous
impetus to the program. For exemple, the
. N_ allotment of General College students that
have elected journalism as a major has
tripled this year

aspects of the journalism profession. When

After obtaining his doctorate, he wag
selected to work for a year with Harry
S. Truman on the former president's
memoirs. He assessed the former president as a man who wore no mask. "You

he was eleven years old, he began workmg with his father, who he says was "the
most dedicated journalist I ever knew "

had no trouble determining who he was,"
Dr Williants said, "He was very genuine."
The memoirs appeared first in install-

Dr. Williams grew up involved in all
THIS 15 WHY I TOLD YCIU TO
KEEP IT FOR ME,. I TNOU6HT I
COULD 6IYE IT UP, BUT I CANT.
I'VE 60T TO HAVE IT BACK!

See story on
Page One

ments in Life magazine, and were later
published in two volumes_ Dr. Williams
has also co-authored two textbooks in
journalism: Modern Journalism and Newspaper Organization and Management. Also,
many articles by Dr. Williams have appear,d in professional journals.

Beginning in 1954 Dr. Williams spent
two years at Michigan State University as
an associate professor in Journalism. He
came to Memphis State in 1956.
Dr. Williams is known at Memphis Staff
as a "practicing Christian." He haOtaught
a men's Bible class for a number of
years. This year, as a birthday present,
the class has given Dr. and Mrs. Williams a trip to Israel
Asked about the "Jesus Movement," Dr.
Williams quoted the Apostle Paul, "Wheth-

er in pretense or in truth, Christ is being
preached." He added, "I have no criticism of the movement. Maybe tau• can
teach the established church something."
According to Dr. Williams, to turn out
technically qualified writers is not enough.
"There has never been an age of mass
communications such as we are in at the
present time," he said. "JourVism students need to be aware of the fr'etneodotts
influences exerted on the public by the mass
media. Our students need to understand
the ethical and responsible aspects of
communications in order to make a maximum contribution to society as professional communicators."
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When Dr. Williams came to Memphis

State in 1956, he felt the Mid-South area
had a real potential for developing a good
journalism school. He has always aspired
to join education and journalism "in a perfect union," and he feels that the new
Meeman Journalism Building and new thcilities will go a long way toward achieving this union.
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BY MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
am holding my breath, them well before putting the
hoping the first freeze won't mulch on.
All the virburnums should be
catch my Cammelias. It is
literally covered with buds and I pruned, all old branches cut out
am going to do every thing I can and burned. Any infected
to save it. It is performing branches should always be
beautifully for the first time and burned when cut from any plant.
I surely would hate to see the A little care now will certainly
frost mop those buds.
help in the spring, as every spot
There is such a pretty peony of infestation will harbor the
that I would like to have next Insects or disease through the
year It is a semi-double, called winter. It is so hard to kill pests
Aerie it has a white frill around of all sorts,
but a general cleana bright red center, is such a up will be a big help in that
clean looking peony and one that direction.
would really make a show in the
In speaking of Iris last week, I
garden.
Speaking of peonies, it is time forgot another favorite of mine,
now to divide any that need to be Iris Danfordiae. They are
divided. They don't like to be especially fine for rock gardens
tampered with much, but or similar spots. They are pale
sometimes it is necessary to dig yellow dwarf plants and look
them up and separate the roots. something like crocus There
Be sure you have several eyes are so many places where a
on each division so that you will pretty little plant can be set and
have a pretty clump, being somehow it is always with
careful that the fine roots are surpr.se that it blooms, when it
not damaged. Reset them in is one we haven't had before.
good loamy soil and they should
How can the weeds continue to
be ready to go for the next
grow on these cool nights:
season.
Now you can really prime the Everything else is at a standroses, cutting them down to still, but they keep merrily on
about eighteen inches. Pile the their way and we have to keep
loose dirt up around the plant chopping away until frost mows
and after the first hard freeze, them down. They have a perpile the mulch around them so sistence that is admirable,
that only the tops are sticking showing I suppose that there is
out. I hope you have watered something good in every one.
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DEAR WIFE: Yes. If you can't talk George into paja- .
was, compromise, and try to talk him into the bottoms.
[Bat settle for shorts.]
DEAR ABBY Our 19-year-old son has been dating a
girl for four months. She is six months pregnant by someone else. She has told our son who the father is, and he is
married.
In spite of her pregnancy, her parents allow her to date.
We have talked to our son about what kind of girl-&emiall
be, told him he is ruining his reputation in this small town,
but he says he doesn't care and will continue to see tier.
We are a middle-class, respectable family, fairly religious. We've tried to raise our children right
He lives at home, goes to college, and has a part-time
job We are paying for his education and clothes and he
spends the money he earns as he pleases.
GENERATION GAP
How can we get thru to him?

These
for sidi
barns,
botto
to keel
and sn
other .
''b

DEAR GAP: If his reputation suffers because of his
actions, It's his reputation. You refer to the "kind" of girl
she is. AU kinds of girls have found themselves in that
predicament. [She may be a wonderful girl.] Why don't you
in closing the
get to know her? That would be the first step
generation gap.
for
DEAR ABBY: I've been wanting to write to you
no major
years, but being quite happily married and with
until now
problems with my four kids, I haven't had to
accidentally
You goofed! You told a woman whose son
should have had the
she
window
neighbor's
her
broke
window repaired and paid for it.

accidentally shoot a tanner's cow. While shopping, my wife
knocks a lamp off the shelf in a store. Also, if a child under
12 damages someone's property on purpose (kids sometimes
do this I, this insurance policy covers It.
You should have told that woman to report the broken
window to her insurance company. If it turns out she
doesn't have a homeowner's. .policy, then she can start paying
And by the way, don't ever advise anyone to pay and
then notify the insurance company Insurance companies.
because of their volume, can get work done cheaper than
individuals can. Sign me
THE "GOOD HANDS" MAN IN FLORIDA

FOUR
let-national
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DEAR ABBY My husband insists upon sleeping in the
raw. I personally have no objection to this, but he is also a
sleepwalker We have four children, including a teen-aged
daughter, and George has been known to roam all over the
house in his sleep He has also walked outside on both front
porch and back in this unclothed state.
When I notice that George is gone from our bed, I go
and find him and gently lead him back Is there some way I
can talk him into wearing pajamas to bed? He says they
aren't "comfortable." But under the circumstances I think
he should try to get used to them, don't you?
GEORGE'S WIFE

While hunting, I
I hit a golfball into a passing automobile

7
5

By Abigail Van Buren

in
Abby, almost everyone who owns a home and resides
means, if any memIt has "homeowner's insurance." which
to someber of one's household accidentally causes damage
the insurance
by
for
paid
is
damage
the
property,
else's
one
company.
Example: My son knocks a ball thru someone's window.
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DEAR MAN: Thank you for a very informative letter.
We can all learn. Eves Abby.
CONFIDENTIAL TO ANYONE WHO MIGHT KNOW. In
Highgate Cemetery, Loudon, Is an almost life-size granite
grand piano marking • grave. The Inscription reads, "To
the memory of my beloved husband, Harry Thornton. age
M. • genius who died October 10, 101*." If you have ever
ABBY
beard of this man, i would like 1a bear from you.
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FOR SALE

*

CAESAR'S

*
*
*

1302 Chestnut
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.

FOR RENT
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wet!
to wall carpet with central heat
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
753-7850.
TFC

Ar
*
*
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
* duplex, 1601 College Farm Road.

SERVICES OFFERED

Tiluiti TIES
Let Ycoir Home

Are Pusan"
itg&

1.• t

NOTICE
(TUT OF SHAPE or overweight?
For the easy way to lose inches or
pounds fast, call
SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962.
Weight loss guaranteed. N11NC

Dentists ponder
research leads

By PATRICIA MeCORMICK
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invented a shot that could The only way you can remove
SHOW CASE, a real antique.
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NBC
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Birddog. 21 months old. Started
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- A New Jersey dentist, D.
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When You Sew With fine
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Tappan appliances. Only $120.00,
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propriertorship by Schuyer tant adjunct in a caries prevenfur lining and fur collar. Good
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N1OC tive program since it is intendcondition. Phone 753-7694.
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logs ano. 1964 MERCURY CALIENTE VII, contour chair. This concept ADULTS 89
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N13C
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RELIABLE PERSON wanted to
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. Good shape. Phone 753-6834. NBC means of coping with increasNEWBORN ADMISSION
USED COKE machine, needs pick up payments on Singer the farm of the late Odia Mc- IMMEDIATE OPENING for
Phone
7534147.
Baby Girl Gillum (Mrs. BarTFC
ing dental manpower problems.
repair. Can be seen at St. Leo's deluxe Touch & Sew sewing Clure. 86 acres all bottom land, waitresses, cooks and dishrunning water year round. Some washer. For interview call 7531967 CAMARO, 4 speed. See at
Church, 12th and Payne_
- Advanced periodontal or bara Ann Gillum) No. 45 Shady
machine. Only $10 per month.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
1508 Sycamore or phone 753-2264 gum disease frequently leads to Oaks Trailer Ct., Murray.
Street.
N9C Beautiful Early American buildings. Ideal cattle farm. 3 6713.
NlIC
miles Southwest of New Concord.
NBC a loss of jaw bone supporting
1970 FORD GALAXIE 500 coupe, or 753-4551.
cabinet. Would make fantastic
DISMISSALS
Phone 436-2343 or 436-2367. NIOP WANTED: MANAGER Trainee, air conditioned, power
the teeth. Now this bone loss
SEVEN MONTH old electric Christmas gift.
steering,
See at Murray
James Essley Manning, 6031/
may be corrected in some cases
guitar, GibsonES 3357DC. Retail Sewing Center, Your Singer
FOR LEASE
21 to 30 years, for restaurant t7,000 miles. Phone 474-2257 after
by taking bone grafts from the N. 18th, Murray, Master Ted
price, $600.00, will sell for much dealer in Murray.N
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patient's hip and implanting Allen Hale, 1612 College Farm
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BUILDING.
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Street. Central heft and air, off them in the defective areas, Dr. Rd,, Murray, Mrs. Buthal Cora
amplifier, fantastic condition.
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street parking. Phone 7535881, Robert G. Schallhom of the Holmes, Box 41, Hazel, Obie
Two 12 J.D. 1 nsin speakers.
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University of Colorado Medical Mitchuson, Jr., Box 71, Dexter,
SINGER
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p.m.
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Golden Touch and Sew, Singer's
Center reported. In all cases Mrs. Florence Jene West, 1623
formation.
Nec
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finest in attractive Walnut
observed over a two-year Calloway Ave., Murray, James
DINING ROOM furniture, Brazil
able to drive a truck. Full time
console. No down payment
Loyd Carson, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
period, the bone marrow when
by Broyhill. 60:' hutch, 44" round
job. Apply in person to Lynn
necessary, just make payments
BUNNING'S NEW JOB '
removed from the ilium or Linda Sue Windsor, 909 Story
table with 3" leaf. Four
company,
Grove
Lynn
Egg
of $18 and this top-of-the-line
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - crest showed rapid regener- Ave., Murray, Mrs. Shirley Jean
upholstery side chairs. Also white
Grove, Kentucky, No phone calls
machine is yours. See at Murray
Former Philadelphia Phillies' ation in the implant sites. Bone Carpenter and Baby Boy, Rt.
3,
table top wash tub. Phone 753please.
NBC
Seweing Center. your Singer
pitcher Jim Bunning Friday marrow is found in the spongy, Cadiz, Mrs. Paula Marie Hobbs
N9C
6495.
Sewing machine dealer in the Bel
was named manager of the inner-core portion of bone and and Baby Boy, 616
College
Air Shopping Center, Open 8 a.m.
club's Reading (AA) farm team is known to possess good Courts, Murray, Mrs.
WANTED: WOMAN to stay half
Hettie
12.1r58. DELUXE TRAILER, like
to 9 p.m Monday thru Saturday,
in
the
Eastern
,
regeneration
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time with elderly woman, close
Halfford Trees, Rt. 1 Box 22,
new. Phone 753-4566 between 8:00
1 to 6 on Sunday
rung, 40, retired Wan baseball
Patieut help thyself
NlIC
Nil'
in town. Phone 753-2690
Murray, John Lawrence Buxton
a.m.and5:30p.rn
TFC
The only hope for preven- (expired), Box 49,
in September.
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,MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent
claim service. When you see rile
don't think of Insurance, but
when you think of Insurance see
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway
Insurance and Real Estate
Agency. Phone 753-5842.
D2C

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite

100

Pest Control

Miss Your Paper
753-7278
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U.S. Troop Strength In
Vietnam at Six Year Low

MONDAY-NOVEMBER 8,

Dr. Williams...

Dying Housewife Learns
Of Love Through Death

Continued from Page 1)
editor of the Memphis PressScimitar for 31 years. A gift of
$250,000 from the Meeman
By ARTHUR HIGBEE
diers trying to push into the Foundation,
established at his By RICHARD .1. SCHNEIDER love everything I can."
SAIGON (UPI)-U.S. troop embattled town of Romlong, 60
DENVER (UPI) -Lyn HelLyn said the prospect of
strength dropped to a six-year miles north of Phnom Penh. A death, helped make the building ton, 20, a housewife who
death "bothers me a little bit. I
possible.
low of 191,100 men last week in spokesman said as many as
Dr. Williams told the group of learned about love through have a little girl and I don't
a withdrawal program that is "400 wounded" may be trapped
about
100 present that the death, died Saturday in Child- want to lose seeing her grow
expected to shrink the Ameri- inside the town, which has been
building
was the culmination of a ren's Hospital of a rare bone up.
can force in Vietnam to a pinned down by enemy rocket
long
time
dream. For the past cancer that doctors could not "But you come to accept this.
largely advisory and supply and mortar fire for two weeks.
and I learned a lot about
fifteen years the journalism cure.
operation by next summer.
capital
itself,
a
In the
Lyn never wanted to die and myself in the process," she
department
was
in
the
basement
, On the war front, four U.S. grenade exploded Sunday night
she readily admitted it. But she said. "People don't realize that
Phantom jets bombed the edge in a downtown alley frequented of the Administration Building. came to grips with the thought
death is a part of life. They are
The new building is complete in
.of a major airfield inside North by government soldiers on
every detail and accornodates of death and finally accepted it. too afraid of it."
Vietnam Sunday in the 71st of leave, killing three persons and
"I think death is sort of
Attoragy Shelley Don, a
1000 journalism students at this
what American military spokes- seriously wounding 15 others
beautiful," she once said. "I've family spokesman, said Mrs.
time.
men call -protective reaction" gathered around an open-air
The new building, begun in the learned to love people. I'm not Helton was hospitalized for
raids on the North this year, card table.
fall of 1969, was built of red brick afraid to say, 'Hey, I love eight days at Children's Hospithe U.S. command said today.
tal before her death.
and structural concrete with you."
The command said that
Lyn was 19 when she first "She was in a great amount
black
iron
trim.
In
addition
to
American military manpower
had
osteo of pain near the end," he said.
standard classroom and office discovered she
fell by 5,600 last week, the
doctors
sarcoma,
disease
said "It's a horrible way to die."
a
space,
(C,oatinued
the
34,000-square
from Page 1)
-foot
biggest one-week drive since the
Survivors include her 20CUTS CAKE-Mr . J. S. Miles, senior assistant manager at Roses and Mr. James Johnson, week ended last May 6 when damage was reported to the structure houses a 150-seat
lecture hall, a magazine reading
month-old daughter, Jennifer,
executive secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce, are cutting the birthday cake celebrating
truck.
6,300 men left for home.
and her husband, Tom, a
Roses' first anniversary in Murray. The store opened one year ago last Thursday . The large cake was
Cars involved in a collision at room and seven fully equipped
The 191,100 men remaining
professional musician and pholaboratories to add practical
two feet wide and five and one-half feet long and weighed approximately 60 pounds. Mr. B. B Edens
were
a.m.
a
1964
nine
Plymouth
were the fewest since Decemtographer.
Funeral arrangeexperience
to
Is manager of the store.
journalism
hardtop
door
two
owned
by Ted
ber, 1965, when 184,300 U.S.
ments were incomplete.
servicemen were in the war N. Wilson and driven by Dan education. The building also
contains about $94,000 worth of
PCA Completes Series
the
zone during
greatest Keith Wilson of 203 South 13th
Street, Murray, and a 1970 machinery and equipment.
period.
buildup
President
Nixon
Of Stockholders Meets
Attending the dedication
has set a goal of no more than Cadillac two door coupe owned by
(Continued from Page 1
ceremony were several members
Jackson
Purchase
Caldwell
The
Cars,
Inc.,
and
driven'
184,000 men left in Vietnam by
that no further tests are Production Credit Association
by Estelle Young Caldwell, 703 of Dr. Williams' family including
Dec. 1.
(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Williams
necessary on the remote island has completed a series of Annual
Officials here say, however, Chestnut Street, Murray.
of
the
at this time.
Ledger and
Times,
Stockholders Meetings in the
Police said' both cars were
Sigma and Alpha Chi Omega forElmer Hixon of Murray Route that it was believed Nixon going South on North 12th Street another brother Percy M.
But another test hole, 12 feet eight Purchase counties. The
"Crystal Blue Persuasion,"
further
would
cut
the
U.S.
Williams, superintendent of the
wide and 4,500 feet deep, is meetings were held in six sec- Two died Saturday at six p.m. at commitment to no
Jackie Westmoreland, a senior
more than a at Olive Street when Wilson
Water & Sewer System at Paris,
available on the island a few tions with approximately 1,020 the Veterans Hospital, Marion,
stopped
for
a
car
nursing major from Louisville,
in
front
of
him
noncombative
50,000-man,
force
and
of
age
years
was
ill.
79
He
miles northwest of the Cannikin stockholders, their friends and
was crowned as the Black
to turn left. Mrs. Caldwell was Tennessee, and Mrs. Williams,
AAA
his death followed an extended by next June, only seven unable to stop in time to avoid his mother Mrs. W. P. Williams
site. The uncompleted test hole guests in attendance.
Homecoming Queen at the dance
months
now.
from
Lyn
Helton
has been sealed, but Jackson Paul Payne of Graves county illness.
hitting the Wilson car in the rear, of Paris, and a brother Bryant
Saturday night in the Waterfield
The deceased was a U. S. Army Communist troops, mean- according to the police report. Williams publisher of the Paris,
said there has been no decision was elected to a three year term
Student Union Building
was
90
while,
per
cent
today
fatal.
released
She
West
first
a
on its future use.
on the Board of Directors. Payne veteran of World War I. He was German school teacher held
Damage to the Wilson car was Tennessee Post Intelligencer.
was shocked, then morose. Two-time Pulitzer Prize winner
The Cannikin project was has been a member of the Board born July 8, 1892, in Graves
A story concerning Dr.
on
the
back
end
and
to
the
captive
Finally
since
she accepted it and Don Whitehead of Knoxville.
August.
The
designed to test the five- of Directors for 7 years and County and was the son of the late
Caldwell car on the front end and Williams appeared in the decided to help others in the Tenn., a columnist for the
German,
Shrader-RotPeter
megaton Spartan warhead for served last year as vice Albert Cullen Hixon and Julia
Memphis
Statesman,
a same situation.
Knoxville News-Sentinel, was the
tmers, 28, was escorted to an hood.
Margerite Thomas Hixon.
the Antiballistic Missile Sys- president.
publication of Memphis State
speaker Friday evening
A
featured
three
vehicle
collision
ocShe
borrowed
abandoned
airfield
a
tape
by
recorder
his
He is survived by one brother,
tem. Officials said the test was H. D. Hilliard of Hickman
curred at 10:45 a.m. on North 12th University. This story is printed from a hospital to record her at a reunion dinner for former
early
captors
this
in
morning
necessary for national defense. county was elected to a three Jack L. Hixon of Murray Route
on page six of today's Ledger and thoughts
about death to "get staff members of the school
an area about 12 miles from Street at Olive Street.
AEC officials said no radia- year term and has been on the One, and several cousins in
Involved were a 1969 Ford two Times.
across
hGw
school
it .feels to be dying newspaper and the yearbook.
in
vocational
which
the
• --tion "whatsoever'' escaped Board for 24 years. Hilliard was Calloway County.
door driven by Sherman Walker
and
raising
he
taught
children at the Whitehead, an Associated
in
Quang
Ngai
Funeral
services are being held
from the 53-inch diameter test president of the Board of
Press war correspondent during
of Route One, Bernie, Mo., a 1970
same
time."
Province.
today at one p.m. at the chapel of
shaft drilled more than a mile Directors last year.
World War II and the Korean
Datsun pickup driven by Dwaine
Lyn
had
German
read
"lots
spokesmen
Embassy
of
articles
into Amchitka Island, a bleak
Will Ed Hendon is a director the Max Churchill Funeral Home said they understood
War, wrote the book entitled
Galloway, 207 South 13th Street,
about
people
have
who
had
he
was
in
with
Heyward
Rev.
Roberts
dot in the Aleutians about 1,200 from Calloway county.
The
cancer and lived. But readers "The FBI Story." His brother,
good physical condition and Murray, and a 1970 Dodge two
miles southwest of Anchorage. Board of Directors is made up of officiating.
door driven by Timothy Lynn
get a false impression from the late Kyle Whitehead, was the
would
evacuated
be
to
West
Serving as pallbearers are J. B.
The iblast -250 times as six members selected from the
Forth of Hardin.
this. I've never read an article first journalism teacher and
Cochran, Terry Cochran, J. M. Germany after several days'
powerful as the bomb dropped Association's territory.
campus newspaper editor at
Police said all three vehicles
by someone who is dying.
dh Hiroshima during World War Cloys A. Hobbs, Executive Vice Venable, Paul Cunningham, rest.
Murray State in 1927.
were going north on North 12th
think
if
something
"I
I'd
seen
second
to
was
be
the
man
He
II -tilted the trailers a half- President reported that the Corbitt Farles, and Jesse
like that, it would have helped Dr. L. J. Hortin, present
released by the Viet Cong in a Street when Walker and
mile from the bomb shaft and Association had a good growth Garland.
Galloway had to slow down for
FT.
MCPHERSON, Ga. me get through a lot of chairman of the journalism
caused -considerable damage" and a very successful year.
Interment will be in the West month. Guerrillas last month congested
division at Murray State, was
traffic in the area, (UPI)-Lt. Col. Anthony Her- emotional pain."
U.S.
S.Sgt.
loose
Army
turned
Cemetery with the
to two small buildings at
Fork
witnesses told police. Forth, bert, a highly-decorated combat She did her work quietly and presented a plaque at the dinner
ground zero.
arrangements by the Max John Sexton of Warren, Mich., driving too fast to
stop his vehicle officer who lost his command in without publicity until a thief in recognition of his long service
in what was apparently an
Churchill Funeral Home.
The island earth movement
free two high-ranking under weather conditions, hit the Vietnam after accusing his stole the recorder. Then her as head of the journalism
effort
to
also caused damage to a
prisoners they believed were in Galloway car in the rear superiors of covering up alleged story became nationally known program.
service road about a mile and a 1 n
lsnocking it into the rear of the war crimes, said Sunday
the hands of the allies.
he will and scores of persons offered Among the Friday evening
half from the blast site and
Walker car, according to the retire from the Army
four
spokesmen
said
the
U.S.
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